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     Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
Narmadashankar Lalshankar Dave, popularly known as Narmad in the 
literary circles, has a credit of introducing autobiography in Gujarati. Besides 
being a literary stalwart of his time, he was a reformist, a strong opponent of 
religious fanaticism and orthodoxy. With an immense contribution from his 
part, he enriched Gujarati literature with newer and higher landmarks, 
cultivated Gujarati language to a considerable level and brought about 
reforms in every possible way against the evils prevalent in different strata of 
the then society. He promoted nationalism and patriotism, wrote about self 
governance and strove to create a ‘Gujarati’ identity along the lines of national 
identity. It was this devout poet who favoured Hindi as a national language 
before Gandhi or Nehru and whose debt even Gandhi acknowledged at many 
places. This research aims at a study of such a personality through a 
translation of his autobiography called ‘Mari Hakikat’. In order to perceive this 
man, and understand his literary endeavours and reformist actions, it would 
not be incongruous on my part to place him and his life story in proper socio-
political-literary perspectives as such attempt will help us to have an insight 
into the age that produced Narmad, who produced his life story ‘Mari Hakikat’ 
and position both into the subsequent milieu in a proper light. 
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                                                   I 
The Socio-political Scenario in 19th Century Gujarat 
Political Condition 
 
   Every epoch responds to its socio-economy-political situation in a 
unique way.  Each age has its own way to face and fight against the 
subversive practices. And this was especially evident during 19th century in 
Gujarat as well as in other parts of our country owing to the British 
supremacy.  During the first half of the Nineteenth century, the British rule had 
spread its roots in the soil of Gujarat ever since the East India Company had 
established their first seat at Surat in 1618 A.D., and Sir Thomas Row 
acquired a permanent license for trades from Jahangir, the British had started 
making their strong hold in Gujarat. Surat became a very important port and 
the main presidency. During that period Gujarat had become a cauldron for 
power struggle. The British confronted with the Portuguese, and the Marathas 
were in conflict with the Muslim-rulers of Gujarat. After defeating their 
European rival, the British official took the advantage of the political turmoil 
and snatched away the administration of Surat in 1759 and of Bharuch in 
1772. 
  
 In 1687 the East India Company transferred its seat from Surat to Fort 
Bombay (Mumbai); and the shipping industry and the trade for which Surat 
had been famous in the Islamic period was diverted towards the new capital. 
The adventurous people like shippers, merchants, agents and commission 
agents migrated to the erstwhile Bombay from all parts of Gujarat.  The period 
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of Maratha and Muslim rule was full of chaos and miseries. Due to their 
tyranny, and misrule the Gujarati society was suppressed and crushed. 
Though the British were outsiders, they created an atmosphere of liberty. The 
concept of one nation was comparatively new for the native people who had 
always thought of 'Akhand Aryavarta' based on religion. For the Gujarati 
society, the Muslim subas of Delhi sultanate or the Maratha subas from 
Maratha region in Pune were equally strangers as the British rulers. The 
British government implemented some reforms in the educational and social 
fields. The common people developed faith in the administration by the British 
Government. The British Government took lead in providing peace, stability 
and freedom from the alien rulers and invaders. Mansukhlal Jhaveri aptly 
comments in this regard:  
 
Thus by the first half of the 19th century, the British 
Power had struck its root in India and English 
language had opened for us the window to the 
world. Blind faith in conventional beliefs and 
customs started to be challenged by rationalism 
and we became intolerant of many of our social 
evils like ‘kanya-vikray’ (Bride-price), ‘var-vikray’ 
(Groom-price), physical or mental incompatibility in 
marriages, child marriages, child widowhood etc. 
which sapped up the vitality and energy of our 
nation. On account of our first and happy contact 
with the Western civilization through the British, a 
sense of this worldliness also started to dawn up 
upon us. And the centre of the thought of our 
idealist young men and dispassionate thinker 
shifted naturally to the field of social reform. It was 
a period of universal restlessness, universal 
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activities, and irrepressible urge to do something 
new and something that would change the face of 
the nation (1978: 67- 68) 
 
The British government intervened by removing some social evils and 
customs, consequently, peace prevailed and people were misguided by such 
deceptive policy of their new ruler. This new peaceful rule, however deceptive, 
gave impetus to the creative writing. The poets started singing in praise of the 
government, for instance, Narmad wrote:  
 
"Angrej jahan raj chhe, julam na dekhay; 
Udyam thamo tham bahu, dharani dham dham thay. 
(1866: 374) 
 
(Where there is the British rule, terror does not exist at all, on the contrary the 
whole region is enthusiastic because of increase in business and 
employment)   (translation: mine) 
 
It shows how a person like Narmad, who later on spoke vigorously on 
patriotism and ‘swadeshi’   was also impressed. In fact, the Western culture 
and education inculcated sense of patriotism and education in Narmad. The 
fire of patriotism was ignited by the study of the history of England and the 
British civilization. 
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Education - Condition, Spread and Impact 
  
  The education system in late eighteenth century and first few 
decades of nineteenth century had deteriorated owing to unrest and social 
upheavals. It had lost its relevance for the common man. The lower caste 
people and the labour class did not consider education very important. 
Usually the children of upper class communities got their primary education 
from the village schools. The primary education was limited to learning of few 
tables, simple keys of accounting and simple method of book-keeping. Apart 
from that, the Brahmin boys learnt the Vedas and other rituals at home or 
from someone from their community. Most of them studied only up to the 
level, which was required to keep their business on. Majority of the people 
were illiterate by the standard of the colonizers. Even in higher class, after 
getting rudimentary education from a primary village school, the students 
would return to their homes to follow the business of their family or caste. 
Krishnalal M. Jhaveri vividly describes the real condition of the village primary 
school as: 
 
The system of education which this society 
supplanted was of a primitive kind where students 
were taught the rudiments of reading, writing and 
arithmetic. The children learnt the letters of the 
alphabet and numerical figures by drawing them 
on sand strewn on the floor or on a small oblong 
piece of board… Reading books in the sense of 
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modern class books did not exist, and attention in 
these schools was mostly concentrated on several 
branches of Arithmetic in which the learners were 
trained so much that sums in the rule of three and 
double rule of three were worked out mentally, 
without the aid of slate or paper. Spelling and 
reading were not much cultivated and subjects 
such as History and Geography were never 
thought of. (1978 : 3) 
 
In order to boost the drive of getting clerks that can work at lower level 
of the administrative systems, Archdeacon Barnes established 'The Society of 
Promoting the Education of the Poor within the Government of Bombay' with 
the joint efforts of the Government and people. In 1815 and in 1823 the East 
India Company established the 'Bombay Education Society' and ‘Native 
School Book’ and the ‘Native School Society’ respectively. The latter was 
recognized as ‘Bombay Native Educational Society’ and was controlled and 
guided by the then governor Lord Elphinstone. This society trained teachers. 
In 1825 a branch of the society was started in Gujarat under the name of 'The 
Native Education Society'. When Bishop Carr visited Bharuch, he assigned 
Ranchhodbhai Girdharbhai the work of preparing a set of textbook in Gujarati. 
Ramesh Shukla observes in this regard: 
 
The decision of imparting education (to natives) by 
the British officials was not completely propitious 
and selfless. Yet the education of different subjects 
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opened up, for the intellectuals of this country, 
many directions towards the useful knowledge in 
place of one way and almost non-productive 
knowledge. We must whole heartedly accept the 
fact that education opened up the vision for the 
revival, breaking off the conservatism and 
orthodoxy to one's own thoughts and beliefs. 
 (2003 : 15)                  ( translation : mine)       
  
  Education brought about new vision among the natives. The touch of 
the modern education, exposure to the European culture and literature, new 
way of life and thought stirred the stagnant water of the Gujarati society. New 
era of reform was heralded. Gujarati students of The Native Education Society 
established 'Gujarati Gnana Parasarak Mandali' and started monthly 
magazine ‘Ganean Parasaraka’, the Disseminator of Knowledge in 1849. In 
1851 some Gujarati youth started yet another association named 
Buddhivardhak Sabha.  Ranchodbhai was the president of it. They also 
started a monthly organ called 'Buddhivardhak', the Augmentor of Knowledge. 
Eminent people like Mahetaji Durgaram, Manchharam, Tulajaram Sukhram, 
Mohanlal Ranchhoddas, Mahipatram Rupram, Sorabaji Bengli, Ardeshir Moos 
and Nanabhai Ranina among the others were the members of that 
association. All they were the pioneers of Education in Gujarat. Karsandas 
Mulaji, the social reformer, was one of them who exposed the immoral 
practices of the maharajs of the Vaishnava sect. 
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Socio-Religious Situation 
 
     In those days, religion played a very important and pivotal role in 
every walks of social life. Religion moulded and controlled the ways of 
thinking, belief, behaviour, emotion, action and reaction of the society with its 
long lasting effect on the mental, spiritual and emotional life of the people. The 
rethinking of the religious values was at the root of the wind of reform during 
this period. The education in its initial stage was in the hands of Christian 
Missionaries who were more interested in conversion and spread of 
Christianity. They misrepresented the Hindu religion as ridden with 
superstition, hypocrisy, heterodoxy among the others and criticised it for the 
social customs like enforced widowhood, polygamy, child marriage, idolatry, 
pretbhojan, untouchability etc.  But with the introduction of the new education 
system, came the new thoughts and awareness. According to Ramesh 
Shukla:  
 
Thus, newly educated class of people with their 
new outlook and ways of thinking and patriotic 
feelings and potentiality was shocked. It is not 
possible to deny the fact of evils prevailed in the 
religion of the period. Owing to that they thought of 
ascertaining the basic ideas of Hindu religion from 
the Vedas and Upanishads and put them before 
the society as a cultivated and purified source and 
the activities took place as well which, could 
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brought about the awareness that the supreme 
welfare was lying only in Hindu religion. Also the 
activity was started to show the benefits of social 
reform which was in accordance with such a 
religion. (2003:18)                 (translation:  mine)   
  
Narmad, under the sway of the wind of change reacted sharply and 
sensibly to the agitation and activities of reform in religion and society during 
his time and was the member of the 'Paramhans Mandali' and was also 
attracted towards 'Brahmosamaj'. He opposed the caste distinction system 
and the idolatry. He also established the ‘Tatvasodhak Sabha’ with the 
objectives to generate debate regarding the issues of morality and religion. 
Such temperament of Narmad was appreciated by many. Navalram Pandya 
comments in this light:  
 
The pleasure of the study, surging feelings of 
patriotism, clear objective, deep feeling, high 
qualities among the others, shone up like a 
continuous flame of light in Narmadashankar from 
the very beginning to the last moment.   
 (1971: 244-245)                        (translation : mine) 
   
Narmad opposed almost all the existing social evils. He was apt in 
adopting the changes. He was among first few to welcome the reform bill in 
support of the widow remarriage posed by J. P. Grant in 1859. He along with 
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Karsandas Mulji not only welcomed it but he also wrote the 'Vaidhavya 
Charitra' favouring the bill, which earned a very long lasting effect upon the 
very big mass of people. It generated a kind of agitation through this poem. 
K. M. Munshi notes: 
 
 His two poems on the condition of widows, the 
Vaidhavya-charitra –Widowhood- the picture 
(1859-63) and Vaidhvya-vreh- A widow’s 
bereavement, shocked many, and provoked not a 
few to interest themselves in this vexing problem.           
(1954 :247)  
 
The social and literary activities by Narmad and his peers were in a 
way reaction to the contemporary socio-political conditions. Especially, 
Narmad reacted sharply to the social evils and wished to bring in the desired 
reforms. His faith in a brighter future is expressed in his poem: 
 
Divas hato chhe rat, vali pachho di ugashe, 
Tan man dhan bal teh, farithi bhar nikalashe. 
Kasarat karashe purush, nirogi pushta thase bahu, 
Strio temani sath, hava rudi leshe sahu. 
Bal lagna nahi thay, swayamvarthi paranshe, 
Jati bandhano tute, paraspar jamavun thashe. 
 
Jashe janan pardesh, navun tyan jai joshe, 
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Avine nij desh, shobhato karashe honse. 
(1932: 347) 
 
 (In olden time the sun shone brightly. At present night prevails, but 
soon the light will overcome the darkness. Again the same strength of body 
and mind and wealth will reappear. Men will take to exercise and thus become 
healthy and revitalised. Women will move about with them and all would enjoy 
fine atmosphere. Child marriage will disappear and marriages by choice will 
take place. Caste distinctions will vanish and interdining will be replaced. 
Then men will travel to foreign lands and observe new things there and on 
their return adorn their own country enthusiastically.)         (translation: mine) 
 
Mansukhlal Jhaveri aptly observes in this regard: 
 
The interest of our thinkers was, therefore 
concentrated on the thought: How best to live with 
peace within and peace without in the new age 
that had settled irrevocably? In their search for 
new dimensions of relations between individual 
and society, our thinkers like Govardhanram 
realized that life could best be lived in the changed 
circumstances if a synthesis of whatever is best in 
the tradition of the East as well as in those of the 
West were worked out. This synthesis should not 
be a mechanical amalgamation of a few elements 
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of this and a few elements of the other civilization. 
We are a nation of the East, and the civilization of 
the East is in our blood for centuries. If we cast 
away from our civilization all that is dead weight 
and accept from the West only that which our 
systems could assimilate, then only would the 
synthesis be proper.                            (1978:70-71) 
 
II 
 
Literary Activities During the 19th century in Gujarat 
 
With the exposure to Western education, culture and literature the 
vision of the educated persons broadened resulting into different types of 
literary activities. A sizeable corpus of literary works was produced during the 
nineteenth century. Many societies, associations, missionaries, boards and 
individuals, as well, came forward with reformist interest. The Gujarati 
literature up to Dayaram intended to please as well as instruct people, 
providing a kind of moral strength to stand against the tyrant and exploiting 
rulers. Vishnuprasad Trivedi observes:  
 
The land of aesthetic Gujarat region was fertile 
with a good deal of poems. Really, the poetry had 
earned a place in the heart and tongue of common 
man. The akhyans by Premanand, the garabi of 
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devotion and love, the enlightening bhajans by the 
Vedenti saints trying to alert against the worldly 
traps, the songs with the shantras by Vallabh 
Mevada etc. added to the taste of the common 
people’s life. They showed the righteous path of 
the true religion and helped them forget the worldly 
miseries. The folk songs, garbi, garaba, bhajan, 
anecdotes, stories etc. had a definite importance 
and its place at the time of observing the vrat. 
(1973 : 7 )                                   (translation: mine)      
 
Thus, the drawing rooms, the squares, village yards or the temples and the 
gardens, the water-places or the places of pilgrimage were the places that 
kept the traditional songs, stories and bhajans alive.  
 
 Thus, even before the Western wind could touch the Gujarati soil, 
poets like Samal Bhatt, Vallabh Mevada, Pritam, Ratno, Dhiro, Narbheram, 
Bapusaheb Gaekwad, Bhojo, Ranchhodji Diwan, Girdhar, the saint-poets of 
Swaminarayan sect Muktanand, Brahmanand, Premanand Swami, 
Nishkulanand, Devanand, just to mention a few names, were engaged in 
creative writing. 
 
 The stream of Gujarati literature, even before the influence of Western 
literature, was making murmuring sound with its sweet melodies. In 
Amadavad chhappas and padyavartas by Shamal dominated the scene, while 
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in Surat Premanad reigned and around Surat the ‘danlila pads’ a sort of short 
poem known as ‘Govalia’  by poet Bhalan were popular. The women sang the 
prabhatiya by Narshinh Maheta and pads and garbis by Mira. The poems by 
Dayaram had fascinated towns like Chanod, Karnali and Vadodara among the 
others. Men sang the garaba by Vallabh. Moreover, the bhakti songs by 
different poets had earned popularity by that time. Groups of pilgrims were the 
medium for the exchange of bhakti literature. Anantray Raval opines: 
 
The contribution by the poets of the medieval 
period of Gujarati literature is very considerable in 
nurturing the mind and heart of the Gujarati 
people. Gujarat has never fallen short of such 
poets. …if one studies the Gujarati literature from 
the literary point of view, definitely one can mark 
an uninterrupted stream of the long hierarchy of 
the poets ranging from Hemchandracharya to 
Dayaram. That   stream, even during the adverse 
time of the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighteenth 
centuries has never ceased to be. 
 (1999 :20)                                ( translation : mine )  
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Among the predecessors of Narmad, the creative output of Dayaram 
is noteworthy. Dayaram had tried his hand on various forms like pads, 
akhyans, mahina, charitra kavyas (biographies), dialogues, garbas and 
garbis, among the others. Dayaram has also written Rasik Vallabh, 
Sampradaya Sar, Rasik Ranjan, Prabodha Bavani, Prashnottara Malika, and 
Bhakta Vel, didactic poems or poems related to Bhakti. He has also written 
Satasaiya in Hindi.  
             
 Dalpatram Dahyabhai Travadi (1820-1898), another contemporary of 
Narmad, was bestowed upon the title "Kavishvar" (the greatest poet) by Sir 
Alexander Kinloch Forbes. Dalpatram was more comfortable with poetry. He 
has also tried his hand successfully on dramas and instructive essays. He has 
some remarkable works like, Vijaya Kshama, Rajvidyabhyas, Hansa-Kavya-
Shataka, Hunnarkhanani Chadai, Gamar Bhavani, Ritu-Varnana, Sampa-
Lakshmi Samvad, Jadavasthali, Vena-Charitra, Forbes-Vilas and Forbes-
Viraha to his credit. He has also composed numerous garbis, marriage-songs 
and hundreds of short poems on miscellaneous subjects. He has also written 
two plays: Lakshmi-Natak and Mithyabhimana Natak and three anthologies of 
prose essays i.e. Bhootanibandha, Gnatinibandha and Balavivahanibandha.  
     By the time, Narmad reached the zenith of his literary career, many 
more educated – in a modern sense- writers emerged on the horizon. 
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Bholanath Sarabhai, Mahipatram Nilkanth, Karsandas Mulji, Nandshankar 
Tuljashankar Mehata, Navalram Pandya, Ranchhodbhai Udayaram, Jehangir 
Ardeshir Taleyarkhan, Hargovinddas Kantawala, Ichchharam Desai, 
Durgaram Manchharam Dave, Mahetaji Ganpat Rajaram, Kavi Shivalal 
Dhaneshwar, Mansukhram Suryaram Tripathi, Trikamdas Vaishnav, 
Ranchoddas Girdhardas Zaveri,  Mohanlal Ranchoddas Zaveri, Chotalal 
Sevakram, Nagindas Tulasidas, Bhagavanlal Indraji, Lalshankar 
Umiyashankar, Keshavlal Motilal Parikh among the others are noteworthy 
writers who tried their hands on various themes and forms. 
                III 
Literary Contribution by Narmad 
 
 Narmadashankar is one of the few Gujarati literary figures who 
had resolved to live only in the service of goddess of learning. He was well 
versed in techniques and tools of literature, measures and meters, forms and 
formalities owing to his close study of works of languages like Gujarati, Hindi, 
Marathi, Sanskrit and English. He had studied many Gujarati, Sanskrit and 
English poets like Shelly, Byron, Cowper, Wordsworth in English and Dhiro, 
Dayaram, Narsimh Mehta among the others in Gujarati. He had also read 
Kalidas, Bhavbhuti and Ban in Sanskrit. Commenting on his keen interest in 
literature and love for learning K. M. Jhaveri remarks: 
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Very few Gujaratis can have undergone that 
deliberate apprenticeship and preparation for a life 
of literary occupation that Narmadashankar did. 
From the moment he made up his mind to devote 
himself to poetry he exerted himself in preparing 
for his task by reading widely in various languages, 
Sanskrit, Hindi, English.                           (1924:35)  
 
  Narmad’s creativity is shaped not only by the Indian poetics but 
also by the Western concept of poetry. In his essay ‘Kavi Ane Kavita’ (The 
Poet and the Poetry) he brings out the happy combination of Indian and the 
Western poetry. He says that the real poem is within the human being while 
the language, colour, form among the others are the means and tools for 
writing a poem. 
  
Under the influence of Hazlitt and Wordsworth, Narmad notes, 
‘Imagination is the mother of poetry.’ He remarks further, ‘The soul of ras in 
the body of sentences, is poetry' and ‘the pleasure produced from the 
suggested meaning is most important.’ Opposing contemporary belief that to 
instruct is sole function of the poetry, he says ‘The principal aim of poetry is to 
please...’ (Translation: mine) (1996:138)Thus, his views about the function of 
poetry go beyond contemporary belief. He says:  
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The poetry has two qualities. It watches the 
present with a subtle eye and points out the 
drawbacks of it, not only that but also it puts forth 
the new suggestions and guidance for it. 
Moreover, keeping in view the present, it shows 
the future.  (1996:138)  
                                   (translation : mine)  
  
 As a subject matter of poems, he favoured nature, ardent feelings of love, 
deep concern for the knowledge of supreme beauty, different feelings and 
passions of human heart, and other topics of serious matters. Due to such a 
concept of poetry, the subjects of contemporary concern like the realities of 
the society, love, valour, nature and love for the exploits of deity are 
principally expressed in his poems. 
 
Narmad’s literary career can tentatively be divided into two phases. 
During the first phase, his primary focus was on poetry, whereas in the latter 
phase prose was his preferred form. 
 
Narmad's prolific creativity is found in his verses. Though, his 
creation in prose cannot be overviewed. K. M. Jhaveri aptly remarks: 
 
Narmadashankar has written much poetry but 
more prose. His sterling work lies in the latter 
direction but he was always known, and he loved 
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to be known, as a poet and hence that phase of 
his literary life has come to assume a factitious 
importance. A list of all his works-prose and poetic 
-can be found in Navalram's 'Kavi Jivan’ (Life of 
the Poet). They come to nearly 58 volumes, but a 
fair idea of his worth can be gathered from two of 
his collected works, his Narmakavita for his verse 
and his Narmagadya for his prose writings. He was 
a student of old Gujarati poetry, and has published 
the lives of some of the old Gujarati poets and 
edited the works of Dayaram and Nalakhyan by 
Premanand and the padas of Manohar Swami, a 
Swaminarayan poet. (1924: 48) 
  
The period of Narmad’s poetic career between 1858 and 1865 proved 
to be the most productive and creative. His reputation as a poet was 
established during this period. Some of his poems depicting the contemporary 
social issues created a great stir among both the conservatives and the 
reformists. Works like Rutuvarnan, Vanvarnan and Pravasvarnan 
demonstrate his merits as a poet.  And a poem called Hinduoni Padati which 
was acclaimed as “The Bible of the Social Reformer" is considered a 
landmark in his career as a poet. Kanaiyalal Munshi comments on Narmad’s 
significant literary contribution in the following words: 
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He was born at the time of Junction of the two 
ages. He became the harbinger of the new age. 
He reflected on the qualities of the new age and 
explored the qualities of the older one. He also 
ruminated over the qualities of an alien culture and 
thus, became a messenger of reform. He 
challenged cowardice, held the flag of bravery and 
courage in his hand, sang songs of freedom and 
made others sing. He broke off the social 
bondages and taught others to break them off, he 
studied the British rule and composed slogans for 
independence and thus, placed before Gujarat the 
goals and objectives, some of which even today 
are not achieved. He became a reviver of our 
samskaras and thus he became one bead of the 
rosary made of the great Gujaratis that exists from 
the time immortal. When Gujarat was poisoned 
with the culture of the West, he stood as Lord 
Shiva who collected that poison in his throat and 
bore with it but preached his own culture.                          
(1939: 126)              (translation : mine) 
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Narmad as a Prose Writer 
 
Narmad is considered the father of the Gujarati essays. He cultivated 
and moulded the Gujarati language to such an extent that it became powerful 
medium of expressions.  K. M. Munshi notes in this regard, 
 
Narmad, thus, was the father of modern Gujarati 
prose. He found it a feeble vehicle of expression 
and left it a language of great promise. 
 (1954 : 242) 
 
He started writing essays with an essay called 'Mandali Malavathi 
Thata Labho’ (The Advantages of Meeting Together as Societies), which, 
finally resulted into the collection of the essays, Narmagadya. The subjects of 
his essays are vivid and varied. It ranges from subjects like 'Kasumbi Paghadi 
Rangavani Rit' (Method of Dyeing the Turban with Saffron Colour), 'Viman' 
(The Airplane), 'Kashmiri Shal' (The Shawl from Kashmir), 'Bhashan Karati 
Vakhatana Chala' (The Gestures while Delivering Lecture) to the subjects of 
Economics like 'Sherkagal na Kankava' (Kites of Share Documents). The 
subjects of religious and social life like, 'Punarvivah' (The Re-marriage), 
subjects of literary concern like 'Kavi Ane Kavita' (Poet and Poetry), and 
subjects of spiritualism like 'Brahmatrusha' (The Thirst for Ataining Brahm) 
find their eminent place in this collection. He has covered miscellaneous 
subjects with his versatile genius. Pravin Daraji observes,  
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Looking from the literary point of view, Narmad's 
essays are generally well constructed. He has got 
mastery over moulding any subject with the 
colours of his personality. The essays by his 
contemporary Dalpatram give an impression of 
school essays while those of Narmad appear 
before us as the pure literary essays. He has 
prepared the Gujarati prose fit for essays by 
cultivating it with a hard toil.  (1969 :101)  
                                        (translation : mine) 
 
In fact the essay form matured in his hand. Narmad not only shaped the genre 
but also gave it a direction. He devoted himself to the essay writing for almost 
thirty-five years from 1851 to 1886. He published a voluminous collection of 
essays as Narmagadya in 1865. 
  
Many critics compare Narmad with Martin Luther King of Gujarat as the 
chief aim for writing poems and essays of reform was the removal of evils 
from the society and religion. Poems and essays were the chief weapon for 
Narmadashankar for his life mission of social reform.  
 
About the real greatness of Narmad as a reformist Lilavati 
Munshi observes: 
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I think the real greatness of Narmad does not lie in 
his being a poet, nor in his being an author but his 
greatness is in being a human being.  He bore the 
flag of social reform not to show off but because 
his human compassion could not bear the 
injustices to his society. A resolving person like 
him was convinced that the miseries of native 
people and their insults at every step were 
because of themselves and their evil behavior. The 
child marriage and ban to widow remarriage were 
the origin of all the miseries. The violence enforced 
upon the widows and their pathetic condition and 
owing to such practices, the social evils had 
reached deep into the root of our society He firmly 
believed that till the society is not freed from those 
evils the society could never become happy. 
(1938: 189)                                 (translation: mine)  
   
Although Navalram is considered the leading personality in Gujarati 
criticism, Narmad is the pioneer in the field of criticism also.  
Ramanlal Joshi rightly observes,  
 
Narmad's contribution to the (field of) the criticism 
in Gujarati is firmly laid down in the history of 
Gujarati criticism as a pioneer work.  We can see 
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his affection for literature and criticism in his 
principle about the function of criticism as 'to 
remove the stains (from work) looking them in the 
mirror of criticism and to adorn it with good 
ornaments', which pleases us today even when 
there is a great development  in the field of 
criticism.   (1970: 107)          (translation: mine)  
  
In his essay, 'Tika Karavani Rit' (The Way of Criticising) Narmad notes, 
 
If the critic does not exist, the work cannot be 
understood properly; its qualities and drawbacks 
cannot be ascertained [In absence of criticism. 
(parenthesis: mine)] The writer might become 
arrogant, consequently good works would not be 
produced, and there would be chaos in the 
society... the principal objective of criticism is to 
show both good and bad (of the work) and 
specially the bad so that it might be removed 
immediately.(1866:126)                                                  
(translation :mine)   
 
Narmad believed, “The language which is well-cultivated in both prose and 
poetry can be called a perfect language. Only a few dare say that the 
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language of   Gujarati is cultivated in both. We fear in remarking that even the 
language of poetry is cultivated...” (1866:117)                  (translation : mine)   
 
He also carried out a Herculean task of preparing lexicon called 
Narmakosh in Gujarati. Besides, he has also compiled a Mythological 
Dictionary, entitled as Narmakathakosh. Another valuable contribution to the 
field of Gujarati language is his writing of the Narmvyakaran (Gujarati 
grammar) which predates his dictionary. A part of Narmagadya is devoted to 
history, winning Narmad a title of earliest modern historian of Gujarat.  
 
Publication of Dandio, was yet another achievement of Narmad. 
Through, Dandio which literally means ‘A Town-Crier’, he fought against 
prevelant social evils and at times, he criticized his own contemporaries. He 
wanted to elevate his journal to the level of 'Spectator' of England.  Gulabdas 
Broker states in this regard, 
 
His activity as a spirited reformist might have 
become diminished if he were not a capable 
journalist. It is clear that if one who wants to make 
a very big movement in a very big field - either 
Narmad or Karshandas in the field of social reform 
or Tilak or Gandhiji in the field of national reform - 
he must have his own journal. … … … Therefore, 
Narmad published the 'Gnansagar' in his youth 
and the 'Dandio' in later years. He outwitted 
Karshandas' the 'Satyaprakash' with his pen and 
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whenever he got the chance he kept on writing, 
preaching and performing his function as a time 
spirit  (1952: 209)                       (translation: mine) 
 
 Narmad, it seems, was keen to try his hand on all the existing forms of 
that time. During the later phase of his career, he attempted at history, 
autobiography and plays. He has five dramas to his credit.            
 
 Narmad had translated the Mruchchhakatik and Renukavadh. The 
Sarshakuntal earned for Narmad the credit of giving a successful translation 
of the Sanskrit dramas. Narmad has also translated from English three well-
known poems like Wordsworth's “We Are Seven” as Vajee, and “Lucy Gray” 
as Lalita and Robert Southey's “Nelson” as Sahas Desai. Translation of 
‘Shrimadbhagavadgita’ by Narmad is one of the greatest contributions to 
literature and scholarship, which made Narmad a versatile literary figure. He 
not only translated it into Gujarati but also discussed the deep secrete 
meanings of it and explained them in simple yet scholastic Gujarati.  Since the 
work is laden with Hindu philosophy its translation into Gujarati becomes 
much more challenging task. Ramesh Shukla opines, ‘one of the greatest 
services by Narmad to literature and scholarship is the translation of the 
‘Shrimadbhagavadgita’ into Gujarati.’ (2002:269) In the preface of that 
translation Narmad has, according to Shukla, ‘explained the deeply 
embedded secretes in a very simple yet scholastic style. Mahatma Gandhi 
was highly impressed when he read this preface. He paid a tribute to the poet 
on the celebration of ‘Narma Centurion’  in a letter to Kanaiyalal Munshi from 
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the Yaravada jail as “…though, I had already become a worshipper of the Gita 
but the preface to the translation of Gita by Narmad has strengthened my  
devotion to mother Gita and my respect for Narmadashankar has increased.’ 
(2002: 269)                 (translation: mine)  
 
Thus, Narmadashankar’s contribution to Gujarati literature, language 
and society is immense. He has enriched his mother tongue not only in terms 
of literary output, but also by introducing many new genres to it. Dhumketu, a 
noted writer of Gujarati hails Narmad as ‘a remarkable poet and writer and 
precursor of many a new literary forms like essay, epic, love and nature 
poem, lexicon, history, the stories of outlaws, free verse, journals, 
autobiography, lyrics of patriotism in Gujarati, in his ‘Sahitya Vicharana’. He is 
first to introduce the idea of literary club, social and religious reform, reform 
activities as a struggle etc.’ (1969:328) (translation: mine)  
 
     IV 
 
 Life story or autobiography is a genre where we find an artistic, moving 
and realistic narration of its author’s life. However it is not only the narration of 
one’s past life but it is also a document of how the past moulded the present 
of the subject’s life. In case of the autobiography, a human being is the 
subject of interest and study. The attempt to write an autobiography is an 
outcome of common human instinct of being reborn and re – lived. The desire 
to write an autobiography is produced out of a wish to be reproduced on the 
unending- span of the eternal time. The narration of self is the best example 
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of the human resolution for reproduction of the self. Man, in the earliest days 
of his existence, had attempted to relate the story of the ‘self’ through different 
mediums of expression. Unfortunately he was not having at his hand, a well-
developed art of portrait and painting nor the complex and rich art of verbal 
expression in those primitive days. He erected stones and statues inscribed 
with some words or symbols depicting the heroic deeds of great existence or 
strived to express deeply felt feelings of self adoration and/or appreciation on 
the clay plates with the help of verbal or graphical language. He tried to write 
on the skin of the tree with sharp stones, the life story of the self, purely with a 
hope to relate their story to the generations to come. Though our eyes cannot 
read or decipher those words or symbols today but our heart can definitely 
read the feelings behind those symbols.  
 
 Hero-worship is the source of inspiration behind writing a biography 
while impulse for self-expression is a reason behind writing an autobiography 
where one gets one’s ‘ inner-self ’ expressed. Man is interested in listening 
about others likewise he is keenly interested in telling others about himself. 
Although, he seems more interested in letting others know about himself. At 
this juncture one desires to express his world within and without, including the 
issues inner and outer, public and private, concrete and subtle, what what not! 
 
 The term ‘autobiography’ is commonly thought to have been coined by 
a nineteenth century poet Robert Southey in 1809 when he was describing a 
work of a Portuguese poet, Francisco Vienra. Though there is an evidence of 
slightly earlier usage, at the end of the eighth century, in a review attributed to 
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William Taylor of Issac D’Israeli’s Miscellanies, where he ponders whether 
autobiography might not have been a better term than the word ‘self – 
biography’ employed by D’ Israeli. Felicity Nussbaum argues that by the  
1830s the world had become a matter of established usage, though 
definitions of what it might mean were by no means stable.  
 
To confine a genre within the circumference of the definition is too 
difficult. However, the term autobiography has been defined by different 
scholars in different ways. To quote Linda Anderson: 
 
The very pervasiveness and slipperiness of 
autobiography has made the need to contain and 
control it within disciplinary boundaries all the more 
urgent, and many literary critics have turned to 
definition as a way of stamping their academic 
authority on an unruly and even slightly 
disreputable field. (2001: 2) 
 
    The Oxford English Dictionary explains the term Autobiography as: 
(A) The writing of one’s own history.  (B) The story of one’s life written by him 
self. But when we call the autobiography as the history of one’s self, some 
essential aspects of the autobiography are missed. In the second definition 
the word ‘story’ is objectionable because story relates the autobiography to 
the element of imagination, which is not much required by the present genre. 
(The Oxford English Dictionary, Vol.-1 p-573) 
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 The Encyclopedia Britannica defines autobiography as: 
 
The account of an individual human life written by 
the subject himself. In the broadest sense any self 
written account of one’s life and time may be 
thought of as autobiographical but autobiography 
as a literary genre stands apart from certain 
related form – notably the personal essay, the 
diary, the travel journal and the autobiographical 
novel. It must obviously be composed by the 
subject itself, not ghost – written by a professional 
biographer, yet it may be dictated to an 
amanuensis and it may be written – though this is 
seldom the case – in the third person.  
(1982: 854-855) 
  
The term ‘account’ is noticeable here. It points a finger towards an 
inner self and life. Obviously, the autobiography differs from other literary 
forms like essay, diary, novel and travel journal. The autobiography must be 
written by the subject himself, not by any professional biographer or the ghost 
writer. Though it is the story of ‘I’ but sometimes it appears before us in third 
person singular. 
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 The Encyclopedia of Literature (Castle) views the autobiography in the 
following way: 
  
Autobiography is the man’s narration of a man’s 
life by himself. It should contain a greater 
guarantee of truth than any other form of 
biography, since the central figure of the book 
appears also as a witness of the events, which he 
records. Johnson was of the opinion that no man’s 
life could be better written than by himself, and it 
does indeed seem as though an honest author 
should be more fully equipped than anybody else 
to give a complete, account of his own 
experience.(Castell’s Encyclopedia Britannica of 
Literature Vol-1: 62 ) 
 
 Although an autobiography is viewed as the narration of one’s life by 
himself, it is not only the narration but much more. Though it is true that it 
should be more truthful than any other form of biography but that is not the 
sole aim of the autobiography. Truth is expected from it but the author of the 
autobiography has to depend upon the memories while narrating his 
childhood and all we know how deceptive memory is. Even an honest person 
can not give the complete account of his life perfectly as relying on the 
memory can be deceptive.  
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The Dictionary of World Literature defines the autobiography as: 
 
The autobiography proper is a connected narrative 
of the author’s life, with stress laid on 
introspection, or on the significance of his life 
against a wider back – ground.  (Dictionary of 
World Literature, 1970:23) 
 
  This definition highlights three important aspects. The connected 
narrative itself makes it an integrated story of the author’s life. This aspect of 
the definition earns our attention much towards it. The introspection is duly 
stressed. A writer of an autobiography, while relating his life also tells about 
the world around him. In this sense autobiography is not just a story of a 
person’s life but also a story of the world connected with him. 
 
 Roy Pascal in his, ‘Design and Truth in Autobiography’ defines the 
autobiography as follows: 
 
It involves the reconstruction of the movement of 
life, or part of a life, in the actual circumstances in 
which it was lived, its center of interest is the out – 
side world must appear so that in give and take 
with it, the personality finds its peculiar shape. 
(1960:23) 
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This definition defines autobiography as the reconstruction of the 
author’s life, not the imitation of it. However, the ‘self’ is at the central 
relevance of the work, the reconstruction of the actual outer world is equally 
important because it is the outer world or the circumstances that has moulded 
the present personality of the subject through the process of give and take i. 
e. the action and reaction to the outer world by the subject. The individuality of 
the self in the context of the outside world has been established through the 
analysis of the self or the self-portrait. Due to this out – side world only the 
personality find its peculiar shape. 
 
Art is the medium through which wo/man tries to express her/his inner 
feelings, desires of life. Thus, it is not surprising that autobiography is the form 
of writing that has moved from the periphery to the center. Meena Sodhi 
opines,  
 
It records the life history of man, helps him in 
establishing his identity and also guarantees the 
agency of self.                                        (1994: 24)  
 
While D. R. Mallery in this regard comments:  
 
Many of us read an autobiography simply as a 
work of art, for the author’s style and for the 
pleasure we obtain from all great literature. Some 
of us read these accounts great men have given of 
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their lives in order that we may, so to speak, live 
vicariously. Escape, that is, from ourselves 
momentarily and enlighten our own lives by living a 
number of other lives at the same time. Biography 
and autobiography teach us to live better lives by 
helping us to establish contact with men and 
women who have faced the same perplexing 
problems that we must face. (1989: 70)  
 
As a matter of fact, the concept of writing an autobiography has 
prevailed for two hundred years but critical interest in the genre is fairly 
recent. It needs to be clear that autobiography is a literary and not just 
historical activity. Karl Weintraub opines, 
 
An autobiography can only be understood if the 
‘place’ the authors themselves occupy in relation 
to their lives can be reconstructed by the reader. 
Reading an autobiography properly means reading 
with an already existing knowledge of the text’s 
meaning. This moment, this point of view, needs to 
be recaptured for a proper understanding of the 
autobiography effort; so must the motivation and 
intention of the author for writing autobiography at 
all.  (1978: xviii).   
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Here due importance has been given to the place of the author. The 
place the author of the autobiography bears in connection with his life, time 
and surroundings – both concrete and subtle are generated by the reader 
himself.  
 
 However, Janet Gunn states:  
 
Autobiography is the act of “settling down” or, of 
wedging one’s feet downward. It represents an act 
both of discovery and creation that involves at the 
same time, the movement of the self in the world, 
recognizing that “the land makes man” and the 
movement of the self into the world, recognizing as 
well that, “men elects his land. (1984: 59)  
 
For James Olney, for instance autobiography engages with the 
profound human impulse to become both separate and complete.  
 
What is…of particular interest to us in a 
consideration of the creative achievements of 
individual men and the relationship of those 
achievements to a life lived, on the one hand, and 
an autobiography of that life on the other is … the 
isolate uniqueness that nearly everyone agrees to 
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be the primary quality and condition of the 
individual and his experience.  (1972:20-21)  
 
  The space that autobiography occupies is the cultural space that 
combines the private space and the public space. The lack of sense of their 
own individuality among members of primitive tribes has often been seen and 
noted in the past centuries. So the basic necessity of writing about one’s own 
life emerges from the sense of individuality. 
 
Philipe Lejeune produced the following judicious and widely quoted 
definition: 
 
A retrospective prose narrative produced by a real 
person concerning his own existence, focusing on 
his individual life, in particular on the development 
of his personality. (1982:193)   
 
 Self-centeredness is inevitable part of the autobiography. The 
protagonist is at the center and other incidents, persons, time and age among 
the others form a backdrop against which his personality develops. As 
autobiography is the history of an individual, it is based on the real life. The 
author reconstructs his inner and outer personality through such realistic 
narrations. The story in the autobiography may be of an ordinary or a great 
person but its value depends upon its convincing power. The autobiography 
differs from other genres in the point of subject matter because the author 
himself is the subject matter.  Consequently it is a story of “I”. Therefore the 
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author has to take care for keeping balance between his ego and vanity.  One 
must not indulge into vanity at the same time his ego can be expressed in a 
balanced manner. Self-analysis is the factor through which the author wins 
the favour of the readers. No one can live in vacuum as he is the part and 
parcel and at the same time the product of his milieu, moment and mass 
consequently they get reflected in the autobiography. Struggle is the soul of 
any literary genre and if it is expressed in its truest from anywhere at all, it is 
found in the autobiography. Here we come across two different types of 
struggle i.e. his struggle with the outer world and his inner struggle – struggle 
with the self. 
  
‘Truth is the hero of my tale’ says Tolstoy indicating the immense 
significance of the truth in autobiography. Truth is the most reliable criterion 
for the autobiography as it is not an imaginary story but a story really 
experienced and lived by the author himself. It is the truthful expression of the 
truth itself. In an autobiography the author explores and exposes the truth of 
his life as well as the truth of his age. Mahatma Gandhi whose sole purpose of 
life was realization of ‘truth’ comments,  
 
… may many (persons) like me get destroyed but 
may truth win!  May not at all, the measuring rod 
be short in measuring the small entity.  
(1927:2)                                       (translation: mine)   
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Truth is criterion that excels the autobiography ahead of other literary genre. 
To quote Narmad: 
 
I will not write any thing in this Hakikat which is not 
worth declaring according to my belief but 
whatever is written is hundred percent correct 
according to my knowledge. It may be about bright 
side of my life or vice versa or whether people like 
it. (M. H. p-2)            (translation: mine)  
 
Thus, the truth is the soul of the autobiography. Though many life story 
narration tend to be either under – writing or over – writing. 
 
The texts that helped to form the dominant tradition of autobiography 
and to construct the history of the selfhood are worth reviewing with its rich 
content and style. It would not be incongruous to review the history of 
autobiography in Europe. The best point to begins in this direction is with saint 
Augustine’s Confessions (c. AD398 – 400) The Confessions is popularly 
believed to be the origin of the modern autobiography in the West both in the 
sense of making a historical beginning and of setting up a model for others to 
follow him. George Gusdorf, one of the modern critics of autobiography, sees 
the Confessions as, a brilliant successful landmark within a historical 
landscape and defines as both Western and Christian. According to Gusdorf, 
autobiography requires a kind of consciousness of self, which is peculiar to 
Western man. Augstine’s Confessions express in full rhetorical splendor the 
Christian imperative to the confession of sins and thus promote that in world – 
turning gaze, which is the origin and basis of autobiography. The Confessions 
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discredit the past and re – form it in term of a meaning, which transcends 
history, and therefore helps to establish a critical narrative of autobiography 
as a genre, which is also beyond history. At a simple level the Confessions 
tells the story of Saint Augustine’s conversion to Christianity. 
  
The spiritual memoirs and autobiography during the seventeenth 
century in England were produced in good numbers. The significant factor 
behind this outpouring was the breakdown of state censorship during the civil 
war and a newly democratized excess to print culture. Autobiography proved 
to be a worthy genre for religious propaganda for the persons concerned with 
Christianity. Bunyan wrote his autobiography called ‘Grace Abounding to the 
Chief of Sinners’ in 1666. Bunyan’s autobiography, like that of Augustine, 
narrates his experiences of spiritual conversions. But one must not be misled 
to think that he was inspired by Augustine’s Confessions nor he has read it. In 
‘Grace Abounding’ we see Bunyan returned to a state of searching an 
uncertainty, in a struggle for starvation, which is both arduous and ongoing. 
‘Grace Abounding’ is both didactic and exemplary. The autobiography by both 
Augustine and Bunyan are the enduring model of spiritual struggle and 
conversion. Though, there are important differences between the two even 
then the readers are frequently led to take the texts of Bunyan as with that of 
Augustine’s Confessions.  
 
 The Romantic age set a milestone so far as the writing of 
autobiography was concerned. From this time onwards a continuity of the 
somewhat similar format and expression in relation to autobiography writing 
can be observed. A renewed interest in self – examination in the Romantic 
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Movement during late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries resulted into 
the publication of the first great autobiographies in modern sense. The best of 
these are Edward Gibbon’s Autobiography (1796), Jean Jacques Rousseau’s 
Les confessions (1781 – 1788), Cardinal John Henry Newman’s Pro Vita Sua 
(1864), Edmund Gosse’s Father and Son (1907), John Stuart Mill’s 
Autobiography (1873). They consisted of highly self-conscious retrospective 
analysis of an author’s life or some crucial aspects written as a complete 
work. 
 
 Jean Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions was published posthumously 
between 1781 and 1789. Although, the title of his autobiography resembles 
with that of Saint Augustine, instead of following previous spiritual model, it 
ushers in a new model of secular autobiography for the romantic era. 
According to Huntington Williams, Rousseau provided a ‘Modern Romantic 
autobiography ‘and also occupies a pivotal position in its historical 
development. Williams further comments that his refusal of other sources for 
himself and ‘radical’ internalization of personal identity make him both ‘novel’ 
and ‘influential’. (1983:3) 
 
 In his The Prelude, William Wordsworth planned to give a chart of the 
growth of his own mind in a poem form in 1799. He addressed it to his friend 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge. But as a matter of fact Wordsworth was not 
satisfied with whatever he wrote in his autobiography. Consequently, he went 
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 on ‘retouching and revising’ it for the rest of his life. Though it is debatable 
whether Wordsworth had read Rousseau’s Confessions and he was 
influenced by it but there are common sharing issues between the two like 
‘common psychological vocabulary of sensation, feeling, memory and 
imagination’. Both the texts reveal a reverence for nature, love of solitude and 
the attempt to recover childhood experience. As Mitchell suggests, ‘Rousseau 
confesses everything and feels guilty for nothing’ while Wordsworth confesses 
nothing and yet seems to feel excessive, unmotivated guilt for some unnamed 
crime.’ (1990:647) 
 
            The theory of Freudian psychoanalysis in the expression of the self 
and the individual experiences became popular in the twentieth century. The 
genre proved to be the best means for an individual to explore his personal 
identity. Around the twentieth century several major literary figures trod on 
their own lives in fictional form writing thinly disguised heavily 
autobiographical novels. Some of the noteworthy among them are Samuel 
Butler’s Way of All Flesh (1903), D.H Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers (1913) and 
James Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a young man (1918), George Bernard 
Shaw’s Shaw: An Autobiography.  (1950), Bertrand Russel’s Autobiography 
(1969), Chelsea Handler’s My Horizontal Life: A Collection Of One Night 
Stand (2005) 
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      V     
 
    There is a common belief that Indians in the past did not have an 
impulse to write about their own lives. It is partially true due to the result of 
peculiar ideology and life style. The Indian thought was basically governed by 
the negation of life and world. The very idea of writing about their own lives 
would appear to them an indulgence in vanity. To be more precise, the most 
significant cause behind keeping away from writing their history as well as 
their life story is often attributed to their doctrine of karma and their view that 
everything occurs by fate working in a manner wholly inexplicable and beyond 
all foresight. According to the doctrine of karma anything that takes place in 
our present life is the result of our deeds in past, consequently one has to 
surrender in the meek submission. To relieve ourselves from this cycle of 
karma one must be humble enough to dilute one’s ego and vanity from one’s 
life. All these have struck at the very root of self-consciousness and the habit 
of recording the historical events or the circumstances of an individual human 
life. Consequently, the practice of autobiographical writing was affected. 
Nevertheless, for the expression of their autobiographical impulse many a 
writers used to resort to various ways of telling about themselves. The 
examples of such autobiographical expressions, though fragmentary in nature 
and small in number, still possess an irresistible charm and their worth as 
autobiographical documents is undeniably great.      
 
 The earliest examples of the literary pieces with autobiographical 
tendency are found in the Danastuti (The Praise of Gifts) in the Rigveda. 
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Although they depict kind and amount of gifts but the rishi informs about his 
name, family and patron. These verses are mainly found in the first and 
twentieth books and among the Valakhilya (supplementary) hymns in the 
eighth chapter. The name of the rishi is Devatithi who received hundred cows 
and horses as the donation from the king Kurung, the pious son of Kanwa and 
also from Priyamdhas. Here the use of first person singular “I” is very 
significant and merits our attention and proves that there was no inhibition 
against “I” and rishi uses it self consciously. 
 
 Another remarkable instance of autobiographical piece from the 
Rigveda is The Lament of the Gambler where a rishi writes about his ruined 
life due to his habit of gambling. He describes how his life was ruined and how 
he harmed his family. Members of his family hated him. Ashamed of his 
weakness and truly repentant, he decides not to gamble again but no sooner 
he listens the noises of the gamblers he gives in and cannot resist the 
temptation. The autobiographical appeal of this piece is   remarkable. Without 
mincing words, the rishi confesses his weakness and describes precisely how 
he has been brought to such a miserable state because of gambling.  
 
 Emperor Ashok (3rd Century B.C.) has contributed in his own ways to 
the autobiographical writing in India. A good deal of information about his life 
can be ascertained from the inscriptions on the rocks and pillars. Remarkably, 
the most of the passages in these inscriptions are written in the first person 
revealing   Ashok’s achievement as well as his weaknesses. 
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The writers writing in Sanskrit followed a different practice of narrating 
the account of their lives. They related their lives in the prologue of their 
works. For instance, Sudrak who flourished in the beginning of the Christian 
Era has given several biographical details in the prologue to his play 
Mrichchhakatika. It is mentioned that he was a great king and scholar. When 
he was one hundred years and ten days old he assigned the reign of his 
Kingdome to his son and then entered into the fire  
 
Another such instance is that of Bana Bhatt (The first half of 7th century 
A.D.). In Harshcharit, he tells about the origin of his clan and outlines a history 
of his family. He also throws some light on his own past. Between 8th century 
and 12th century Bhavbhuti, Vakpati, Rajshekhara, Bilhan, Kalhan, Shriharsha 
among the others followed this practice in their own ways.                        
  
  Evidently, though no full fledge autobiography was written in Sanskrit 
or Prakrit, writing about one’s self, however fragmentary was a common 
practice among the writers. According to   R.C.P. Sinha, 
 
The harvest, though small, does indicate an 
attempt at autobiography – writing. Though it has 
no formal resemblance with modern 
autobiography, it is significant for being the earliest 
attempt at self – delineation – the more so when 
we remember the inhibitions that militated against 
its growth in ancient India. At any rate, the 
attempts of Devtithi in The Lament of the Gambler, 
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Asoka, Bana and Bilvana would deserve the 
attention of any student of autobiography. (1978: 
25-26) 
 
 With the advent of the Muslims in India, the practice of writing the 
autobiography took a new turn. One of the most striking features of the new 
trend was that some Muslim rulers and officials wrote about their lives in their 
own hand and thus, autobiography as an independents genre came into 
existence. Amir Khusrau (born in 1254 A.D.) for instance, writes about his life 
in two of his poetical works, Gharratul Kamal and Tuhfatus Sighar. 
 
 The first Indian to write his autobiography as an independent work is 
Sultan Firoz Shah who came to the throne of Delhi in 1351 A.D. His 
autobiography Futuhat-i-Firoz Shahi, a little work of thirty-two pages in 
Persian, contains, short account of the victories of his reign. Firoz shah 
describes himself as the son of Rajab, the slave of Muhammad shah. He also 
narrates how he has contributed in spread of Islam and about reforms he 
brought in. Babur (1483-1530) wrote his autobiography Baburnama or Tazuk-
i-Baburi in Chagti Turki. Here he has related how he became a ruler at the 
age of twelve. This work covers forty-seven years and ten months of his life 
though; the account of only eighteen years is available. The narrative has 
many gaps but is an honest account of its narrator’s life, and wins the 
confidence of its readers.  His daughter Gul-Badan Begum (1523-1603) who 
wrote in Persian the reminiscences of her father and her brother Humayun 
followed Babur’s example. 
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 Mirza Muhammad Haidar Dughalat (1499-1551) gives the account of 
his life in the second part of his Tarikh-i-Rashid.   While Abdul-Quadir Ibin-i-
Muluk Shah in his Munta-khabu-i-Tawarikh  gives the memoirs cum history of 
the first forty years of Akabar’s reign. Jahangir (1569-1627) gave the account 
of his reign in his Tuzuk-i-Jahagir up to the first seventeen years. Other 
account is given is Iqbal-nama written by Mu’tamad   Khan.  
 
History of Autobiography by Indians in English 
 
However, fragmentary in nature and small in number, the Indian 
autobiography has earned a name worth noticing for them and the relevance 
of autobiographical documents is undeniably great. The practice of 
autobiography writing in India was accepted as an independent and 
respectable mode of expression by the end of the eighteenth century though; 
it flourished only among the royal people. Introduction of English education in 
the beginning of the nineteenth century provided a sort of impetus to the 
growth of modern autobiography in India. The new style of education, 
according to Nehru ‘opened the doors and windows of the minds to new ideas 
and dynamic thoughts.’ (1956:313) The western concept of the importance of 
the individual, the equality of men and the primacy of the conscience and 
reason entered into the Indian conscience. English as well as European 
literature, which the Indians read diligently, and with great interest and 
attention included a fair sprinkling of autobiographical writings. The live 
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contact with them naturally created in them a deep desire to write about them 
selves in the new tradition.  
 
Raja Rammohan Roy, (1772-1833) is the very first Indian to produce 
an autobiographical writing in English. On the request of his English friend of 
Calcutta, Mr. Gordon, he wrote a short sketch of his career. He wrote his 
autobiography shortly before he left England for France in 1832. In his 
autobiography, he has given a detailed account of his life and activities. He 
starts by telling about his ancestors and family and his education. He also 
talks about how he came to oppose the blind superstitions and perverse 
practices prevalent in the contemporary Hindu society. He has given an 
account of how he faced the stiff opposition from the rigid and conservative 
society and stakeholders.  
 
Krishnaprasad Ghose (1809-1873) was another Indian to give an 
autobiographical writing in the form of a letter in 1834. In first part of his letter, 
he writes about his caste and its mythological origin. In the second part of his 
letter, he talks about his English education at Hindu college, where he tried 
successfully his hand on poetry writing. In the third part, he gives the account 
of his domestic life. 
 
The first full autobiography however, was written by Lutfullah in 1854. 
He begins his narrative with his early days. After the death of his father, he left 
the home. He escaped from his stepfather and fell into the hands of thugs and 
Afghan Criminals. He managed to escape from their trap. He gives an 
interesting description of nature of the jungle and wilderness through which he 
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ran to escape from the criminals. Then he was appointed as a district post 
clerk, which proved to be a turning point in his life. He becomes critical to the 
evil practices of Hindu and Muslim societies. He is also critical towards the 
lapses he found in English life style.  
 
Lal Behari Day (1826-1894) is the next Indian to give his full-length 
autobiography between 1873 and 1876. Like Mill, he wrote his Recollections 
to relate at length the story of his education at a village school. Soon he was 
brought to Calcutta for English education by his father, which was a new 
wonder world for him. The missionary teachers were kind enough to him who 
shaped his literary taste and moral and religions out look as well. 
 
Rakhala Dasa Haldar and the Raja of Kolhapur wrote their diaries in 
the nineteenth century. Seetaram who rose from an ordinary soldier to a 
commander wrote his autobiography From Sepoy to Subedar in Hindi and 
published in English in 1873. In 1892, Nishikanta Chattopadhyay Published 
his Reminiscences of German University Life. While, Maharshi Devendranath 
Tagore (1817-1905) wrote his Autobiography in Bengali and translated in 
1909.  
 
The first autobiography of the twentieth century is The Reminiscences 
of a Retired Hindu Official by A. Balkrishna Mudaliyar, where he talks more of 
Hindu philosophy than his own life and time. Lala Lajpat Rai, a political figure 
gives an account of his active political life in his The Story of my Deportation 
(1908), The story of my Life (1914) and Indian Revolutionaries in the United 
States and Japan (1919)  
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A remarkable landmark in the course of autobiography is the 
publication of English version of Ravindranath Tagore’s autobiography in 
1917. Tagore as a poet is the first to set out to write an autobiography in 
modern India.  
 
Rash Behari Day’s My Days with Uncle Sam (1919) and Bipin Krishna 
Bose’s Stray Thoughts on some Incidents in My Life (1919) are 
autobiographies with interesting accounts of their lives. In My Conversion 
(1919) and Fifty Year’s Pilgrimage of a Convert (1921), A. S. Appasamy Pillai 
narrates his story of conversion. We observe Sunity Devee as a beautiful 
daughter, a devoted wife and a loving mother in her The Autobiography of an 
Indian Princess (1921). 
 
In his My Life- a Fragment (1921-22) a prologue to his book, Maulana 
Mohamed Ali, a leader of ‘Khilafat’ movement gives an account of how the 
study of Quran brought a change in his life. 
 
 Brinda Kumar Ghose, a well-known revolutionary of Bengal relates his 
awful experience of prison in The Tale of My Exile (1922). In his Caste and 
Outcaste (1923) Dhan Gopal Mukherjee gives an interesting account of his 
life. In In Quest of God (1923) and In the Vision of God (1935) Swami 
Ramdas relates his quest for God. While in Aligarh Memoirs and a Persian 
Bouquet (1924) Syed Wajid Ali recalls his school and college days. 
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Autobiographies with great significance were produced during the first 
quarter of previous century. The first one is Surendranath Benerjee’s A Nation 
in Making (1925). He wrote it with a view to free himself from the charge of 
deserting the patriotic cause by accepting the office of minister of Local Self – 
Government.  
 
Another autobiography, which drew the attention of the world even 
more, is Mahatma Gandhi’s An Autobiography or The Story of my 
Experiments with Truth which he had begun on December 3, 1925 and 
published in the book form in 1927. An intense fidelity to truth distinguished 
his life as well as his autobiography and the standard of candor and veracity 
achieved still remains unexcelled.  
 
Puran Singh re-lives his childhood days in his On Paths of Life (1927). 
In 1932 three very notable autobiographies were published i.e. Memories of 
My Life and Times by Bipin Chandra Pal, An Indian Monk by Shri Purohit 
Swami and Life and Experiences of a  Bengali Chemist by P.C. Roy. These 
Three autobiographies describe political activities, pursuit of God and life of a 
scientist respectively. While a journalist, K. Subbarao draws his life sketch of 
struggle as a journalist in his Received Memories (1933). Bhola Singh gives 
his account in his   How to Climb the Service Ladder (1933). The first Indian 
woman lawyer Cornelia Sorabji has attempted an autobiography India Calling 
(1934) written in a racy and humorous style. She gives an account of how she 
waged a relentless struggle to win her rightful place in a society dominated by 
men. 
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Another landmark in the history of Indian autobiography is An 
Autobiography by Nehru, written in jail between February 1934 and February 
1935 and published in 1936. It is a vivid picture of the contemporary political 
situation in India. It gives an authentic document of his political creed. He 
relates how his personality was shaped and how he developed as a leader. D. 
K. Karve’s Looking Back (1936) and S. Radhakrishan’s My Search for Truth 
(1937) also merit our attention as autobiographies.  
 
One autobiography that is more significant is An Indian Pilgrim by 
Netaji Subhas Candra Bose written in December 1937 during his ten days’ 
stay at Badgestein of Australia. It deals with very short span of his life from 
1897 to 1920, yet it is a beautiful narration of his life, which played a very 
formative part in his life as a great hero and leader of India. Phiroze Sethna’s 
As I Look Back (1929), B. K. Sinha’s the companion of Bhagat Sinh In 
Andamans : The Indian Bastille (1939), Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit’s So I Became 
a Minister, Sitanath Tattvabhyahan’s Autobiography (1942), Krishnalal 
Shridharani’s My India, My America (1942) Bhagat Lakshmansingh’s, 
Autobiography (written  in 1942, published in 1965), Krishna Hatheesing’s 
With No Regrets : An Autobiography (1944) . Sir Harisingh Gour’s Seven 
Lives (1944) Mulkraj Anand’s Apology for Heroism: A Brief Autobiography of 
Ideas (1946), Nagendra Gupta’s Reflections and Reminiscences (1947), 
Harindranath Chattopadhya’s Life and Myself (1948) are among the 
autobiographies to be mentioned as important ones. 
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Sardar Patel wrote an autobiographical letter in 1949. In 1950 Dr. 
Sanchindranath Sinha gave his Recollection and Reminiscences of a Long 
Life. At the Cross Roads (1950) by Nripendra Chandra Banerji, Haider Imam’s 
It So Happened (1950) Savitri Devi Nanda’s A City of Two Gateways (1950), 
Har Bilas Sardar’s Recollection and Reminiscences (1951) M. Visvesvaray’s 
Memoies of My Working Life (1951) M. Chenna Subbaraos’s Myself and Rural 
Life (1951) Santha Ramarau’s Gift of Passage (1951) Nirad C. Chandnari’s 
The Autobiography of an Unknown Indian ,Hazari’s An Indian Outcaste, K. N. 
Katju’s Reminiscences and Experiment in Advocacy (1952), Brinda’s 
Maharani : The Story of an Indian Princess (1953), M. N. Roy’s Memoirs 
Mirza Ismail’s My Public Life (1954), Tenzing’s Man of Everest (1955) are 
significant autobiographies of the time. 
 
In 1957, significant autobiographies came out like Maulana Abdul 
Kalam Azad’s India Wins Freedom. Sudhindranath Dutt wrote only seventy-
four page of his autobiography The World of Twilight, Ved Mehta’s Face to 
Face.   
 
Sultan Chinoy narrates his life story in Pioneering in Indian Business. 
N. G. Ranga’s Fight for Freedom (1968) and N. B. Khare’s My Political 
Memoirs (1959) are the autobiographies by political persons, while a journalist 
K. Rama Roa gives his life account in The Pen as My Sword (1960). An 
interesting life-story is found in R. V. M. G. Ramaray, the former prince of 
Pithpuram in Of Men Matter and Me, Kanji Dwarkadas’ Forty Years with 
Labour (1962) is a story of a labour leader while D. S. Sharma’s From 
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Literature to Religion (1963) is the story of a teacher. Vijay Hazare writes 
about his career as a cricketer in his My Story (1964). 
 
K. P. S. Menon’s Many Worlds (Written in 1964 and published in 1966) 
recaptures the colourful and vivid experiences of his life. Jogesh Chandra 
Chatterji’s In Search of Freedom, M.R.A. Baig’s In Different Saddles (1967), 
Brigadier Sukhwant Singh’s Three Decades of Indian Army Life  (1967)and 
General B. M. Kaul’s The Untold Story (1967) Ravi Shankar’s My Music , 
Music Life,  Sita Rathnamal’s Beyond the Jungle : A Tale of South India P. V. 
Hariharan’s The story of a Graduate etc.  are the autobiographies, which bear 
their own importance.  
 
One of the most significant autobiographies recently written in India is 
Wings of Fire (2002) by A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. It is an account of a person’s 
life who has reached up to the highest designation of India from the lowest 
family of a layman. It is an interesting document of his struggle, speculations, 
competitions, failures and at last successes in his life. It is also the history of 
the institutions concerned with physics and different engineering branches. 
There is a vivid narration of the nature of different persons working there from 
the author’s eye. We can come to know how even an autobiography by a 
scientist can be interesting while reading it 
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An Over View of Autobiography in Hindi 
 
 Banarasidasa, a Jain poet, has the privilege of being a first Indian to 
write an autobiography in one of the Indian language. As early as in 1641 his 
life story, Ardhakatha was published in Hindi. However, the publication of 
Kuchh Apbiti Kuchh Jagbiti (1879) by    Supatra Bhartendu Harishchandra in 
Hindi provided an impetus to the practice of writing the autobiography in Hindi 
and many noteworthy writers like Shri Ambikadatt Vyas, Radhacharan 
Goswami, Pratap Narayan Misra followed his suit. 
 
 In the following years, the corpus of autobiography in Hindi has 
become richer with the autobiographies like Munshi Premchand’s Mera Jivan 
Sathi (1935); Mere Jivan Ke Kuch Prusth (1935) by Ramdev; Atmacharitra 
(1936) by Akshan Mishra; Meri Atmakahani (1949) by  Shyam Sunder Das; 
Aek Patrakarki Atmakatha by  Mulchand Agrawal; Meri Jivan Yatra (1946) by 
Rahul Sankrushyapan; Dr. Rajendra Prasad’s Atmakatha (1949); Apani Bat 
by Padmalal Pannalal Bakshi; Atmavishleshan by Babu Gulabray; Mera Jivan 
Prabhav (1948) by Viyogi Hari; Meri Jivan Gatha (1948) by Ganesh Prasad 
Varno; Swatantrata Ki Khoj Me or Meri Atmakatha (1951) by Swami Satyadev 
Parivrajak; Mordhvaj Kahani (1963) by Kalidas Kapur; Seth Govindas’ Atma 
Nirikshan (1968); Pandey Bechen Sharma’s Apani Khabar (1960); Meri 
Atmakatha Kahani (1947) by Acharya Chatursen Shastri; Jivan ke Char 
Adhyay (1947) by Dr. Bhuveneshwar Prasad Mishra; Meri Apani Katha (1969) 
by Padamlal Pannalal Bakshi ; Harivansh Ray Bachchan’s Kya Bhulun Kya 
Yad Karu (1969); Nid ka Nirman Phir (1974); Baserese Door (1970) and 
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Dashdwar Se Sopan Tak (1986) Ram Sharma’s  Meri Apni Ram Kahani 
(1977); Ab Maut Mere Pas Ai (1976) by Sarnam Sinh; Krushnachandar’s  
Adhe Safar Ki Puri Kahani (1976); Karagar by Urmiladevi; Kya Khoya Kya 
Paya (1981) by Rameshwar Tautiya; Shantakumar’s; Rajniti ki Shataranj 
(1982); Balram Sahani’s Yadon ke Zarokhe Se (1983); Satyamev Jayate 
(1984) by Devakinandan Prasad; Apana Yatit (1984) by Yadavendra Sharma; 
Mere Sat Janam (1985) by Hansaraj “Rahbar”; Shanticharan Pidara’s; Jab 
Yug Badala: Swatantra Senani Ki Aap Biti (1984) among the others. 
 
 Similarly, autobiography as a genre flourished in almost all the Indian 
languages during this period.  
 
History of Autobiography in Gujarati 
 
The influence of the western culture owing to the British rule and new 
methods of Education can be observed in Gujarat as early as the beginning of 
the 19th century. The invasion of the alien culture created curiosity and doubt 
among native about the native literature narrating lives of great heroes of 
Sanskrit literature. The elements of miracle and myth in them added to their 
doubt and curiosity. They felt the lack of information in it. Therefore, they 
started their endeavour in that direction. Durgaram’s reform activity is a 
milestone in the history of Gujarat. He has given an account of activities of 
Manavdharm Sabha in 1842. In his account, he had requested people not to 
take him as an incarnation of God and accept him as a reformist. He related 
account of his activities with a hope that it would be helpful to the future 
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generations.  A kind of reform was prevalent in Gujarat due to the contact with 
west. New thoughts, new sensation and new vision were born in eighteenth 
and nineteenth century. The centre of interest was occupied more by human 
being than the other worldliness in both life and literature. The development of 
prose also prepared a required platform for the autobiography as a genre to 
emerge. Narmad comments quite aptly:  
 
… the art of writing history and autobiography has 
not been explored in this country at all. Though we 
have true or false history of court with us but of 
course, we lack in autobiographies too much 
…consequently let us hope for a tradition of writing 
autobiographies by leading and famous persons.’ 
 (1866 :356 )                             (Translation: mine) 
 
Durgaram Maheta’s (1809-1876) endeavor of narrating his life story 
deserves our close attention. Of course, the autobiographical account was 
written in 1842 but it was published in 1879 by Mahipatram Nilkanth titled as 
Mahetaji Durgaram Manchharam Charitra (1879). This diary contains the 
incidents demonstrating the brave nature of Mahetaji who did not believe in 
superstitions like ghost and like others and also the incidents reflecting his 
liberal thoughts. The propaganda of truth was the sole aim of life for him. He 
has used a simple and flowing language. However, this account demonstrates 
a particular part of Mahetaji’s life but it should rather be considered as a diary, 
which gives a narration of the activities of an organization. As a result, we 
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cannot stamp it as a firm, solid and progressive step in the direction of 
development of autobiography in Gujarati literature.  
 
 However, Mari Hakikat was published in 1866 but it was deprived off 
the credit of ‘the first autobiography of Gujarati literature’ for years together. 
On the contrary, it was given to the Hun Pote by Narayan Hemchandra 
published only in 1900. It is so just because Mari Hakikat was not made 
public. But it is a misconception regarding its publication date. However such 
a misconception arose owing to two factors. First, Navalram Pandya, a close 
relative and critic of Narmad wrote in the preface of the biography of Narmad, 
Kavijivan:  
 
We shall give the life sketch of Narmad as a man 
of literature in short. The biography mostly 
depends upon the autobiography Mari Hakikat 
written by the poet himself in 1866 which he got 
printed but kept with him in his house. (1966:1)                                                           
(Translation: mine) 
 
Another reason behind believing in such a wrong concept lies in the 
words of Natavarlal Ichchharam Desai, the editor of Narmad’s Mari Hakikat 
part-1. He was a son of Ichchharam Suryaram Desai –a close relative of 
Narmad. He was also chief editor of the publication house to which the 
copyrights of literature by Narmad was transferred. He writes in the preface of 
the Mari Hakikat part-1 as follows:  
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… the poet (Narmad) had got printed only four or 
five copies of his autobiography- Mari Hakikat as 
the second issue of the Narmagadya part II but he 
did not put it for the sale to the public… but 
requested to publish it only after his death and also 
after each and every individual referred in that 
autobiography are not alive; he had given one 
copy each to his faithful friends and relatives. 
(1933: 3)            (Translation: mine) 
 
 As the two critics were close to Narmad, their words should not be 
doubted. The students and critics and fans of Narmad accepted their 
comments without any suspicion. Nobody questioned the authenticity of these 
comments. But there is a sound proof for the fact that Narmad had published 
as many as four hundred copies of his autobiography. Narmad had given a list 
of his publications along with the number of each book in the beginning of the 
Narmakavita (Issue – 2nd 1866-67). This collection of his poems was 
published within six months of the publication of Mari Hakikat. Here, in this list 
he mentioned that four hundred copies of his autobiography Mari Hakikat 
were published. Thus, indubitably Mari Hakikat was published in 1866. 
Consequently, Mari Hakikat is unquestionably the very first autobiography of 
the Gujarati literature. Narmad had taken enough care not to hurt or harm 
reputation and feelings of any of his relatives. Therefore, the question of 
retaining the publication does not arise.  
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Precisely, the credit of writing the first ever Gujarati autobiography 
goes to Narmad. It is the very first conscious and purposeful attempt of writing 
an autobiography in the history of Gujarati literature. In the very beginning, 
Narmad informs his readers about the objectives behind writing the 
autobiography. The most prominent of it is that earlier there was not any 
tradition of writing one’s own story, which might be introduced through his 
attempt. It, no doubt, demonstrates Narmad’s awareness for the development 
of the genre. His autobiography is divided into ten chapters covering first 
thirty-three years of his life. In the beginning, he gives a detailed history of his 
Nagar caste. He also gives detailed information about his father, grandfather 
and ancestors. A very interesting account of his childhood is given in initial 
chapters. His struggle as a young man and as a poet is narrated in a very 
touching manner. His decision to put his head in the lap of pen i.e. in the lap 
of the Goddess of learning, struggle for the publication of his works, 
confrontation with Jadunathaji etc. create a life size picture of his personality.  
 
Mohanlal Ranchodlal Zaveri (1828-1896), following Narmad’s example 
has given an account of his life in his “R. B. Mohanlal Ranchodlal Zaverinun 
Atmakathan. Though written earlier, it was published in 1908 in Gujarati 
posthumously. It is a short account of his life in thirty pages only. He has 
narrated his life from his birth to 1871. As he gives the history of the then 
education system in the name of his life and career, his autobiography 
appears as a record of education system than his inner and outer life. It is a 
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useful document to study the method and institution of education and work 
style of government officers of his time.  
 
Parvatikunvar Akhyan (1881) by Mahipatram Nilkanth (1829-1891) is 
yet another attempt of a life story. Although, it is an autobiography but it 
sounds rather like a biography of his wife as it narrates how she played her 
role for the progress of the author. 
 
The practice of writing about one’s life continued in the seventies and 
eighties of the previous century. M. N. Dwivedinun Atmavrutant (1979) by 
Manilal Nabhubhai Dwivedi, Anubhav Vinod (1933) by Kamalashankar 
Pranshankar Dwivedi, Samuchchayavayacharcha (1889) by Srimad 
Rajchandra, Narmada: Ek Premkatha (1927) by Bhatt Manishankar Ratnaji 
“Kant”, Hun Pote (1900) by Divecha Narayan Hemchandra, Atmanirikshan 
(1972) by Zaverchand Meghani are prominent among such autobiographies.  
The credit of the first autobiography by a woman goes to Mhari Jivansmruti 
Tatha Nondhpothi (1938) by Kanur Dave.  
 
In the third decade of the previous century M. K. Gandhi published his 
Satyana Prayogo (1927) which is remarkable for diverse reasons. The title 
itself suggests Gandhiji’s experiments with truth in his life. His life was 
completely devoted to the truth. He believed that truth itself is God. The story 
commences with an account of his early years, which played a vital part in 
shaping his mind and character. He selects only those incidents, which Throw 
light upon his moral development. His youthful follies are depicted 
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interestingly. His struggle for his right started from South Africa, and ended in 
an Ashram near Ahmedabad. Gandhiji brings his life-story up to the Nagpur 
session of the Congress in 1925. This experiment in autobiography was a 
further process in the exploration of truth, which gave him ineffable mental 
peace. 
 
Hardly any politician has revealed so much of his private life as Gandhi 
has in his autobiography. Of course, his primary concern is not political but 
moral and spiritual. He permits us to peep into the privacy of his soul, into his 
mental conflicts and spiritual crisis as only a man of courage can. The prose 
style with simplicity and natural flow contributes to make Satyana Prayogo an 
ideal example of how to write one’s life’s story. The Gujarati autobiography 
that set out with an attempt by Narmad in Mari Hakikat written in 1866 
reached to its highest peak with Satyana Prayogo written in 1925 and 
published in 1927.    
 
Ardhasatabdina Anubhavbol or Ek Gurjar Atmani Ghadatarkatha 
(1927) by Kavi Nhanalal,  Smaranyatra (1934) and Dharmoday by Kalelker 
Dattatrey Balkrushna, Jivansambharana (1938) by Maheta Sharadaben 
(1882-1970) an autobiography by a women, Adadhe Raste (1942), Sidhan 
Chadhan 1-2(1943) Svapnasiddhini Shodhaman (1945) by K.M. Munshi are 
among the significant life stories in Gujarati.  
 
The tradition of telling the story of self flourished more in Gujarat. For 
instance, Di. Ba. Krushnalal Mohanlal Jhaverina Sansmarano (1943) by 
Krushnalal Jhaveri; Jivannun Zaranu (1960) by Ravajibhai Patel;  Jivannun 
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Parodh (1948) by Prabhudas Gandhi; Jivanpanth (1949) and Jivanrang 
(1956) by Dhumaketu; Gaikal (1950) by Ramanlal Vasantlal Desai; Ghadatar 
Ane Chanatar Part–1 and 2 by Nanabhai Bhatt; Bandh Gathariya (1901) and 
Chhod Gathariya by Maheta Chandravadan Chimanlal; Mara Jivanni Anubhav 
Katha (1955) by Nanaji Kalidas Maheta;  Atmakatha : Part 1-6 (1955-1973) by 
Indulal Yagnik;  Mara Jivanna Sansmarano (1960) by Jagjivan Narayan 
Maheta; Atmakathanak (1967) by Ravishankar Raval are some of the life 
stories that merit our attention.  
 
Parivartan (1968) by Dinkar Maheta; Maran Jivananna Sansmarano 
(1979) by Bhogilal M. Shah; Marun Jivan Vrutant Part 1-2 (1972-1974) by 
Moraraji Desai; Abhinay Panthe (1973) by Amrut Jani; Alapzalap (1973) by 
Pannalal Patel; Mari Jivankatha (1975) by Jugatram Dani; Atmakatha na 
Tukada (1979) by Father Vallace etc. are some of the autobiographies with 
significance in Gujarati.  
 
The Gujarati writers have explored this genre in later part of the 
twentieth century. Babalbhai Maheta’s Mari Jivanyatra (1982); Jayant 
Thakor’s Parodhna Tahuka (1985) and Azadi Jangni Manzil (1986); Swami 
Sachchidanand’s Mara Anubhavo (1986); Chandrakant Bakshi’s Bakshinama 
(1988); Vinod Bhatt’s Action Reply (1998) and Aeva Re Ame Aeva Re Aeva 
(1999) are some of the significant autobiographies published in the last 
decade of the previous century. 
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Atmakathan Ane Anya Alekh (2009) by Upendra Trivedi, Gujarati 
Lekhikaona Pratinidhi Atmakatha (2009) ed. by Usha Upadhyay are among 
the significant autobiographies in Gujarati, published recently. 
 
However, my concern, in taking up this study is two fold – to translate 
Narmad’s life story into English and to study it critically through the medium of 
translation. 
 
Objectives behind Translation and Study 
         
The translation of Mari Hakikat part– I and II is profoundly significant for 
numerous reasons. The first and foremost is, though it is in fragments, it is the 
first ever autobiography written in Gujarati, (secondly) to begin a new tradition 
as early as in 1866 to set an example for the subsequnt writers to follow.  
Thirdly, the Nineteenth century was the age that provoked the writers like 
Dalpat and Narmad to blow the bugles of reforms where self-adoration was 
considered a prohibition. To think of writing an autobiography was in itself a 
historical feat, unthinkable of publishing it in one’s own life time. It was a work 
taken up as a challenge by a young reformist experimenting the literary genre 
where he, in person is at a stack. Moreover, Gujarati autobiographies written 
later, have been translated, widely read and accepted as great literary  works, 
the mention of  M. K. Gandhi’s Satya Na Prayogo (My Experiment with Truth), 
will suffice the importance of translating the very first autobiography by 
Narmad who is a towering and titanic milestone of the reform age- a reformer 
as well as a committed writer of Gujarati language and literature. Moreover, in 
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the context of multi-lingual country as ours, where many languages and 
dialects are used effectively and successfully, the literary works produced in 
different Indian languages, can be made accessible to a vast majority of 
readers through such translations. Furthermore, it also enables a comparative 
study of literatures in various Indian languages. Another reason is that it will 
prove to be a meaningful contribution to the world literature. Moreover, it will 
bring to the lime light the life style of Narmad’s period to the readers not only 
in India but also abroad. In addition, it would be a great service to the Gujarati 
Literature because through this translation, Narmad would be known and 
understood in a better perspective by the world outside. Besides, it will 
contribute to understanding of social, cultural and political forces of the period. 
Literature is a barometer to measure the intensity of the different social, 
cultural and political forces of the time. Moreover, the practice of translation is 
not new to our country. People have been translating for centuries and have 
been benefited immensely by it. For instance, the texts of The Ramayana and 
The Mahabharata, originally written in Sanskrit, are available to us in different 
languages, not only that but these two great works are found even in dialects 
and folk literature only because of translations. 
 
 Apart from this, the present translation shall prove to be a very valuable 
contribution and service to Gujarati Literature because it has not been 
translated neither into Hindi nor into English. Furthermore, translation is one 
of the greatest services to the literature. We can enjoy the works of Homer, 
Goethe, Calmu, Voltair, Chekhove, Kafta etc., only because they are 
translated into English. This translation will place Narmad amidst the other 
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renowned writers. In addition, translation is an act of interpretation. The 
present translation would provide an opportunity to interpret the time and 
space of Narmad. Above all, my love and desire to serve my mother tongue 
has compelled me to take up this translation. It will project Narmad not only on 
national level but on the international platform too. 
 
 This translation of Mari Hakikat, I am sure, shall help the readers, 
scholars and researchers understand Narmad’s psyche and his literary 
endeavours with a deep penetrating vision of his self, society and 
surroundings.  
 
 It is true that some Gujarati autobiographies such as autobiography by  
M. K. Gandhi and some others have been translated into English. But an 
autobiography, written prior to these, needs to be attended seriously. 
Furthermore, the “firsts” of various literary genres in several Indian languages 
have been translated into English but such translation activity has not taken 
place considerably in Gujarati literature. 
 
 Apart from translating Mari Hakikat part I and II, I intend to attempt 
assessment of Narmad as a person as he emerges from his life story in the 
concluding chapter. I also intend to share the problems and issues of 
translation subjectively, if not to evolve an effective strategy of translation, at 
least to facilitate such translation in future by more deserving scholars- 
translators    
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Chapter-2 
Translation of 
                             Mari Hakikat Part-I 
Or 
Narmad’s Autobiography 
 (3rd September to 18th September 1866) 
`             Viram 1 
Birth, Gotras and Nagar Caste 
 
 It would be considered impolite for a person like me to narrate my own 
story and get it published during my life time – as I am not a scholar or a 
warrior or a religions preacher, nor I am born with a silver spoon in my mouth. 
Many people think that I am gloating through my work – and in a sense, they 
are not wrong. But when they criticise and ridicule me without realizing the 
real motif of my writing this work and without considering my hard labour of 
days and nights, I am deeply grieved. On that account that grievance bursts 
out spontaneously. They may call me a boaster, I don’t mind but at least they 
will understand my point of view. Many writers boast about their hard work in 
the preface of their work and many of them boast about themselves under the 
veil of superficial etiquette. 
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I am writing this Hakikat not for others but for myself only – and that too 
not for recognition (I am already recognized), nor for acquiring any status and 
wealth but for the sake of getting motivated in future by learning from the past. 
 
I am advised that I should write this Hakikat and keep it with me but it 
should not be published. But I see more benefit in keeping with me the 
published work rather than keeping the manuscript – because the published 
book cannot get lost, it is more convenient to refer to it and we refrain from the 
desire of correcting the work over and again. Till today, I have not published 
any book after writing it completely. I keep getting it published as I write it. 
Although I like writing a lot but making a copy of it, is a very tedious task for 
me and also good scribes are not available. Therefore whatever I write is my 
first draft and whatever I publish becomes its copy.  
 
The other reasons for writing this Hakikat are like these: 1) There is not 
the tradition of writing about one’s self in our society so I intend to introduce it, 
2) Dr. Bhaudaji, Rustamaji Gustadaji (Irani), Karsandas Mulaji in particular  
and many others have expressed their desire to know about my life and have 
said for several times “Tell us about your life”, 3) (By writing it ) I can also 
judge what is right and what is wrong, 4) Some information is lost after one’s 
death. Alas! I am only thirty-three but some of my relatives have wrong 
notions about me in certain matters! So, what will happen after the death? For 
instance, I asked my relatives from maternal side (as my horoscope is lost) 
whether I was born at late night or in the morning. They replied that at the sun 
rise. When I asked the same question to the relatives of paternal side, they 
replied that it was night. Now who should be believed?  But thinking logically, I 
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believe that my maternal side relatives are right because mother usually goes 
to her parents’ place at the time of the child-birth and the message is 
conveyed to father’s house later. My paternal family got the news in the 
morning. So they thought that I was born at night. Take another example, I 
asked an old aunt of my mother, “When did my mother go to Mumbai for the 
first time, whether before my birth or after that?” She told that she went there 
after my birth while according to relatives from my father’s side she went there 
before my birth. When I asked my aunt again she replied “Son, the newly 
married couples have started going to Mumbai nowadays but earlier it was 
believed that the life style at Mumbai was corrupt. (It’s true.) Parents did not 
allow their newly married daughter to go there and even the husbands in their 
advanced age also did not use to take along their wives. However, your 
mother had gone there for the first time only after ten months of your birth, 
taking you with her. It is for sure.” But it took as much as six months for 
collecting the old calendars of Vikram Era and Christian era of last 32 years to 
match them. So, how can the desire of those who wish to know about me be 
satisfied after my death? 
 
Because of such reasons, I am going to publish my short 
autobiography in the form of a note. I am not going to repeat some of those 
other details about me which are already depicted in my books of prose and 
poetry.  
 
It should be taken for granted that this Hakikat is incomplete and only a 
first draft. It is incomplete because I don’t think it proper to reveal at present 
some facts about the lives of those who came into my contact as it may annoy 
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them, and it may harm my relatives and family members. (Though, I am little 
worried about my self.) It should not be taken as the final draft because due to 
the ignorance and haste (I publish it as I write.) I may write something, which 
might prove to be wrong afterwards. 
 
I will not write any thing in this Hakikat which is not worth declaring 
according to my belief but whatever is written is hundred percent correct 
according to my knowledge. It may be about bright side of my life or vice 
versa or whether people like it. 
 
Since 1854 A. D., I have started to jot down some notes about 
incidents of my life but it was not done so regularly, as at that time I had no 
intention to write an autobiography. Had I such an intention, I would have 
maintained a diary. I am writing this autobiography for the sake of memories. I 
have been able to write this Hakikat out of the information I acquired from my 
father, my relatives and the members of my caste and letters and account 
books of household expenses maintained in my home. 
 
1 I was conceived at my ancestral house in the society named 
Amaliran1 of Surat city. I was born on the 10th day of bright fortnight of the first 
                                                 
1
    The reason behind naming that society as Amaliran is like this. Before the big fire, there 
were five very big tamarind trees in front of our houses with a distance of five or six meters 
between them. The trunks of each tamarind trees was as big as about two to three metres. 
However they must be 200 – 250 years old. The branches of three of those trees were 
hovering upon the roof of our house. It means that our ancestral houses were under those 
tamarind trees. Due to the heavy assemblage of those tamarind trees, very dim sunlight used 
to fall on the road between our houses and the trunks of the tamarind trees. It looked like a 
fearful wilderness after the sunset. Ah! Only a few people other than those of our colony 
dared to pass through that place after the sunset because of the fear of thieves and ghosts 
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Bhadarava of 1889 Vikram Era on Saturday or on 24th August 1833 A. D., 
early in the morning at the time of the sun rise at the maternal place of my 
mother2 in the society called Kotavali Sheheri. My horoscope is lost. My father 
was not in Surat at the time of my birth. As I was born under the Jayeshtha 
constellation, the rites of Jayeshtha Shanti had to be performed. My father 
could see my face only after he performed the rites for Jayeshtha Shanti 
spending Rs. 100 after coming from Mumbai in 1890 Vikram Era. 
 
2 We are from Aukshanas gotra. All the gotras hail from the eight 
progenitors like Gautam, Atri, Bharadvaja, Kashyap, Vasishtha, Vishwamitra, 
Jamadagni and Agastya. Therefore, each of these progenitors is called gotra 
and the descendants of them are called gotrajas. Although principal gotras 
are only eight, some scholars believe that the first 49 descendants of these 
eight progenitors are also called the gotras. While some opine that the eight 
progenitors are main gotras but all the descendants up to their grand sons are 
also called gotras. Among these descendants (either among the sons or the 
grand sons) there was a sage called Aukshanas. He is the originator of our 
gotra. With a desire to know about his time, I inquired a scholar, “Whether he 
existed either in the beginning of the present Kaliyug or at the beginning of the 
                                                                                                                                            
living in those trees. Those tamarind trees were burnt down along with our houses owing to 
that big fire on the fifth day of dark fortnight of Chaitra, 1883 Vikram Era on Tuesday or on the 
25th April 1837. My father and my uncle started constructing a new house of four rooms in 
1894 Vikram Era which were completed by the end of 1895 Vikram Era. The first two rooms 
from the square side belong to the son of my uncle while other two rooms belong to me. I 
have purchased that open burnt land in front of my house in January of this year [1866] for 
Rs. 600/-. I have started constructing a house there. That piece of the land is between original 
two tamarind trees – and for the sake of keeping sweet memories of it I have purchased it. 
 
2
    It is a tradition (because the mother is taken care well at her parental home).  
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Satyug of the quaternary?  And there may be several such Kalyugs and 
satyugs.’ The scholar replied that it could not be verified but these eight sages 
might have existed in the beginning of the Shwetvarah Kalp. Again I asked 
that there must be hundreds of Vasishtha and Aukshanas, how to decide 
about who our originator was and when he was born. (However, I could not 
get any satisfactory answer.) 
  
We are having three pravars.  It means that our ancestors had 
engaged three Rutvijs – priests to perform the rites of Agnihotra. They were 
Vasishtha, Shakti and Parashara. In those days the Brahmins used to 
become priests for one another. Unlike today, there was not any 
discrimination of bhikshuk and gruhastha class. According to one scholar, the 
sacred-fire is prayed during the rites of Yagna in the name of different sages. 
The names of these sages are called pravar. Every individual has to chant the 
names of different sages according to their gotra while performing the rites. 
The numbers of them is mentioned in Kalpasutra of each branch. According to 
the number every person is called like “Ekpravari”, “Dwipravari”, “Tripravari” 
and “Panchpravari”*. But there is not any reference of any Chatur – pravari. 
Some others say that in one’s gotra those ancestors who are to be 
remembered respectfully are called pravar.  
 
We are Rigvedi. It means that our progenitor and his descendants had 
studied the Rigveda. We belong to the Shankhayani branch. There are eight   
--------------------------- 
*Ek, Dwi, Tri and Panch means one, two, three and five respectively in 
Gujarati.  
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branches of Rigveda. It means that those eight sages had developed their 
own different style for performing the rites and rituals and different practices of 
reciting the mantras of the Vedas. Out of them our progenitor had adopted the 
style of the branch developed by the sage Shankhayan. Some others opine 
that the different styles of teaching and learning of the Vedas are called the 
branch. Adhyayanadhyayanvashat bhedah. (Different branches emerged due 
to different ways of learning. (Translation: mine)  
  
Traditionally the term ‘Sharma’ is used after our family name to identify 
it. A suffix sharma was used after the family name of a Brahmin to be 
identified as Brahmin. Likewise, the terms like ‘Varma’ for Kshatryiya, ‘Gupta’ 
for Vaishya and ‘Das’ for Shudra were suffixed. Of course, the title ‘Sharma’ 
was suffixed to identify the family of the Brahmin but now, to identify a 
particular sub – caste or family there were the divisions of Sharma. Gotra is 
the progenitor but such progenitors were many. Therefore, the term ‘Sharma’ 
was attached to the name of the immediate ancestor or to one who became 
very famous, for example, Dattasharma, Sharmasharma etc. As our ancestors 
were Brahmins they were identified by the term ‘Sharma’. The title of the 
famous family lineage of our ancestors was Sharma. Therefore we are 
Sharmas; having a title of Sharma-sharma. (Sharma is a common name and 
a special name as well.) I must be called as Narmadashankar Sharma 
Sharma but this tradition is not in practice today. (It is used only in performing 
the rituals.) 
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Moreover, nowadays it is a fashion to put the title Dwivedi or Dave as a 
corrupt form of Dwivedi before our names. Our ancestors had studied the two 
Vedas – Rigveda and Yajurveda. 
 
 Brahmins are considered the best among all the castes and those who 
study the Vedas are considered to be the best among those who study the 
Sashtras. The real students of Vedas could explain the secrete meanings of 
the Vedas. 
  
Accordingly, our ancestral past can be traced as under:  
  
3 Before some hundred years our ancestors and some others migrated 
to Anandpur or Vadnagar of Gujarat and settled there. They were called 
Nagar Brahmin there. It can be derived from the Pravaradhyaya of Nagars 
that there were fifteen hundred gotras of Nagar Brahmans in the Anandpur. 
Among them, those who lived there before 283 Vikram Era, were called 
Nagar. The story of us as Nagar Brahmins is as under: 
 
There emerged six branches of Nagar due to the causes like; some 
accepted the alms knowingly or unknowingly from Shudras etc., while some 
shifted to other places. These six branches are Vadanagara, Visal Nagara, 
Sathodara, Chitroda, Prashnora and Krushnora. As the story goes, the king 
called Visaldev established the city called Vishalnagar (936 Vikra Era) and he 
performed there the Kapotvadh yagng. Some Nagars from Vadnagar had 
gone there to see it. When the king tried to offer alms they said that they did 
not accept alms from any one. Therefore, the king offered some villages as 
donation by writing the names of the villages on a roll of betel leaf. Thus, he 
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offered the alms by deceiving them. Nagar of Vadanagar expelled from their 
caste those Nagars who had gone to see that yagna because they had 
committed the fault of accepting alms. Thus, in such a fashion the six 
branches came into existence. 
 
 “Sathodar gam chhe Revakanthe,  
  Tenu danpatra lai anusarya, 
 Sathodara padavi laine, 
  Vadanagar thi Nisarya – 1 
 Visaldev raja thayo 
  Ati dharma Sudhir, 
 Kapotvadh no Jagan Karate,  
  Tyan gaya be vir – 2 
 Tene chhetarine chhal kari, 
  Tambolman chitthi grahi, 
 Visalnagranu dan kidhu,  
  Te ajane lidhan sahi – 3 
  …   …   …   …   …   … 
  …   …   …   …   …   …  
        
(There is the city of Sathod on the banks of Reva. Some Nagars left 
Vadanagar and shifted to Sathod with the title ‘Sathodara’ as they had 
accepted the donation of it.  Visaldev, the king, was very wise and religious. 
He performed the yagna of Kapotvadh. Two scholar Nagars went there. The 
king deceived them by putting a chit with the name of the city in the roll of 
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betel leave. Thus, king Visal donated the city which they accepted 
unknowingly.  …      …    …   … ) 
  
It is said that there are seventy two gotras of Nagars. But 
Dinmanishankar Shastri has mentioned sixty four gotras as under. 
 
Kaushik, Kashyap, Darbh, Laxman, Harikar, Vatsapal, Aetikayan, 
Udvahal, Bharadwaj, Varah, Maunay, Kaundinya, Alaubhayan, Parashar, 
Gaupal, Aukshna, Gautami, Baijvap, Shandilya, Chhanalogya Atrey, 
Vruddhatrey, Krushnadhey, Dattatrey, Kaurangap, Galav, Kapishtal, 
Jatukarna, Gaurayat, Shargav, Gagyayan, Sankrutya, Sharkraksh, Pippalad, 
Shakayan, Gargya, Matkayan, Paniney, Laukakshna, Kaushal, Agniveshya, 
Lankaksha, Kaushal Agniveshya, Harit, Chandra-bhargav, Angiras, Kautsa, 
Mandavya,Mauddhab, Jaiminey, Paithinasi. Gaubhil, Katyayan, Vasistha, 
Naidhruv, Narayan, Jabali, Jamdagni, Shalihotra, Madhush, Agastya, 
Aukshanas, Bhagurayan, Trainvaney, Vaitayan and Chyavan. 
  
The eight gotras out of these sixty four are considered to be higher in 
hierarchy or rank. They are as under: 
 
Kashyapshyaiv Kaudinya Oxanashah Sharkavodwipah|| 1 
Baijvap Pashtamah Prokto Kapishtheturukastanah|| 2  
 
 The eight gotras according to Sanskarkaustabh, are as under Kashyap, 
Kaudinya, Aukshna, Sharkav Kaushik, Baijvapa, Kapishta and Gautam. 
According to this, I am from one of these eighth gotras. (Oh! Should I indulge 
in such a vanity?) 
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 4 When Vadnager was destroyed, Nagars fled away and settled down 
somewhere else. Thus, my ancestors came to Surat and settled there. It is 
said that Vadanagar was destroyed thrice. For the first time it was destroyed 
in the month of Magh of 645 Vikram Era by some Mlechchh. Some Nagars 
migrated to Patan at that time. For the second time it was destroyed in the 
month of Karatak of 1272 Vikram Era by Gorisha (It must be Shahbuddin 
Gori). At that time, some of the Nagars migrated to Junagadh and settled 
there while some of them migrated to Idar and Amadavad. (However, 
Amadavad was established after 1467-68 Vikram Era. So I think that they 
migrated not to the place which we call today as Amadavad but it should be 
some another place around it. It was destroyed for the third time in 1782 by 
the attack of Daxan. Therefore all Nagars, residing in Vadnagar, left it and 
migrated towards Idar, Vasavalun, Dungar and Kashi and Mathura and settled 
there. I have derived this fact from the sixth canto of an old work Narsinh 
Mahetana Chhokaranovivah3 by some Vallabhdas, which I have found out. 
But on the advice of someone, I have mentioned the sixth canto itself here. 
 
Kidho mantra aevo nyate mali, 
Dhan dhan thaya manchinta tali – 1 
Havan Narsinh Maheto kem thaya, 
Vadnagarthi bije kem rahya – 2 
Sarve vat kahun vistrai, 
Suno shrotajan dhir dhari – 3 
                                                 
3
  The editor of the current  edition of Narmrd’s autobiography could obtain the original 
copy of this text and has published it in the appendix.  
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Aem varso kain vahi gaya, 
Raja rajya kshatriyana thaya – 4 
Vali Javan Hastinapur dhasya, 
Tyan nagar pase jai vasya.” – 5 
“Chakar thai Nagar te, bhog pruthvi bhogve, 
Aem karate je thayun te, Suno sahu kahu chhun have – 1 
 
   (645) Samvat chase pistalis, Javan bho mani ghano, 
                         Nagar bhagun mas maghe, Vistar kahun teno suno. – 2 
Nagra Patan tano raja, maha dharma sudhir, 
Ardha Nagar gaya ahinthi, bada bavan veer. -3 
Aradh sahastrani sankhya chhe, tema Gruhastha bar hajar, 
Kunvara khat sahastra chhe, Mahadev no parivar – 4 
Te ardha bhitar nagraman rahya, ardha gaya je, 
Rahya te aabhitar kahavya, ne gaya je adhavas – 5 
Natjatman karyakaran, aek mat manmanhya, 
Pagaran ave jehane, tyan sarva bhega thay – 6 
Sidhpur Patan vishe, adhvas samava je rahyo, 
Ritbhat acharthi, Vadnagarthi pruthak thayo – 7 
Aem karate varas ketalan, thai gayyan te Madhya, 
Sarva sukh anand bhokate, rajkaj Samarth – 8 
Pachhe kshatrivat je dhari Nagar, te rajvanshi thai gaya, 
Ketalak bija rahya te, vyapar ne vash thai gaya – 9 
Vyaparna udyam kare, tenun Gruhastha nam nyate dharayun, 
Bija Brahman Vedmurti, ae trividh nam kaliman karayun – 10 
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Pratham nagra bhagya aeni rite, maha Mlechchhane tras, 
Pachhi biji var bhagya te, Kahe Vallabhdas – 11 
(1272) Samvat bar botare puran Kartik mas, 
Gorishaye dravya lidho tene chhodya vas – 12 
Tare Nonghad raja Junaghadno, jene tyan lakh asavar, 
Be sahastra gharne sanmukh avi, lavyo desh muzar – 13 
Ghana adar thaki rakhi, bhave nagari nyat, 
Rajkaj no bhar sompyo, sune te kahe vat – 14 
Tene same te manhyathi, aek sahastra Idar gayan, 
Panch sahastra Ghar pas parathi ne, Vadnagar manhye rahya – 15 
Aeni rite Amadevadi, adhavis pad pamya sahi, 
Sorathi be sahastra tene, Abhyantar padavi rahi – 16 
Bargam adhavas keran, Sorathinan pur bar, 
Pachhe je rahya Vadanagarman, teno Kahun vistar – 17 
(1782) Samvat sattar byasi ae to, Daxan kero tras, 
Sarave Nagar nisarya, nagrani muki as – 18 
Idar, Valambh, Vansvalun, Dungarpur, Patan rahyan, 
Nagrathi je nisarya te, Kashi ne Mathura gaya – 19 
Aeni rite nagra bhagyun, kaline mahimay, 
Chha gam Vadanagarnan thaye, trane Samavay – 20 
Shri sadashivani krupathi chhe sarva sampatvan, 
Sukh sampatithi heen thaya, jene mehelyun vedvidhan – 21 
Ved vidhi nav adari, tenu tej shivajiae harayun, 
Havan Narasai Meheto thaya te, vidhi vistari kahun – 22 
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Paraphrase 
 
 (“The fellows of the caste negotiated and decided thus and got 
contented and relaxed. (1) Now I tell you the story of Narsimh Maheta and 
why he migrated from Vadanagar to elsewhere and other stories in detail (2) 
So I request the audience to listen intently (3) So many years lapsed in this 
way. The Kshariyas became the kings. (4) When the aliens attacked the 
capital, the Nagars migrated”  
 
“The Nagars became the employees of the state and enjoyed the life 
with every comfort for a long time. Now I tell you what happened after that. So 
listen carefully. (1) In the year of 645 Vikram Era, the enemies attacked 
Vadanagar. They terrorized the people so cruelly and destroyed the city in the 
month of the Magh. I tell you the story in detail. Listen peacefully. (2) The king 
of the city of Patan was very religious, wise and kind. Half of the Nagars 
migrated from here to Patan. They were great scholars. (3) There were 
eighteen thousand Nagars. Out of them twelve thousand were married while 
six thousand were unmarried. All they were happy with the blessings of 
Mahadev. (4) Half of the Nagars remained in the city only while others 
migrated. Those, who chose to remain there only in the city, were called 
Abhitar and those, who migrated, were called Adhavas. (5) They were one 
and agreed in their heart for the customs and manners of the caste. They 
gathered together at the time of festivals. (6) The Adhavas branch, who 
migrated to Sidhpur Patan, differed in the matters of life style, customs and 
manners from those of Vadanagar. (7) Many years lapsed like that and during 
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it they lived happily. They were expert in affairs of the state. (8) Those Nagars 
who adopted the role of Kshatriyas, became rulers while some other opted for 
the business. (9) Those who adopted businesses were called as ‘gruhastha’ 
by the caste. While those who accepted teaching and learning of the Vedas 
became Brahmins. Thus, three branches came into existence in the era of 
Kali. (10) Vadanagar was destroyed for the first time by the cruel attack of 
Mlechchh. Now Vallabhdas relates the story of how it was destroyed for the 
second time. (11) On the full moon day of bright fifteenth of Kartik of 1272 
Vikram Era, Gorisha attacked and looted Vadnagar. Therefore, the Nagars 
migrated from there. (12) The king of Junagadh was Nonghan at that time. He 
brought two thousand families to his Kingdome with affection and honour. (13) 
He entertained them with high respect and kindness. The Nagars were too 
happy and content there. He assigned them stately duties and also the king 
followed their advice. (14) Simultaneously, one thousand families migrated to 
Idar. Five thousand families stayed bravely inside Vadanagar only. (15) In this 
way, those who settled at Amadavad were called as Adhavasa. The Sorathi 
Nagars were two thousand. They were called Abhyantar. (16)There were 
twelve villages of Adhavasa and twelve of Sorathi. Now I’ll tell you the story of 
those who stayed at Vadagar in detail (17) Dakshan attacked the city in 1782. 
Therefore all the Nagars left Vadanagar forever, leaving behind all hopes of 
returning. (18) Those, who left Vadanagar, migrated and settled in places like 
Idar, Valambha Vansavalun, Dungarpur, Patan, Kashi and Mathura. (19) In 
this way the city was destroyed in the era of Kali. Nagars of all the three 
branches migrated from Vadnagar to six different places. (20) All of them are 
happy and contented by the blessings of Lord Sadashiv (Mahadev). But those 
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who did not follow the principles of the Vedas became distressed. (21) Shivaji 
(Mahadev) cursed those who did not perform the rites and rituals of the 
Vedas. Now I tell you the story of Narsimh Maheta in detail. (22) 
   
Considering the above mentioned story there are three types of Nagar 
i.e. Nagar Brahman, Nagar gruhastha (merchants and government servants) 
and Nagar kshatriya (Kings and soldiers or warrior Nagars)  
      
5 Nothing is mentioned here regarding when Nagars came to Surat. 
But according to many senior Nagar Brahmins of Surat, ‘First we fled from 
Champaner and came to villages near Surat and settled there. Still Nagars 
from Surat are called as Adajaniya, Navsarigara, Valsadiya, Baranporiya etc. 
Champaner4 was destroyed on 3rd day of bright fortnight of Posh of 1540 
Vikram Era. While the city of Surat started flourishing around 1570 Vikram 
Era. It can be derived from this that owing to the terror of Muslims, Brahmins 
ran away to the villages near Surat and settled in the places under the rein of 
the Hindu kings. 
 
Moreover, the Brahmins of Surat say that the Nagars first settled at the 
villages like Ashwanikumar and Phulpada for about seventy five years. And 
from there, they shifted to suburbs of Surat and settled there for about 
                                                 
4
  The last king of Champaner was Raval Jesing alias king Patai. Nagars lived in Champaner 
till there was the rule of Hindu Kings but fled away from there when Muslims invaded. It is 
mentioned in the Rasmala that there was animosity between king of Champaner and king of 
Idar. Therefore Rav of Idar brought Muslims to his help and got Champaner attacked. 
Though, Rava had a support from the Sultan of Malava, but at last he was defeated and 
Mahamamd Begada of Amadavad won Champaner on 27th November 1484. 
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seventy five years and then they finally came to city of Surat itself. They have 
been living in Surat for one hundred and fifty years since then. About one 
hundred and forty years have lapsed since they left Vadnagar for the third 
time. But Vallabhdas has not mentioned the name of Surat. Therefore it 
seems that he had migrated to Champaner from Idar. Thus, according to 
Vallabhdas the Nagaras who migrated to Idar were those who migrated during 
the second phase. Therefore we are from those who migrated during the 
second phase. We migrated from Vadanagar either directly to Idar or first to 
Junagadh and from there to Idar.5 From Idar we came to Champaner. From 
Champaner we migrated to different villages around Surat and finally we 
settled in Surat. The story of our migration can be imagined like this. 
 
6 There is not any warrior Nagar in Gujarat (Of course they are at 
Kashi and Gwalior.). Vallabhdas has mentioned about the two branches i.e. 
Nagar gruhastha and bhikshuk at two places. Out of them the story of the 
second is depicted in the above mentioned poem. The story of the former 
branch runs like this. Some Nagars had to become the kshatriya to protect 
their religion based on the Vedas. Therefore they were called gruhastha. And 
those who adhered to rituals and rites of performing the Agnihotras, were 
called bhikshuk. Bhikshuk accepted the charity from one another from within 
their class, likewise, they accepted charity from gruhasthas but gruhasthas did 
                                                 
5
     The period ranges for about 250 year between when the Nagars migrated (I think from 
Vadnagar) to Idar for the first time during the reign of the Hindu king named Samaliya Sadh of 
Idar and when they left Champaner. The story of Nagars from Idar runs like this in the 
‘Rasmala’. Some descendant of Samallya intended to marry the daughter of a Nagar 
administrator of him. So that Nagar, very tactfully liquidized the whole linaege of Sadh with 
the help of Sonangaji Rathod. I think, the Muslims around them terrorised Nagars afterwards. 
So the Nagars from there migrated to Champaner. 
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not accept the same from bhikshuk. The original brahmin of good old days did 
not accept charity even from Baniya community but nowadays they accept it 
from every one. Some Brahmins perform all rituals even for Banias. Due to 
this reason in Surat if a Kunkana Nagar gives his daughter in marriage to a 
Dhankada Nagar (though that happens rarely), he has to pay some fine. As 
there are surnames like Dave; Panya etc. in bhikshuk class, such surnames 
do not exist in gruhastha class at present because they have left teaching and 
learning of the Vedashastras.  
 
7 Nowadays the youth of gruhastha consider the bhikshuk class inferior 
to them, but considering the family customs, they themselves are corrupt. 
However, looking at the worldly manners and richness, the gruhasthas are 
superior to Brahmins in life style. But I don’t want to discuss it here. The 
senior Nagars still consider bhikshuk as respectable persons. Unlike the 
tradition in past, today the Brahmins do not depend much for their livelihood 
on gruhasthas. They have started turning away from their traditional sources 
of livelihood and started to adopt the new ways of livelihood. It does not seem 
proper for a wise and prudent Nagar to suffer from the disadvantages and 
harms by developing a rife among one another by observing the 
discriminations like gruhastha and bhikshuk etc. and by nurturing the barriers 
of not giving daughters in marriages to one another.  Though I am a bhikshuk 
Nagar, I have never accepted charity. I have been brought up in the best kind 
of the gruhastha life style. I personally believe that the grhasthas must leave 
their so called sense of superiority while the bhikshuks must leave their right 
to charity and their inferior manners. Both classes should give their daughters 
to each other in marriages. Of course not in one city but every where much of 
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the reforms must be introduced, so that the condition of Nagars may improve. 
Nagars were considered and till today are considered to be superior to all the 
castes of Gujarat for their linaege, elegance, etiquettes, education, status, 
prudence etc. (I shall say more about that elsewhere.) 
 
Though, personally I am not much concerned with lengthy details 
mentioned above. Therefore, I should not have mentioned it here. But as 
many Brahmins of Gujarat do not know about the gotras and pravars, I have 
related it for their benefit. Also as I have acquired the information about the 
Nagar caste with great efforts, I have mentioned it in detail to inform my caste 
– fellows about it in their interest – otherwise, I don’t intend to show my 
superiority as a Nagar. 
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Viram – 2 
Ancestors, Elders and Parents 
 
Narayan Dave my great grand-father, grand-father of my father had 
studied the Vedas perfectly well and had mastered the (Sanskrit) language 
through the study of Panchkavya. He had studied the Mantrashastra and 
knew the Shrotkarma very well. He had made the vow of Agnihotra. Many of 
my senior caste fellows like Dinmanishankar Shastri still say and also my 
father said that he possessed some supernatural power. At the time of his 
son’s marriage he gave a feast to the whole community with Pakawan (sweet 
meat). He got it prepared for about 300 persons. He kept it in a room where 
he lighted a lamp which he kept lit by replenishing it with ghee. The lamp was 
placed behind a curtain.  He himself brought Pakawan from the room for 
serving. He had instructed all the members of the family not to look at that 
lamp. Thus, out of that Pakawan enough for one time, he entertained the 
bridal party thrice. All were astonished. Therefore some people provoked his 
wife and made her open the lock; entering the room she looked inside, the 
lamp got extinguished and no one could see anything in that room.  
  
Narayan Dave used to earn his livelihood by accepting charity from his 
hosts. He had three sons - Purushottam, Vishvottam and Narottam. 
Vishvottam had got married but did not have any issue. Narottam had two 
children, one boy Kikabhai and one girl Shivagavari but as both of them died 
young, his lineage could not continue. And the eldest one, Purushottam was 
the father of my father. His life story is as follows. 
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My grand-father, Purushottam Dave was Dashgranthpathi. These ten 
granths (books) are entire Samhita, Pad, Kram, six Angs (Shiksha, Sutra, 
Ashtadhyayi, Nirukta, Chhand and Jyotish) and Brahman. He had studied 
three vrutties (levels) of Kaumudi and Panchkavya. Therefore he had very 
good command over Sanskrit linguistics and language. He had not studied 
any particular shastra yet he could read, recite and interpret Purans like 
Bhagavat and others in a proper manner. He knew prosody well but did not 
compose any poem. He knew the prosody; it can be ascertained from the fact 
that basically he had learnt by heart all eight components of prosody. 
Moreover, he had deep study of Sanskrit also. In addition to it, Bhadrashankar 
Dikshit who was a master of Sanskrit prosody was his friend. His handwriting 
of Sanskrit letters was very beautiful. The books copied by him are still read at 
many places. 
 
He earned his livelihood as a Vediya- by performing rites and rituals, as 
a scribe, by offering services of copying books for others and as a reader of 
Puran -by reading and reciting Purans. Also he had the property of houses 
worth Rs.3000/-, out of which he got about Rs.100/- annually as the rent. 
Thus, in all, he had an income of around Rs.300/- per year. 
 
His wife Gaurivahu (At her parents’ place she was called Dhankunvar) 
gave birth to a first male child called Jeshankar but he died at the age of five. 
After many years three children were born to her. Among them, 
Ichchhashankar was the eldest, second was Venishankar and my father was 
the youngest. Ichchhashankar was born in 1856 Vikram Era and died on 5th 
day of dark fortnight of Bhadarva 1910 Vikram Era. Venishankar was born in 
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1859 Vikram Era and died in 1892 Vikram Era. I know nothing about 
Venishankar but I have heard that he had married twice but had no child. 
Uncle Ichachhashankar was patient and kind by nature. He had a good 
worldly knowledge and knew the customs of our community. He had studied 
the entire Rugaveda Samhita but he earned his livelihood by working as a 
talati. He is survived by his widow, two sons and one daughter.  
 
To meet with the expenses for offering the janoi to his three sons, 
Purushottam Dave had read and recited the Vedas and Purans at three 
places, Mumbai, Bhavnagar and Vadodara and earned about one thousand 
rupees out of that. He would not venture out for earning money unless he 
required it otherwise he preferred to study the Vedas sitting at his place or to 
copy books all the time. (He could write 75 shlokas in good hand within two 
hours). There were numerous books in the house, which burnt away in the big 
fire. 
 
He needed six thousand rupees for the marriage of his three sons. He 
borrowed it on interest from the son of his sister-in-law’s daughter-Amaritram 
alias Bhanajabhai who was very rich. 
 
Purushottam was fair, of short stature and bright. Though, he did not 
possess much in the name of the jewelry but there used to be a large stock of 
food grains. He took great pains for the education of his children. He was very 
mild, loving, contented and meek yet full of self-respect. His self-respect was 
so high that he used to go for reading the Vedas and Purans only if he was 
invited respectfully. He never flattered any one. For instance, once after 
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having darshan of Balaji; he went to pay a visit to Shrimant Travadi. There, 
someone made Travadi tease him. “Why Daveji, have you come here to earn 
an invitation?” He taunted. At this Daveji replied, “Yes, sir.” But after that he 
never went not only to Travadi but also to have a darshan of Balaji too. Many 
rituals of Karmakand were performed at Travadi’s place and Travadi also 
invited him, but he did not oblige. He had taken a vow of parthivpujan. 
 
He breathed his last on 6th day of dark fortnight of Kartak 1884 Vikram 
Era at the age of 62. 
 
I know a little about his wife, my grand-mother, (my father’s mother) 
Dhankuvar or Gaurivahu. Her father Ganpat Dixit was dependant on his 
patron Sagaramvaasi, the father of Harivaasi Desai; so he helped his sister 
and nephew time and again. She died at the age of 55 in 1888 Vikram Era 
after 4-5 years of my grand father’s death. She was content, mild and loving.  
 
My maternal grand-father, (father of my mother) Ochchhavraam earned 
his livelihood as a Brahmin. His Gotra was Baijvaapas. He died in 1883 or 
1884 Vikram Era at the age of about sixty. He was a good singer. His brother 
Dullabhram who used to escort my mother and me while going to and coming 
from Mumbai, had deep affection for us. Oh! How much did I enjoy when I 
looked at his wrinkled skin and listened to his talks in my childhood sitting on 
an pedestal out side the house!   
 
My maternal grand-mother (my mother’s mother) Ichchhalaxmi was 
very gentle and loving. 
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My father Lalshankar was born on 9th day of bright fortnight of Posh 
1864 Vikram Era. In his childhood he was healthy and of short stature, fair 
and agile yet sober and wise. His Upavit Samskar was performed when he 
was five. After that he started his education that lasted up to the age of 
seventeen. During that he learnt two aathaas of Rigved Samhita, three 
Vrutties of Saaraswat, four cantoes of Raghuvansh, one canto of 
Kumarsambhav and Kaumudi up to Stripratyay. He learnt to work as a scribe 
like his father. At the age of 18, sitting at the square, he started preparing 
horoscopes for people. He got married at the age of nineteen on 5th day of 
bright fortnight of Maha 1883 Vikram Era. Just after his marriage; he got his 
job in the month of Vaishakh at Mumbai. The story behind getting his job runs 
like this. On behalf of the government the printing of books for the school was 
going on, under the authority of Captain (afterwards Corneal) Jervis. At that 
time, unlike today, the method of type writing was not in fashion but books 
were printed by lithography. For that, the scribes with good handwriting were 
required. Of course, the scribes from Maharashtra itself were available there 
but they were not able to understand and write in Gujarati. Therefore Jarvis 
wrote to Mr. Jones, the judge at Surat Court that if good scribes were 
available at Surat; he should send them to Mumbai. So Mr. Jones took the 
examination of the scribes at the court. Bhanajabhai, the son of Lalshankar’s 
maternal sister (who had a deep affection for us and had done many favors to 
us) inspired Lalshankar for sitting in that examination. The handwritings of the 
old scribes were thick while the handwriting of Lalshankar was, from the 
beginning clear and fine. Therefore he passed the examination out of ten 
candidates successfully. Mr. Jones asked him to go to Mumbai with the salary 
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of Rs.30/- per month. My grand father was bed-ridden, and my grand mother 
denied my father to go to Mumbai. Bhanajabhai taunted them, “[If you could 
not earn well, (parenthesis: mine)] when would you return those six thousand 
rupees borrowed from me on the occasion of the marriage, Janoi etc. of three 
brothers? So, do not hesitate for that job.” Lalshankar was annoyed with those 
words. Therefore he left for Mumbai immediately. He worked there for the 
salary of Rs.30 for one year and for Rs.45 for next two years. Afterwards the 
government decided to shift that factory to Pune. Jervis asked Lalshankar to 
come to Pune with salary of Rs.60, but his mother did not permit him therefore 
he did not go to Pune. Jarvis awarded him a very good certificate and a prize 
of Rs.135. He wrote in that certificate “Lalshankar writes the Devnagari and 
Gujarati letters very beautifully.” 
 
After that Lalshankar lived at Surat for three years. Here, where, 
originally there was Bhanajabhai’s house, which I have purchased now, he 
worked from morning to evening taking the recess of two hours for lunch and 
rest. Thus, he regularly earned Re.1 per day. He charged Rs.3 per one 
thousand words. 
 
When the government shut down that factory at Pune, those remaining 
books were sent to Mumbai to be printed at private presses. At that time 
Lalshankar was called upon. Lalshankar again went to Mumbai and worked 
for two years at the salary of Rs.30 per month. 
 
Meanwhile there was a vacancy for a clerk in the high court of Mumbai 
with the salary of Rs.15. Lalshankar applied for the same. He joined the post 
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on 7th January 1835 A.D. Afterwards his salary was increased up to Rs.20-25 
and since 22nd October 1875 A.D. up to Rs.30. 
 
Due to old age and weakness he was not able to work further. 
Therefore Lalshankar opted for the pension of Rs.10 on 7th February 1863 
A.D. After accepting his pension he came back to Surat in September and 
lived here. Here he became bed-ridden due to the increased weakness. He 
suffered from delirium and remained unconscious for last four days of his life. 
He died on 10th day of bright fortnight of Posh 1920 Vikram Era, 18th January 
1864 A.D. on the second day after completing the age of 56 years. 
 
I have not come across any Gujarati fellow more industrious than 
Lalshankar. He used to get up at four early in the morning. After completing 
his morning routines, he wrote for private printing presses up-to nine O’clock. 
Meanwhile my mother would prepare the meal. After taking his meal, sharp at 
10 O’clock he used to leave for the court on foot, walking fast for one and a 
half mile. He worked up to 6 O’clock at his office. On his way back to home he 
purchased provisions for home. After returning to home, he used to write for 
press up to half past eight. Then he took his supper. After passing about an 
hour at leisure he sat for writing up to 11-12 O’clock. Though the work of 
writing for the press required keen attention and patience yet he could happily 
talk with the visitors, my mother and me while keeping on writing quickly along 
with understanding the matter before him. He wrote for one rupee per 4 big 
pages of Devnagari and one rupee per 6 pages of Gujarati. Ah! There are 
many books copied by him. No other scribe must have written as much as he. 
Most of the Gujarati books printed for several times at different three-four 
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lithography printing presses at Mumbai are copied by him. Many books in 
Devnagari script published by Jarvis are copied by him. Besides these, there 
are many ‘Pothies’ like Bhagavat, Chandipath etc. written by him, which are 
not printed at all. 
 
The portion of Trigonometry with fine Devnagari letters in second book 
of Shikshamala was first copied by him. The books with the best handwritings 
by him are Vidya Uddesh Labh ne Santosh in Gujarati and Damargannu Bij 
Ganit in Marathi. The books with Gujarati letters by him are Bhugolvidya (with 
fine characters), Sansar Chopdi of the first edition and an essay of Mandali 
Malavathi Thata Labho. Pingal Pravesh6, the first edition and Raspravesh7 are 
also copied by him only. With a view to preserve a specimen of his most 
beautiful handwriting in Devnagari, I got him write the Chandipath on golden 
papers. He had written it with great patience and care in Devnagari 
characters. But as Doctor Bhau Daji saw that pothi, expressing his desire to 
keep it in his library, he took it away from me. I extremely regret that he also 
lost it. Some one stole it away when he took it out for binding. Lalshankar 
said, “In our department under Jarvis, there was a scribe from Maharashtra, 
no one was as good as he in the whole Mumbai presidency, besides him I am 
the only one but due to an old age my hand writings have got tilted!” 
 
Amidst that much of hard work he took good care of his family. He 
attended my mother carefully and lovingly when she was totally bed-ridden for 
                                                 
6
 This essay is published in the ‘Narmagadya’ published by the government.  
(N.E. Desai) 
  
7
 Pingal Pravesh and Raspravesh are in the last portion of ‘Narmakavita.’    
        (N.E. Desai) 
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two years. When he was at Surat the press people from Mumbai insisted for 
him to write a copy for press. So he used to write and send it to Mumbai from 
Surat by post. His only business was to write, write and write. 
 
Because he worked hard all the time, people may think that he was 
greedy but no. To keep the family in a good position, to entertain the guests 
and friends well, as we were considered higher in our caste and to continue 
that reputation and also because we were financially weak, he had to work 
more. In addition to that as per the saying ‘all place the load on the willing 
horse’ the press people always insisted for him. Consequently, they preferred 
to assign work only to him. Yes, Bapu Harsheth Devalekar in particular, 
showed his real devotion to him. After Lalshankar’s death he never published 
any Gujarati book scribed by any one else. 
 
Though he worked in the high court yet he never took his examination 
for a lawyer or a judge because he preferred the immediate gains. He hated 
flattering others after becoming a lawyer or to be scolded by higher authorities 
after becoming a judge. He often said, “People pay respect to the government 
servants but only we know how much they have to suffer from the insults by 
British officers and how they have to sustain themselves by flattering them 
privately.” [He said further.] “God has given me enough strength therefore I 
shall earn peacefully; one has to put aside one’s principles if one accepts 
higher posts.” 
 
Once the head clerk Vidyaram said to Lalshankar, “I want you to copy 
a book for me. So you come to my place and write”. My father replied “I won’t 
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write it at your place but I am ready to write at my place.” Owing to this and 
also some other occasions on which my father had replied curtly, the head 
clerk was venomous towards him. Therefore he did not allow him the 
promotion with a higher salary. But as my father was an experienced, efficient 
and expert clerk, he could not get him fired. 
 
Lalshankar used to give a good advice to all. He used to reply in a calm 
way and without any reservation. Likewise, he was very pure in the financial 
matters. He took the account of the household expenses of each and every 
penny. He was good at the practical worldly manners. 
 
When he worked in the department of Jervis, he did not write for others 
at home. After returning from his office, he used to enjoy in the company of 
his friends like Ranchoddas Girdharbhai, Khimjibhat and some other 
Maharastrians and go out – listen to devotional songs and Harikatha. 
Likewise, when he lived at Surat for three years he never worked at night; he 
rather enjoyed with friends. However, he did not meet anyone from the 
morning to evening-he did not even go for dinner arranged by members of our 
caste. He was such a punctual hard worker. Ever since he joined the high 
court with a salary of Rs.15, he started working very hard. I requested him not 
to work in 1860 A.D. and he also stopped that hard work of writing. 
 
He knew Sanskrit and could also speak it a little. Because of the 
contact with Maharastrians, he could write and speak Marathi too. As he had 
written many a books related to school education, he knew something of it. 
And no wonder if he was an expert in Gujarati! Oh! He was a letter writer par 
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excellence! The way letters by Pope, Byron and Cowper are appreciated 
among the British people, his letters too were well written. Alas! I have torn 
them off. What a simple and correct language of those letters! It was full of 
advice in worldly wisdom and punctuated with Sanskrit shloks! Really, I 
confess that I can never ever write letters like he. I happened to read three-
four letters by him to my mother and by my mother to him. They were simply 
wonderful. My goodness! What a bond between them! How much sincerity! 
And the letters addressed to me contained gentleness, affection and fatherly 
concern.  O dear father! I really really miss you. When I lived for three years at 
Surat and my mother had died, he alone was at Mumbai. He was making a 
copy of the book ‘Madhavanal’ at that time. In that story when he read the 
lamentation by the father of Madhav on the exile of Madhav, he literally 
shivered and his pen slipped off from his hand and he also fell down.    He 
narrated that very vividly in a letter to me. I still remember that incident. The 
credit for popularising the works of Samaldas partly goes to my father. It was 
he who advised the printer Bapu Harsheth Devlekar to publish them. He told 
him that if he published them, he as well as people would be benefited. He 
himself acquired the manuscripts of those books from the owner of the rental 
house where he lived, with a condition that he would be given a free printed 
copy of those books. As he did not know the prosody he copied it as per the 
manuscript. 
 
He was very attentive in taking care of the books. There were 
numberless Sanskrit books in our ancestral house which he had classified 
and prepared a systematic index of it. But Alas!  That big fire devoured them! 
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He was not much acquainted with the Gujarati poems but he was good 
at singing. He also sang along with singers – And at that time he relished so 
much that he seemed to get engrossed in singing. He had listened 
considerably to Vijayanand of Surat and he had accompanied for some time 
with Bhimanad, the singer who was his friend and relative - and he had 
listened a lot in his childhood. Since when I started composing poems, his 
interest in poem grew a lot. He read only my poems for the sake of pleasure 
and used to say, “Son, reading of your poems brings tears to my eyes but 
afterwards I feel happy.” 
 
Though he really welcomed the thoughts of reformists – but he said to 
me “It is not a proper time to be exposed. It will work after some time.” About 
the reforms regarding the caste-distinction he said to me, “If twenty-five 
people come out, you may join.” When people criticized me before him for my 
thoughts on remarriage he said, “My dear, let every one think in his own way. 
Is there anything wrong in what he says? He also asks me to remarry.’ He 
used to come to Buddhivardhak Sabha and listened to my speeches, sitting in 
a chair before me.  Once he also read an essay on ‘truth’. I was a frontline 
reformist but he was not displeased with my thoughts. 
 
His affection for me was endless. He always favored me. He did 
nothing against my desire. He made the copy of my writings for me and I too, 
on my part used to read before him first after composing a poem or an essay. 
Wherever I crossed the limit he advised me for amendments; and I always 
followed his words. He had never reproached me a little through out my life 
except once – he has always advised me gently and affectionately. Oh! Just 
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not to displease me, he did not even remarry. He kept on putting up with my 
mistakes and adventures and always inspired and helped me in my efforts. 
 
He was by nature loving, self-respectful, wise, contented and lively. He 
earned love of all who came into his contact. He was frugal but on special 
occasions he even overspent. He was considered esteemed and honorable in 
our caste. When he brought my sick mother to Surat by road, he spent 
Rs.300/- on palanquin, escorts and torch bearers. 
 
Many more things can be told about him but I am in haste. He earned 
Rs.25000/- through very hard work during 37 years. Out of that he repaid 
Rs.2000/- as his one third parts of Rs.6000/- of his father’s debt, he bore all 
expenses for rituals on my birth as a first child, my Janoi, my marriage for two 
times, rituals on the birth of my first child and on death of my mother and my 
wife. When he died he left behind him a promissory note worth Rs.5000/- with 
the interest rate of 4 percent, gold ornaments worth Rs.1000/-, a house of two 
rooms worth Rs.2000/- for which Rs.1200/- for construction, Rs.600/- for 
renovation, thus total Rs.1800/- and Rs.200/- for purchasing the land; grand 
total Rs.2000/- were expended and other goods worth Rs.500/-. He left this 
much of inheritance to me. 
 
My mother Navadurga who was called as Nhani by all or as 
Rukhmanivahu by her in-laws, was born in the month of Aso 1875 Vikram Era 
and died on 4th day of dark fortnight of Kartak 1907 Vikram Era at the age of 
thirty-three. She was expert in domestic duties, quite tidy, hard working, frugal 
and contented. She was good at reading, writing, embroidering, sewing and 
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singing songs. She was meek and amicable by nature but she always kept 
me under her control. She had deep affection for her poor relatives and she 
helped them time and again by giving them clothes and other household 
things. She used to weep remembering her dead relatives when left alone. 
She was too much fond of performing pooja. She never returned any beggar 
without giving something. Once, a fake hermit came to my father when he 
was writing and asked him to give him snuff. My father offered it. After sniffing 
it he started pulling bubbles out of his mouth (people say that they were 
clumps of entrails), he turned rice into water. Looking that my father was 
wheedled and asked my mother to give him a Dhoti and an upper garment. 
My mother, who was in the kitchen, came out, scolded him and turned him 
out.  Though my father could not be deceived but God knows how he was 
wheedled only on that day. I still remember that incident! Alas! When she was 
ill, she used to call me and made me put my head-heavy with child-like 
shyness on her aching stomach and then she, with love – (those days never 
returned) shed tears silently. Oh God! I can’t forget that picture! This is some 
of the information about my parents. Really, whatever I say about the qualities 
of my humble yet noble parents falls short and if I say much it will be 
considered as boasting. But at this juncture I wish from the bottom of my heart 
that all children may get gratified with their parents as much as I. 
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Viram-3 
Childhood and Education 1833-1845 A.D. 
 
1 At the time of delivery, my mother (Navadurga, whom people used to 
call as Nhani and she was addressed as Rukamani Vahu at her in-laws’ 
house.) underwent a great labour pain. When I was born, my head was very 
long. So my face looked strange. (Now the head has become very small and 
round.) Within six months I started crawling. 
 
2 After ten months of my birth, my mother and I went to my father at 
Mumbai accompanied by my mother's uncle Dullabhram. At the beginning of 
the second year I started prattling. As I was not fed solid food for two years, 
my constitution was built with milk and herbal linctuses.  
 
3 I was at Mumbai at the time of the great fire of the year 1893 Vikram 
Era. I distinctly remember that when at the noon, I was playing in the drawing 
room of Bhagavan Kala's house, our neighbouring Bania named Dayaram 
Bhukhan, rushing into the drawing room, said bewilderedly, "Whole Surat city 
is burnt down". Listening to it other female tenants from Surat (Their husbands 
were out at their work) were overawed. The echo of his words "Whole Surat 
city is burnt down." still resounds in my ears. 
   
4 The reconstruction of those burnt houses in Surat was started in the 
month of Vaishakh 1894 Vikram Era and was completed by the end of 1895 
Vikram Era. During that period, my mother and I were at Surat for some time. 
Once during that period, while playing in the house of a neighbour living 
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across the lane, I unknowingly hit a stone at the younger son of my uncle. So 
my aunt grumbled about it and hearing that my mother, out of rage dragged 
me into the house and beat me heavily. After that she tied me with the handle 
of a trunk, locked the stair case door from outside and went out. I was 
shrieking like anything. Hearing my loud shrikes, our household servant 
Govan Gajjar took pity on me. As the window was left open, he entered 
through it and untied me. I still remember that incident. 
 
 Once at Mumbai I had broken an earthen container of oil. At that time 
my mother had lashed me heavily. And my father, after he returned from his 
office, tried to settle down the matter between my mother and me, at that time, 
I argued once again against her so my father also slapped me. These are the 
only occasions when I was beaten. 
 
5 After I was five, my father got me admitted in Nana Mehta's school 
near Bhuleshwar in Mumbai. On that occasion my school mates were invited 
at my place and Goldhana and dhani were distributed to them. I remember 
vividly that they were singing 'Sarasati, Sarasati tun mari mat’ (O!Godess 
Saraswati you are my mother.) and 'Ji Metaji Salamat.' (O! Respected 
Teacher may you be hale and hearty). I remember too that at night we, four-
five boys sitting together, used to speak aloud the tables to learn it by heart. 
While at Surat, I used to go to Ichchha Maheta's and Fakir Maheta's school. 
 
6 I was quite healthy in my childhood but at the age of seven I fell ill for 
six months. During that illness once many thread warms came out through my 
mouth and stool.  
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7 I was offered Janoi at the age of eight years in the month of Vaishkh 
1897 Vikram Era. After that Samskar, I started learning Sandhya, Rudri and 
Vedas on one hand and on the other hand, I started going to the government 
Gujarati school. 
  
I learnt the Vedas from a Maharastrian Brahmin called Balaji who was 
my father's friend. I learnt two chapters from him. I completed one atho by 
learning other remaining chapters from another Maharastrian Brahmin. I have 
not learnt beyond this from my teachers. I remember that once at my uncle's 
place some  rituals were being performed and Mandals were prepared and 
the scholars of the Vedas were reciting the hymns. At that time someone 
asked me to recite the hymns. So I recited and all praised my style of reciting. 
At that time I might be just ten.  
 
In Mumbai, first I was admitted to Balgovind Mahetaji's school at 
Payghoni. After some days we had to shift to Surat from Mumbai. In Surat, 
there was Durgaram Mhetaji's school in the compound of Navalsha at 
Nanavat, I started going there. I can still visualise the grandeur of the school 
vividly. If the premises itself provoked a kind of soft fear, would not the 
teacher provoke profound fear? I could pronounce all the characters of 
(Gujarati) alphabet correctly but due to the fear of examination taken by the 
teacher, I mispronounced a particular character. Therefore I had to remain in 
the same standard [equivalent to the level of kindergarten (parenthesis: mine)] 
for one month. One day, the grand son of my mother's paternal aunt 
Dolatram, the lawyer got annoyed and said "Why? This poor boy pronounces 
the letter correctly, how does not the teacher promote him? Come on, I will 
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come with you". Then one day he came with me to the school. The teacher 
asked me to pronounce that particular letter. I pronounced it correctly and I 
passed the examination! Oh! What a fair tradition of those good old days were 
in contrast to a hasty and superficial one of today! 
 
8 I got married to the daughter of Shastri Surajram who worked at the 
High Court on 12th day of bright fortnight of Vaishakh in 1900 Vikram Era, 29th 
April 1844 at Surat.  
 
9 The credit for teaching me Gujarati goes only to Balgovind Mehataji. 
From there I went to Mr. John Harkness, the principal of Elphinstone School 
to sit in the examination of Gujarati and I got admitted to English school on 6th 
January 1945. I remember that once, when I was at Surat, I heard an 
announcement of the prize. Therefore I got admitted to Pranshanker Mehtaji's 
school and bagged a book of Balmitra as a prize. 
 
10 Although I did study at the government school for three and a half 
year, I was not very regular, as for some time I would be at Surat and at other 
at Mumbai. At Mumbai also I had won many books as prizes. I stood first or 
second in the first standard in Balgovind's school. 
 
11 The major books I read during that time were: Balmitra, Geography 
Astronomy by Nityanand, Isapniti, Dadsalini Vat, Panchopakhyan, 
Bodhvachan, Lipidhara and Vyakaran mhotun by Gangadhar Shastri and 
Ganitshikshamala - first part among the others.  
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While reading Geography, Astronomy and Balmitra by Nityanand 
Parmanand, a kind of pure joy coupled with wonders filled my mind. We used 
to read with special interest the chapters from Nityanand Parmanand's 
Astronomy and from Balmitra like the Monsoon of the Main Seasons of the 
year, Kantana Zad, Kulinpanu, Nhana Jagunun Oliyun Oliyun Radvun, in 
Antikni Vat- Matured Age and Kindness of the King etc. 
 
12 During those three and a half years, though my days were spent 
between Mumbai and Surat I always concentrated very much on my study at 
the school. I studied the Vedas and the other books as well, at home. 
Immediately after getting up, I used to solve each and every exercise of the 
grammar from one page of Balmitra everyday. Only after that I cleaned my 
teeth. At Mumbai I spent very little time in playing. I played for only about an 
hour in the evening with a son of a neighbour. 
 
13 Among my friends, was one boy named Parshuram who was my 
neighbour and from the community same as mine. He, afterwards become a 
scholar in Gujarati and taught Gujarati to many British people. He was my 
only childhood friend. We were always together; we studied together and went 
to school together. I remember that once we had quarrelled at home. So 
Parshuram's father complained to our teacher Balgovind. Therefore he 
punished us and made us squat by holding each-other's ears. 
 
14 When I was in the first standard at Balgovind's school, I had 
developed a childlike superstition. After opening the lock of the school 
everyday, I used to shut my eyes and walked up to the world map hung on the 
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opposite wall and put my fingers on the place where there were two islands 
called Sandwich in Pacific Ocean and then opened my eyes. If I could put my 
fingers exactly on that place, I believed that I would stand first in the class and 
in most of the cases it happened so. 
 
15 In my childhood, by nature I was not notorious- but prudent and 
never banged and kicked hands and feet on the ground, out of anger. But yes, 
if something didn't take place according to my desire, I confined myself in a 
corner without uttering a single word and kept on sobbing silently. I used to 
rush to my mother's lap or stand in a corner out of shyness whenever I see 
any one except my parents. I was timid too. My relatives from the maternal 
side used to call me ‘Shankariyo’. 
 
16 I vividly remember that once my mother and I were sleeping on a 
big trunk at Surat. (My father was at Mumbai at that time.) At the midnight of 
1st night of bright fortnight of the month Aso, I woke up and shrieked very 
loudly. My mother woke up immediately and held me in close embrace. 
Meanwhile, my uncle Ichchhashankar came to me and smeared some ash on 
me and recited one kavach of Chandipath. Nevertheless, I was so much 
frightened that I could not sleep at night in my house. Therefore my mother 
took me to different relatives for next four-five nights to sleep but the same 
happened to me there also. One night I was sleeping in the veranda of my 
mother's aunt's house. I woke up at twelve to have a sip of water. Sitting on 
the cot, I noticed someone working at the stopper of the door. After drinking 
water I went to bed and I slept on my stomach and then again I let out a 
deadly shriek. Lalbhai, the owner of that house (Aunt used to live on rent) 
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knew something of Guni. He came and though, performed something, I am 
not sure what he did but I had seen a sceptre near the lamp. I remember this 
much only, but I don’t know how old I was at that time. When I inquired my 
mother's old aunt, she said, "Son, do you still remember that?" I said, "Yes, 
but what was my age at that time?" She said that I could be five or six years 
old.  
 
17 Oh! How I used to have dreadful dream! They have stopped for last 
eight years. When I grew up, I had started to note down in the morning 
whatever I remembered of those dreams. I had noted down, too, some of 
them so that I could understand how and why they happened. But it could not 
be continued later on. [In one of the dreams I saw, (parenthesis: mine)] "One 
military troop of an enemy king was parading into the city with lighted torches 
and beating of drums- streets were illuminated with lamps- a big tumult had 
taken place. People were closing the doors and window hastily - they were 
running helter and shelter and a great chaos prevailed - many people were 
overawed – parents were seen requesting repeatedly not to kill their children 
–people were hiding their jewellery. I too strived to hide myself in my mother's 
lap closing my eyes with my hand as hard as possible. etc” [In another dream 
I saw, (parenthesis: mine)] "While travelling between Mumbai and Surat there 
comes the gulf of Satpatti- there, a dread of evil spirit had spread all around 
the place, all of a sudden the tide wave reflux in the gulf channel-we were 
drowned up etc.” [Whereas at times I saw, (parenthesis: mine)] "An elephant 
chasing me furiously and I, on my part, trying to run away very fast, but I could 
not move away. So I thought of climbing over its head- meanwhile the 
elephant closed in - overawed, I closed my eyes and fell down etc”. I have 
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written a line in my book of prosody, "Ati Dushtamati Nhasashe Mathi'. This 
line derives from the above dream where I strived a lot to escape from that 
elephant. [Once I had a dream that (parenthesis: mine)] "I have gone for a 
bath to the banks of Tapi in the moon lit night - There I saw a fair and pretty 
infant - I took pity on it and went near it - it started becoming bigger and bigger 
- It stood before me as a dreadful monster, goggling at me - I fell down out of 
dread- meanwhile it turned into a big fire and disappeared!" I have heard a lot 
about the ceremonies of Kali Bhairav to propitiate the evil spirit. I had dreams 
about that too. When I was suffering from love melancholy, once in my state 
of that love melancholy, I saw the 'Richardson Selections'. I read the last 
portion of 'Othello' from it. My dream that night was based on it. In that dream, 
a ghost was crushing me down. I have heard about the snakes of Boa kind, 
which crush even the bones of the buffalo. Then I said to him "Shame to you, 
ghost. Is there any bravery on your part if you kill me? Come on kill me!” Then 
I thought that the death is inevitable8 and predetermined. Nothing can alter it. 
At that point I woke up but the body remained contracted and I could not utter 
even a single word. I had many such dreams. Even today I do have dreams 
but not of terror but of acts of some bravery. I was motivated to write the 
                                                 
8I was very much timid but at the age of eighteen, at one night a thought flashed to 
me that death will inevitably come when it is destined to come, at whatever time and 
place. From that day the fear of ghost and thief started fading away – now, I am not 
afraid of any one. The toilet was down stairs by two stair-cases, in the house where I 
lived in Mumbai. There was much darkness down stairs. I feared the ghost while 
going through that darkness for toilet at backyard. The wife of a tenant in my house at 
Surat, was possessed by an evil spirit. Therefore I could not go to the third floor. I did 
not piss under the Banyan and Pipal trees. At present I don’t believe in such 
superstitions (1866).         
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poem, 'Niti Tumbi Bhavsindhune Tarave' by a dream in which I saw a sinking 
ship. 
 
18 My mother and I had to go on foot very often between Surat and 
Mumbai through jungle or along the sea-shore, in winter, summer and 
monsoon. As travelling by ship did not suit us, we preferred to go on foot or by 
some vehicle. I still remember the impressions carved on my mind during 
those travelling in my childhood. Once my mother and I tumbled down from a 
caravan into mud while travelling from Valsad to Dungari during a heavy 
monsoon and we had to pass the night in the huts of the fishermen at 
Dungari. Quite often, the male among the co-travellers, used to go on foot in 
the morning and evening and collect the pods of Sekta, leaves of Khakhra, 
mangoes and tamarinds. During our stay at inns, we ate hotchpotch and ghee 
of some different taste. I used to roam here and there in the inn with a staff in 
my hand and sat at the well while the food was being cooked. The 
impressions of fading beauty of trees at the outskirts of village at twilights and 
the wells with leather bucket are still vivid in my mind. I remember too the hit 
of jungles. Once we were almost drowned in the channel of Mahim. I was put 
on the toilet-stool of the ship. At that time looking at the sea, how I felt! How 
much frightened I was! Still I also remember that I overcame the fear when I 
saw Kulabo while travelling from Surat to Mumbai by a steamboat and I 
wondered looking at the huge buildings in the castle in the moon light while 
going home from the port and also remember the change in the air at Valsad 
while travelling from Mumbai to Surat. All these hidden impressions appeared 
vividly before me in their sharp lustrous line when I started composing poems. 
While travelling in my childhood, I was very much pleased and astonished 
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with novelties and wonders. But really speaking, at present I don’t feel the 
pleasures and wonders of them like that, though I do have understanding of 
them. 
 
19 I have not played much with friends in my childhood. Though I used 
to go to the groups of boys sometimes at Surat but I did not join them in 
games. I used look at them playing, from a distance. I was not much 
interested in games since my childhood. At present, (in 1866) I can play very 
well all the games of Sokata with two dices and also I can play the chess a 
little. 
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Viram- 4 
Childhood and Higher Education 
(1845 – 1851) 
 
1 On 6th January 1845 A. D., I got admitted in the English school, 
at the age of eleven years and four months.  Shekhmahammad was my 
very first teacher there.  He was less a scholar but gentle as a person 
and a very competent as a teacher.  He taught me the First and Second 
Reading Books by Mc Luck throughout the first year.  Then the Third 
Reading Book, Moral – Class Book, Series of Lessons, Courses of 
Reading and Books of Geometry were taught by Bamanaji Pestanji 
Master, who at present is in the Department of Commerce abroad. His 
teaching method was considerably good and as a person he was 
amicable. Mr. Graham and Mr. Reid were my next teachers who taught 
in the class of the students aspiring for scholarship. Mr. Graham taught 
Algebra and Geometry while Mr. Reid dealt with Tailor’s Ancient and 
Modern History, Marshman’s India, poetry and composition. His way of 
teaching was very interesting and student enjoyed his classes. But the 
students feared Mr. Graham’s hot temper – he used to beat the students 
after teasing them.  But I was never scolded by him. I always stood first 
in his class. 
 
In between, we had one Mr. Blackwell, a dim-witted and 
debauched teacher for Mathematics for some days in standard one.   I 
did not go well with him.  Once I had solved an equation in an easy but 
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different style from that of the textbook.  Therefore he gave it wrong and 
made me stand out of the classroom. Meanwhile the professor in 
mathematics named Mr. McDougal arrived there. I complained him.  He 
examined my sum and told Mr. Blackwell that I had solved the equation 
properly and that I was a clever student.  At that time Blackwell’s face 
turned pale. 
 
I had reached up to the Fractions by learning the mathematics 
from the very beginning by speaking and writing in English only.  At that 
time Mr. McDougal had thought of teaching some students mathematics 
hastily.  So he took the examination.  For those who could not pass it, it 
was decided to teach them Mathematics from the very beginning and 
that too in Gujarati.  There was a small mistake in my sum.  Therefore I 
also was put into that group of those students. He used to walk wobbling 
like a baby elephant. He wore glasses on his small eyes. That pot 
bellied, short McDougal had a habit of sniffing the snuff.  But he was 
very kind at heart. 
 
After studying the above mentioned courses under the above 
mentioned teachers, for five years and two months I sat for an 
examination for the Clare Scholarship in April 1850 A. D. 
 
   2 While reading the above mentioned books, descriptions of 
those countries, natural scenes and the poems, awakened a different 
type of pleasure within me.  What kind of country that could be! How 
different and pleasing the seasons must be there! The pleasure of 
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reading poetry used to ignite my budding imagination. Though, it did not 
linger within me for a long time, as I lacked in such experience in my 
younger days.  Oh! When I learned Tailor’s Ancient History, how much 
really I was pleased with the descriptions of Egyptian life – style and the 
Nile, the Pyramids over there!  Oh God!  Today, I can’t derive that 
innocent pleasure of the childhood while going through the same 
descriptions as a poet. Though, I still enjoy reading poems, however, the 
feeling is not the same. 
 
          3 When the examination for the scholarship was on, the examiner, 
Professor Patton had put aside some selected questions to be asked in 
the examination (not with their answers) on his table – one day prior to 
the examination.  One Parsee boy named Mancheraji, who at present, is 
a teacher at Jamsedaji School, somehow obtained those questions and 
gave a copy to his friend Mayaram Shambhunath.  That Parsee fellow 
did not know Arithmetic.  So he had given those questions to Mayaram 
to get the answer. That Mayaram Shambhunath, who is a Deputy 
Inspector at present, was and still is, my close acquaintance since the 
time of the Second Readings in the English School. Mayaram brought 
those questions to me that night.  We solved the questions working on 
them throughout the night.  The next day Mayaram and I answered the 
most number of questions in the examination. I still remember it quite 
vividly. 
 
   4 I used to derive the same kind of pleasure from solving the 
equation and theorem of geometry as I used to derive from reading the 
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books in English. Nay, at times even more! - I used to solve different 
new theorem of geometry on my own. People at times are not good in 
Arithmetic and therefore they hate it. But it was not so in my case. From 
the very beginning I had skills to find out new ways of solving the 
problems of Arithmetic which grew better afterwards owing to daily 
practices. Whatever little memory I do have today is due to the study of 
mathematics and geometry. I used to jump out of joy if I could solve any 
new equation or problem. I did not pay much attention to improve my 
handwriting in English and to learn by heart the lessons of History and 
Geography.  But I was very much attentive to spellings, syntax, meaning 
of the sentences and grammar.   
    
            5 I was never rebuked for not doing my homework.  I always 
stood in first five in my class. In the competitive examination for awards 
in December, 1849, I got the books worth Rs. 16 as the prize- 
comprising Tailor’s Ancient History, Harshal’s Astronomy, Chamber’s 
Geometry and one book of Trigonometry. I don’t remember that I have 
ever lost my position in my class or have been beaten for doing some 
mischief. Although, God knows why but I was beaten two times with a 
thin stick by Dr. Bhau for making some mistakes in writing dictation. Oh! 
What a gigantic personalities were Mr. Navaroji Fardanji, Dr. Bhau Daji 
and Mr. Bhogilal Pranvallabhdas! And how grand was the school! 
    
  6 When I was learning ‘Series of Lessons’, the Governor had 
visited our school. I read before him the piece of the ‘Fairy Courses’  
poems from the Natural History so beautifully that he was pleased very 
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much and remarked, “This boy understands the meaning of what he 
reads.” but at that time, to be honest, I did not understand the meaning 
of that piece properly. It often happens that owing to good practice one 
is able to read a piece of poem quite effectively though one does not 
understand its meaning. 
 
   7 My father had not engaged any private teacher for teaching 
me English lessons – I learnt it on my own. Our teacher Bamanji never 
translated the text in advance but at home, I always tried to make out 
the meaning by translating it with the help of a dictionary. On the next 
day, two or three of us worked on it together and prepared as much as 
possible on our own at school. But everything would become clear when 
the lesson was taught. We also studied our lessons even during the 
recess of half an hour. 
 
   8 Along with that much burden of study of English, I used to go 
to an Audich scholar, Ambashankar to learn ‘Sarswat’ for two hours in 
the morning everyday. I don’t remember at the moment, for how many 
years I learnt it but I do remember that I had completed one and a half 
vrutti of   ‘Saraswat’. Oh! How gentle and kind was Ambashankar! 
 
   9 I used to get up at four, early in the morning along with my 
father. I used to revised the homework done at night but would not do 
anything new. Then I used to do recitation in Sanskrit. After that I used 
to go to Ambashankar. After returning home at eight, I used to take bath 
and performed Sandhya Pooja. For a few days I had performed the 
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Parthiv Pooja too. Then at half past nine, I used to take my meal with my 
father. Then after a few moments of leisure I used to have a pan and get 
ready for the school. I used to go to school at half past ten and returned 
at five. After returning from the school I would seat on the terrace to 
breathe in the fresh air; and when the lamps were lighted, I would start 
doing my home work. I used to take my supper at half past eight and 
again at nine I would start doing my homework and would continue to do 
it up to ten thirty. In the month of Shravan I would perform pooja of Lord 
Shiva and observed fast on Janmastami and Shivratri. 
 
    10 I was so superstitious that if  I had even  a  doubt  that other 
student’s spittle had fallen upon my lips, I would rub them with the flap of  
my shirt until it bled. While going to school, I used to go for darshan of 
Kalkadevi. There I prayed to Goddess, “I am a sinner, forgive me, 
please.” and also “O! Mother, bless me!” I used to slap myself on my 
cheek. I used to do so not for a reward like standing first in my class but 
out of my devotional nature. It had become a routine.  One day a wood-
carver saw me slapping myself standing before Goddess. He 
immediately shouted, “Slap tighter.” Since then, I felt shy of slapping my 
self. After doing the darshan, I used to look around to make sure that no 
one was watching me. Covering my face with my left hand, I would slap 
quietly on my cheek with my right hand. There is the temple of 
Narmadeshwar in Mumbai. Very few people used to come for darshan 
there. After completing the pooja and Abhishek in the darkness of early 
morning, I used to prostrate before the idol, confessing my mistakes by 
saying ‘I am a sinner’ and bow down before Mahadev in total surrender. 
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I also went to Ramji temple where I did many a pradakshanas. I believe I 
have acquired such devotion and also the nature of regretting from my 
mother. Though, she did not ask me for that yet she was pleased with 
my faith. 
 
   11 There were four types of scholarships in the colleges at that 
time i.e. The Clare Scholarship of Rs. 10, West Scholarship of Rs. 15, 
Second Normal of Rs. 20 and First Normal of Rs 30. Many candidates 
appeared in the Clare Scholarship examination but only eleven could 
succeed. I stood third. Henry Green the Principal, Professor Patton, 
Professor Thomas Reid and other two or three British teachers were 
examiners as I remember. That examination was held in April 1850. 
There was a break in the month of May therefore I joined the college in 
June. I had answered most of the questions in all the subjects in that 
examination but I could not write an essay in English properly. I could 
write only one paragraph for which I got seven marks. Though I had 
written the composition in the subject of History quite well and at length 
in the examination but I could not write that essay. It was, I think, 
regarding ‘The Advantages and Disadvantages of Women Education.’ I 
could not attempt it properly due to the lack of the worldly knowledge, as 
I was interested only in education at school in those days. 
 
    12 I don’t remember exactly which books were taught in college. 
But I do remember that Mr. Patton taught us Mathematics and 
Trigonometry by Harmonics and Paul and Pollers; Dr. Gyro delivered 
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lectures on Chemistry and demonstrated the experiments before us and 
Mr. Graham taught us Political Economy and Logic 
 
   13 We, a couple of classmates of my college, and two or three 
other friends used to get together and did the experiment of Chemistry 
at my place.  After some days, we collected some books from our 
houses and compiled a small collection of books at my house.  
Moreover, we had decided to meet for four times in a month- where 
twice in a month we should write essays and read among ourselves and 
should learn how to write, present and debate and for other two times 
we should hold a public gathering and talk about the social reforms. To 
carry out our plan we formed a society named ‘Juvan Purushoni 
Anyoanya Buddhivardhak Sabha.’ I held the post of the president, 
Mayaram Shambhunath was the secretary, Kalyanji Shivlal was the 
treasurer and Narandas Kalyandas and two others were the executive. 
For the public speeches, we used to meet at a vacant house of our 
friends – Meghji’s and Bhavani Laxman’s relatives at the Bhuleshwar 
Square near Hatkeshwar.  These speeches were made before the 
audience of more than hundred people.  I delivered lectures on ‘Mandali 
Malavathi Thata Labho’ (The Advantages of Meeting as a Society.) and 
Narandas spoke on the ‘Magic’. Afterwards, our society, with the 
permission of our relative  Harilal’s father Mr. Mohanlal, who is the 
managing clerk at a cattle – camp, started meeting in a building of the 
cattle camp. Maneklal Gopaldas prepared an essay on ‘Women 
Education,’ and gave it to the members for correction and we were trying 
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to fix the date for the public presentation for the same, meanwhile I had 
to leave the college and shift to Surat’ 9 
 
   14 One of my relatives wrote me a letter from Surat in July or 
August 1850 A.D. It contained some matters about my wife. On the 
envelope of the letter, he had written my name but the address on it was 
that of my father-in-law, Mr. Surajram Shastri of Surat high – court.  
Without reading my name on it he opened the letter and read it, thinking 
that it was a letter for him. But then he asked one of my relatives who 
lived in his house to deliver the letter to me. Meanwhile a second letter 
also came with the same address as mentioned above. My father-in-law 
read that letter also.  I had already warned my relative not to write letters 
to me on receiving the first one.  But my father-in-law was furious on my 
relative who happened to be his nephew.  Therefore my father-in-law 
wrote to his sister at Surat.  So her husband, who was my relative’s 
grandfather, had beaten that poor boy so severely.  As the punishment 
without any fault became unbearable for him   he, leaving his present job 
of a teacher, left Surat with an excuse that he was going to get a better 
job as a teacher somewhere else. I hugged him publicly at the Hawadiya 
Square when he returned after roaming for two years.  I hated my father-
in-law very much. He was a senior officer, yet he opened and read my 
                                                 
9Ten or fifteen days after I had shifted to Surat, Mr. Pranlal, Mr. Mohanlal among the others 
came to that cattle camp to visit the society to laugh at the society by boys.  The members of 
the society requested them to join it.    They accepted that invitation whole-heartedly.  Then 
they changed the name of our society to ‘Budhhi Vardhak Hindu Sabha’ on 31st March 1851. 
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letters.  How dared he?  I had prepared a very long letter to scold my 
father-in-law.  But because of my father’s interference I had torn it off.  
   15 In a college one usually prepares one’s study at one’s own 
sweet will (as in a college there is no compulsion regarding preparing 
the daily homework, only one needs to listen to the lectures by the 
professors there.)  I utilized that time in reading randomly the books in 
English. Though, I did not read novels and tales.  
 
   16 In September 1850, I experienced first flush of youth. Though 
I had not any bad company in my childhood nor had I read anything 
regarding women yet I felt a definite change in me regarding women. ‘I 
started smelling the woman’. We shared our rental house at Mumbai 
with some other tenants. I started eves dropping and listening secretly 
any and all talks by the women folk; I started thinking about what the 
women might be doing while they were alone. I also started reading the 
tales by Shamalbhat. One usually feels excited and desires for a sexual 
intimacy with a woman, but I did not feel that way but yes, I longed for a 
woman’s company. As from the very childhood, I was by nature, very 
sober and shy and also because I was fortunate of not having a 
company of flirting friends, the excitement of my youth could not get 
instigated.  Though I used to desire that if a woman herself would come 
forward and talk to me, I would welcome. I experienced that excitement 
only on holidays and when I was free at my place – and that too only 
during the day time – not at night – that excitement continued for a 
month or so but I was not overwhelmed by it.   
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   17 My mother died at Surat on 23rd November 1850.  My father 
was at Surat and I was at Mumbai all alone. The news of my mother’s 
death was conveyed to my father’s relative Mr. Gokulnath, in the 
morning. At that time I was at a Parsee’s place in the Fort where I went 
to teach him everyday morning.  When I returned at 11 o’clock, 
Gokulnath was waiting for me seating out side on the verandah.  He 
stopped me from going upstarts. I got it immediately. I threw away my 
turban - I was stunned – I sat on the verandah with others to go to lake 
for a ritual-bath. 
 
   18 The very first heart piercing and dreadful death in my family 
or relation that I had ever come across up to that age, was that of my 
mother. I was left heart broken because of the shocking death of my 
mother and to add to it, my father was not with me to soothe me.  I 
stopped going to college during the period of mourning. During those ten 
mournful days I kept on staring at the sunshine sitting at the window on 
the third floor between 11 and 6 o’clock – It seemed pale and weeping to 
me.  I remained sad at night also. But that sadness was not due to the 
death but because of indifference towards the worldly pleasures.  I was 
possessed by the thoughts related to physical diseases, fear for death 
and God and I used to murmur 10 ‘Krishnane Karavun Hoy Te Kare, Jiv 
Tun Shidane Chinta Dhare.’ [God is there to decide your destiny, you 
need not worry. (Translation: mine)]  When the ritual of the Termun was 
                                                 
10
 At that time I did not know that it was a couplet by Dayaram. My mother used to recite that 
Bhajan which I had over heard once or twice.  I recalled it some how. 
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over I restarted going to the college but I was disturbed too much.  That 
melancholy lasted for at least one month. 
    
   19 After a fortnight I received a letter from Surat.  It said that as 
my wife had entered her youth, I should go to Surat soon. My father-in-
law wished that I should settle down at Surat.  My father was in double 
mind- Surat was more convenient while Mumbai was better for my 
further education and also my father and I could live together [if I live in 
Mumbai (parenthesis: mine)]. At that time I had a very strong desire to 
meet my wife.  Meanwhile, I had succumbed to Cholera. Therefore my 
father decided to send me to Surat.  My father-in-law at Surat was 
thinking of asking his relative Jagnnath Shankar Sheth’s son, Mr. 
Vinayakrav to write a letter of recommendation on Mr. Graham of Surat 
school for my job.  As I also wanted to shift to Surat and as also I feared 
to fail in the examination at college because of my irregularity in study, I 
decided to accept a job at Surat. 
 
   20 Though I had recovered considerably from Cholera, I made 
an excuse on that ground. I left the college.  I got very good certificates 
of recommendation from professors at the college and came to Surat 
The certificates run as under:- 
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     1 
      
                           Elphinstone Institution 
                      Feb 8th 1851 
 
 I have known Narmadashankar for the last eighteen months; but principally 
since June 1850 at which he commenced his studies in the College Department of 
Elphinstone Institution. Out of large list of candidates for Clare-scholarship of whom 
eleven succeeded, Narmadashankar obtained the third place. He distinguished 
through the term as a student but he has lately been attacked by cholera which has 
left him so weak and ill that his doctor insists upon his removal from Bombay to his 
native town, Surat. 
  
We all part with him with great regret. 
       (Signed) H. Green, 
          Acting Principal.     
     
     2 
 
 Narmadashankar Lalshankar a student in the College Department of the 
Elphinstone Institution has been under my Tuition in English Literature and history for 
the last year and a half. It would be impossible to speak too highly of his 
acquirements, or of his industry. His knowledge of the English Language is 
remarkably good for his standing and he has made considerable progress in the 
study of history, ancient and modern, but more particularly in the history of India. At 
the examination of June 1849[1850] he came out 3rd in his class and was appointed a 
Clare or 1st year’s scholar, in which capacity he has given a great satisfaction and I 
regret to that he is now obliged to leave ( I hope only for the present) Bombay. 
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 He is decidedly a boy of great talents and his conduct as far as I know of has 
been always most unexceptionable.         
 
Elphinstone Institution}                                           (Signed) R. T. Reid A. B. 
February 14th 1851}                                       Acting Professor of History
                      And General Literature. 
 
      
 
     3 11 
 
 I have great pleasure in bringing testimony to the good conduct and industry 
of Narmadashankar Lalshankar since I became acquainted with him. At the 
scholarship examination in April 1850 his answering was extremely good and his 
progress since has been very fair notwithstanding his ill health which I regret has at 
last compelled him to leave the institution.  
 
 
Elphinstone Institution}                                              Joseph Patton 
     25th Feby. 1851     }                                   Profr. Math and Physic. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
11
 At that time Mr. Patton was not free to issue me this certificate, therefore I came to Surat 
without taking it with me – my father got him write it and then sent it to me afterwards. 
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Viram-5 
Becoming a Teacher (1851 – 1854) 
 
1. I came to Surat on 19th February 1851 A. D. – and was 
happy.  On the second or fourth day I went to see Mr. Graham, the 
head of the Surat School.  I asked him whether he had received a 
letter of recommendation from Vinayakrav Jagannath for me.  He 
replied “Yes, but it is the decision by the board to increase the salary of 
the teachers of school in Surat.”  In those days there was an order by 
the board to remove the assistant teachers with the salaries of three to 
four rupees and to have only six assistant teachers with higher 
salaries.  I was disappointed.   I requested Mr. Graham that as I was 
his student, he should give me a chance to work in his school.  So he 
asked me to join the school.  I got admitted in the first class for one or 
two months with a view to get a he job but I was not so regular.  I left 
going to school afterwards. 
 
2. As my father was far away at Mumbai, I was jobless and all 
alone, I was lost again amidst melancholy and the sad thoughts about 
my mother started to re-visit me. Meanwhile I came into contact with a 
gentle and sensible woman. It was a solace to me. 
 
3. For the sake of my pleasure I intended to establish a society. I 
discussed about it with my relative Dolatram. He suggested me to start 
a weekly magazine along with the society. We founded a society 
named “Swadeshhitechchhu” collectively. On one hand, a weekly 
named “Gnansagar” was started and on the other hand, speeches 
were delivered under the auspices of the society. The intention of 
Dolatram behind bringing out the weekly was to expose some vile 
practices of Durgaram Mahetaji through it. I came to know about it 
later.  The very first lecture I prepared and delivered was ‘Mandali 
Malvathi Thata Labho’   on 4th July. That ‘Gnansagar’ lasted for about 
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one year.  Afterwards that society came to an end and things were in 
mess. 
   
4. My wife had a miscarriage of her three month’s pregnancy 
that year.  
 
5. The teacher at Government Gujarati School at Rander could 
not perform well.  Therefore Mr. Graham fired him and asked me to 
join that school from 1st May 1852 on the salary of Rs. 15/-.  I 
accepted it and joined the job thinking that something was better than 
nothing. 
 
6.   I used to get up at four in the morning and go to Rander, 
situated on the opposite side of the river, crossing it by a boat.12 If I 
had managed on the previous day to hire a horse, I would ride around 
for one or two hours otherwise I would go there on foot.  I would reach 
Rander at around half past seven or eight.  Then I used to eat some 
cream and after eating that I used to take some rest as I felt very tired. 
Three or four senior students from well-to-do families, who were my 
students of the first class, were affectionate to me.  They managed my 
school affairs. I had assigned the task of escorting the students of each 
colony to a senior student of that colony.  Therefore the school started 
at six o’clock in the morning.  All the senior students were appointed as 
assistant teachers in different classes and they taught there very well. 
I, getting up at nine o’clock, used to spend 5 to 15 minutes in each 
class and at ten o’clock I used to free all other standards and then I 
would start teaching the first class students up to eleven thirty.  Then I 
used to go to Tapi for taking bath – where I passed three hours 
enjoying in water.  After that, I used to return at two o’clock and take 
my meal at three. The school would restart at two o’clock and the 
                                                 
12
  I used to handle the helm while the boatman took care of the sail. Ah! What a pleasure it gave 
me to float along with the currents, sitting in a boat during floods in the monsoon. 
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assistant teachers would continue to teach in the class.  After my meal, 
again I would visit each class.  Again after ending all other classes at 
four-thirty, I taught the first class students for an hour.  After the school 
was over, I used to leave for home by seven O’clock either by a boat or 
walking along the banks of the river enjoying the beauty of nature on 
both the sides of the river.  After taking my dinner, I would retire to bed. 
I taught 80 students in such a way single handedly.  I had made a Jain 
boy, named Bhaichand, master in the principles of Geometry.  The 
sons of Kalyandas and Vajubhai Parekh were good at reading and 
writing. At times, I used to loiter in the villages around Rander for four 
or five days. After eight or nine months I would stay at Rander on the 
days of examination and taught the students at night too. It so 
happened that once Mr. Graham visited the school in the morning 
without any prior intimation.  I was sleeping at that time.  Pupils had 
spread the carpets well and made everything neat and clean.  
Meanwhile Mr. Graham came up to the school all the way and sat on 
the chair. I came out of the adjacent room of the school where I used 
to stay.  Mr. Graham inquired why there was so much of indolence.  I 
replied that we used to work up to late nights and also how we could 
be prepared without any prior notice.  Then he took the test of my 
students. He was so much pleased with the answers by students that 
he said to the people present there, “He is a very good teacher.  You 
will not get such a good chance so often.  So send your children to the 
school.”  Then he left. 
 
7. I was very much distressed with the tiresome journey of going 
to and returning from Rander, so I intended to get a job at Surat. 
Meanwhile, it so happened that Mr. Graham sent Durgaran Mahetaji to 
Rajkot as he did not fall well with him. On that vacant place, he 
appointed Tripurashankar of Nanparan School and he offered me the 
post of Nanparan School in March 1853. All the students from my new 
school shifted to that of Tripurashankar. Therefore I had to re-start all 
the classes afresh. The students from Katargam and my fans from 
Rander started coming all the way to Nanparan owing to my fame. 
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Here my job at school seemed to me wearisome – neither there was a 
worthy student nor anything worthy to be taught and that too the 
honour of a teacher in a big city is very little – all these pricked me. Out 
of that distress, I applied for a different job to the Resident [Officer] at 
Vadodara, Mr. Cool James but I did not get any response. 
     
        8. In the month of Jeth of 1908 of Vikram Era, the ceremony of 
Agharani was celebrated on my wife’s first pregnancy. In the month of 
Shravan of 1908 of Vikram Era, July or August 1852 A.D. a girl-child 
was born to her but she died after fifteen days.  Again in 1909 my wife 
was pregnant, but in the eighth month she gave birth to a stillborn 
baby. Due to some infection13, she died on 2nd day of bright half of the 
Aso, 4th October, 1853 at the age of 16 or 17 years.          
                                                 
13
      Once, when she was pregnant, she was going to her parents’ place from mine, she saw a 
black cobra on her way. She was very much scared.  I am sure, since then she took ill and 
could not survive. I went for the burial of the dead baby in the morning.  But Alas!  While 
putting it into the grave, I came across to see the soft and fair infant with the umbilical cord. 
Still I remember that picture so vividly. – Oh! But how could I cover it with soil?  No sooner I 
returned after the burial of the child than the preparation for my wife was started.  After the 
noon at three o’clock, again I went to Ashwanikumar for her cremation walking for three 
miles.  Many rituals were to be performed before cremating a woman who was in the 
childbed- the dead body was put into a pit, chanting of Mantras, pouring the water among the 
others. Alas!  The sight of my wife at that moment was too much moving – the unbraided hair, 
piyal on her forehead – fair face, closed eyes…   O God!   It does not move away from my 
eyes.  Ah! How many insects on the shore also got burnt in the funeral pyre at that time due to 
the tide!  My wife’s name at her parent’s place was Nanigavari and at my place, she was 
called Gulabvahu.  She was short and very fair.  She had some small spots on her face due to 
Smallpox, but if you looked at her from a distance, her fair face shone brightly.  She was 
neither literate nor expert in household duties but she was innocent, truly obedient and very 
much loving to me.  It was claimed by some of my caste fellows that I caused her too much 
pain. But that pain was as follows – I returned home at nine or ten O’clock at night and she 
had to remain all – alone at home.  The women folk of her parental side poisoned her ears 
against me.   Therefore she was grieved but she did not ever complain about it. On the other 
hand, many house hold things got broken by that daughter of a rich man, but I had never 
rebuked her even a little. Though, I did not like her too much of innocence and also she was 
not clever. Therefore I did not love her whole heartedly. I could not fall well with my father- 
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       9. I was left all alone in my home after the death of my wife. 
There was none else in the house. And I was extremely worried 
regarding how to sustain the large number of students in the school.  I 
strived too much to get higher post but in vain.  So I was disappointed. 
I was fed up with the worldly affairs too.  At the same time the ambition 
to earn name and fame of some kind as a scholar, which I had 
developed while I was learning English, was rekindled. It evoked a 
desire to go to Mumbai.  Surat seemed to devour me. I wrote a letter in 
English to Mr. Harkness, the principal of the college, that I had tasted 
the sweet fruits of study and the desire to study further still lingered on. 
I requested him that I should be assigned a job to teach Gujarati at 
school for two hours so that I might continue my study of English 
[literature] in the spare time.  But there was not any response so I was 
too much disappointed.  But the desire to go to Mumbai grew so strong 
that on 29th October 1853, I sent a letter of resignation to Mr. Graham 
saying “Due to some domestic problems I have to leave the present job 
as a teacher and shift to Mumbai.  Therefore I request your kind self to 
take this letter as a notice and to relieve me from the date after the 
expiry of the notice period, as per the rules.”  As a reply to that 
application I was asked to go for three months notice period and to re-
apply for the same.  I again wrote that I could not wait for that much 
time.  Therefore I must be relieved immediately. Consequently, I 
received the order on 27th December from Kheda which said that my 
                                                                                                                                            
in-law. I was a committed reformist. He did not like it. I had criticised the shastries severely 
in my essay – ‘Mondali Malavathi Thata Labho’. Owing to that he was displeased with me. 
Once, when the discussion of reform was being discussed in the presence of few persons, he 
remarked ‘That black spot can never be removed.’ I replied, “Is there any fault at our side if 
you don’t have any capacity to find out a loophole in us?” – “It’s not fair that you don’t 
discuss any thing with us and at our back keep on criticising us.” Though I did never like him 
yet he was a gem of our caste at Surat. He was considered a highly respectable person as a 
Shastri at Surat High Court with the salary of Rs. 300/-. Of course, my mother-in-law 
favoured me a lot but my sisters-in-law were dominating .Due to that and also as they 
poisoned ears of my wife, I had a very low opinion for them. Yes, my mother hated those 
women right from the moment we were betrothed. 
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resignation had been sanctioned as per the details furnished by me 
and I was requested to hand over the charge of my school to the 
teacher of Rander school. Then on 2nd January, 1854 I handed over 
the charge of my school to the teacher of Rander School, Keshavram; 
my brother-in-law.   The very next day I boarded a steamer for Mumbai. 
 
     10. Between 19th February 1851 and 2nd January 1854 I had 
not read any English or Gujarati book and had not written anything in 
English except the letter to Mr. Harknace.  Even in Gujarati I had 
written just three lectures and nothing else. I had not written anything 
for the ‘Gnansagar’;   Dolatram used to write for it.  I used to drink 
hemp; take Pak    (I did not take any others type of intoxicant) and lived 
among the company of women.  When alone, I used to think how to 
acquire fame (not wealth) and about love.  At that time I did not have 
any plan for reforms- private or public.  I had never thought of reforms 
in caste distinction, widow remarriage, idolatry and the discrimination 
between vegetarian and non-vegetarian food even in my dream.  The 
only things I knew about the reforms were hard work, brotherhood, to 
give speeches, read essays in public, write books and think about 
wellbeing of my country.   
 
A good friendship was developed with Jaduram, the publisher of 
‘Gnansagar’ during that time.  Sometimes he talked about the 
measures of dohara and chopai and I heard it carelessly. In the month 
of Bhadarava, I used to go to watch the Sangi with him, where I 
overheard kavits but I did not pay much attention to it. To roam with 
friends was the only purpose behind going there.   
 
In those days, poet Dalpatram 14 was in Surat.  I knew him that he was 
Dalpatram Kavi (Poet) and with little wonder I looked at him from a 
                                                 
14
  My friends had told me afterwards two incidents about Dalpatram   in those days.  
They are as follow:  Durgaram Mahetaji had praised Dalpatram’s ability as an extempore poet 
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distance but did not go near him. I did not wish even to have an 
acquaintance with him at all.  He used to recite the Garabi and Lavani 
on anti–addiction near the forte for the Parhejagar Society’ 15 but I 
never went to listen to it. When he read his articles on Hunnarkhan at 
library in 1907, I was present there. I had listened to it carelessly from a 
distance – but when it was over, I returned to my place straightaway, 
and did not stay back there to see Dalpatram. 
 
During that time, I was in prime of my youth and was hardly concerned 
about anything else. In the same year Manmohandas Ranchhoddas 
had delivered a lecture in verse and for some reason I happened to be 
there. At the end of the speech, as and when the president was going 
to express his respects towards him, Dalpatram Kavi had stolen away 
the attention of the people present there by singing chabakhas by 
Bhojabhagat. So Manmohandas could not be offered the respect and 
                                                                                                                                            
in front of Raghunath Shastri Dante of Surat court.  Out of that, once the Shastri had 
composed a line ‘Surat Man Surat Kar Surat Kamini Sathe’. Durgaram put it on a paper.   
Immediately Dalpatram got dictated on the same paper ‘Pad Purvardha Lakhavyun Chhe 
Durgarame Hathe.’  Shastri realized that he was crafty and witty as a poet but not an 
extempore poet. The second incident runs like this:  There was a small temple of Mahadev 
near the house of Durgaram Mehetaji where the pooja was being performed. At that time 
Tapishankar Gandhrap had inquired Dalpatram about the difference and varieties of heroines 
but his answer was not satisfactory.  I remember that once Durgaram Mahetaji told me that 
Dalpatram could not identify the ragas properly. Once during the puja on fourteenth day 
people present there were laughing at him.  It is true that Dalpatram did not know much about 
the ragsas – because when I delivered a lecture at Ahmedabad, I had sung some poems in 
some particular ragas. But he gave the wrong names of those ragas; in fact I had not sung the 
poems in those ragas at all. Therefore those who knew the ragas laughed at him secretly. 
That matter must be known to those who had the knowledge of ragas and who were present 
there at that time.  
 
15
 A magazine named Parhejgar was also published by the society which was mostly written 
by Bhai Mahipatram Rupram. 
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formal vote of thanks by the society. I still recall that fact and I have 
written a dohara in the Raspravesh as... 
 
“Shishu kavi ugato joine, 
                 Tarune tapali didh; 
 
 Manman bali bahu krodhathi; 
                       Kavita khoti kidh;” 
 
(When he found a budding poet rising, the established poet tried to 
hamper him. Burning with anger, he pronounced it as not a right sort of 
poem.) 
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Viram – 6    
1854-1856 
                   Restarting the Education and Learning 
 
1. I went to Mumbai in January. As my father had already arranged, I 
used to go to teach English to Jivaraj Baluvala’s son, Dwarakadas for the 
salary of Rs. 25/- between 11 and 4 O’clock from 10th January to 11th June. 
That boy was not interested in his study. He used to ignore his study and 
move around for about ten times during those five hours. Neither his memory 
was sharp nor was he interested in his study. As he was not a worthy student, 
it was not fair to draw the salary without working properly and also as it was a 
waste of time for me, I left that job. 
 
2. I used to learn Siddhant Kaumudi from a Marathi scholar from early 
morning up to 9 o’clock. I continued to learn it up to Apatyadhikar for some 
months. Then I stopped learning it. 
 
        3  Due to the side-effects of the pak I used to eat at Surat (I had given up 
the habit of taking intoxicants at Mumbai) and also as I was a widower, I was 
not comfortable for about a month after shifting from Surat to Mumbai, 
 
        4  My condition during those five months was as follows: On one hand 
there was a strong desire to earn fame through my knowledge, scholarship 
and a higher post. – I intended to learn law and become a lawyer; to become 
a Mamlatdar (not the judge) for the sake of self esteem; to become a linguist 
like Sir William Johns by learning many languages like Sanskrit, Persian, 
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English, Urdu,16 Hindi, Marathi etc.; to join the college; to enjoy the bliss of 
knowledge by becoming financially independent through teaching British 
people for my livelihood. On the other hand, I felt repented (at the places 
where I used to go to teach and also at nights) for some of my habits 
developed at Surat which I considered as immoral in Mumbai. I inquired my 
father by telling the stories in the names of some others whether it was a sin 
and also how to become free from them. He used to advise me that it was 
definitely a sin, as per the worldly manners and used to pacify me with the 
advice that the remorse was the means to become free from it. The sorrowful 
separation from my near and dear ones at Surat pained me a lot when I 
shifted to Mumbai and also I did not find any meaning in living in this world 
and in earning money and fame. I had such thoughts of indifference to the 
worldly matters. Alas! Out of such dejection, I bluntly told my father for three 
to four times that as his wife had died and also mine why we should remain 
trapped in the worldly illusions. Therefore we should go to a small village, 
reside somewhere on the bank of a river or a pond, earn our livelihood by 
some petty work and lead the remaining life contentedly, enjoying the learning 
and knowledge. O God! How much my father would have grieved for me at 
that time? As I was a loving and his only son, he had never scolded me. What 
else can a poor father do? However, he was sentimental yet indigent and a 
widower and my indifferent behavior must have added fuel to fire. But salutes 
to such a father who buried down all his grievances into his heart and kept on 
                                                 
16
  I had started learning it – I had learnt two books of Talim and one book of Bet and 
also reading the Arajio in Modi characters too. But now I have forgotten everything. Of 
course, I know many Urdu words owing to the efforts of those days and also from reading the 
translations of Persian-Urdu, published in Parsee Gujarati dialect. 
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pacifying me with the examples from shastras and worldly customs. O my 
dear father! Really, I miss you immensely! A senior member of my caste, 
Pradyumanji Hirachandaji, is a perfect witness to such a condition of my 
heart. 
 
5 In such an agitated condition, once I was sitting in the Native Book 
Club Library in the premises of General Assembly Institution. There I saw a 
fair boy with a Gujarati turban, reading books. After some time, I don’t know 
how (I don’t remember exactly) but we started talking, though we were not 
familiar with each other. He was Zaverilal Umiyashankar, a collage- student of 
my caste, who advised me to join a college and encouraged me a lot for it. My 
father also advised me to do the same. Then I joined the Clare Scholar Class 
on 13th June as a paying student by paying Rs. 60/-. After two months, I had 
to come to Surat for performing the varasi of my wife. My uncle also died on 
the 5th day of dark fortnight of Bhadarava 1910 Vikram Era. Thus, I had to 
pass two more months at Surat. After returning to Mumbai, I started working 
hard for days and nights for my study. I took my examination in December. 
Acquiring 60%, I became the West Scholar. I started getting Rs. 15/- per 
month.  
 
6 At that time Dadabhai Navaroji was the professor in Accountancy. I 
did not remember who else taught us and which other courses were being 
taught. My peers complained to Dadabhai that I was not as regular as they. 
Therefore some percentages must be reduced from my result. Dadabhai 
explained that they had committed many spelling mistakes which I had not. 
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Therefore I felt proud because I had not read even a single book in English for 
last three years when I was at Surat yet I did not commit any spelling mistake! 
 
     7 My excitement did not receded even in 1855; my heart kept on 
smouldering from within. I used to spread rumors, boasted for going abroad 
and thought about my self only while others were doing their class work. I did 
not listen to the lectures by the professors attentively. Looking at such a 
behavior, my friends Moralidhar Girdhar who is working at the Court of 
Kachchh at present, Zaverilal Umiyashankar who, at present is a merchant 
and Tribhuvandas Duvarakandas, who is today working at the office of the 
lawyer Kamruddin Taiyabaji, called me Mr. Fop. I did not do the class work 
but yes, listened very attentively to Mr. Harkness when he taught “The 
Shipwreck” by Faulkner and some poems by Wordsworth. Really, the 
description of natural beauty in these poems touched me a lot. Still I 
remember the description of mariners struggling bravely up to the last 
moment in ‘The Shipwreck’ vividly. I also remember that in the month of 
August I had composed about hundred lines on miscellaneous subjects and 
showed to Mr. Reid. But he laughed at me after reading those lines. 
             
Inspiration for Composing Poems 
 
8 I strived a lot to pacify my stimulated passion but I failed. Meanwhile in 
the beginning of the September, I came across two or three pads by Dhira 
Bhagat which I murmured days and nights.  The themes of those pads 
matched with my indifferent inclination. On the fourth or fifth day very 
unexpectedly it sparked in my mind that I too should compose something in 
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that style. Then I composed the pads “Parbrahma jagat kartare, samaroni 
bhai harghadi” (My dear friend, worship every moment the supreme power, 
the creator of the universe) and on the next day I composed “Jiv tun murakh 
samajere kahun chhun ghela fari fari” (O you foolish being! Be sane, I caution 
you repeatedly.) Then I thought that if I continued the practice of composing 
the poems like that, my excitement may get receded. My intention was to 
balance my equilibrium anyhow. So I decided to keep myself engaged in 
composing the poems and thus give vent to pent up emotions so that I may 
remain pleased and contented. Further I thought that to study, to earn money, 
to win fame, to marry – all these are for getting the worldly pleasures only. But 
if I get the supreme bliss in composing the poem itself, why must not I indulge 
in it? I should not worry for a handful of grains. – Thus I started composing 
poems at the age of 23. I don’t remember the exact date on which I composed 
my first poem but my birth day was around. Out of that I give the credit of 
beginning of composing the poem to that birth day i.e. the 10th day of bright 
fortnight of Bhadarava 1911 Vikram Era, 21st September 1855 A.D. My career 
as a poet starts from that day 
 
9 Then after I used to compose a poem either on prayer or on instruction 
everyday in the morning and then go to college at 11 o’clock.  
 
10  The examination was taken in December. I should have obtained 60% 
but I could not because I had not studied properly due to my above mentioned 
condition. As I got only 50% I could not become a Second Normal Scholar but 
a Free Second Normal Scholar. 
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11 I joined the Buddhivardhak Sabha in the monsoon of 1854 A.D.   In 
1855 A.D., I delivered a lecture on  Mandali Malavathi Thata Labho ( The 
Advantages of Meeting Together Societies) and read an essay on 
“Vyabhichar Ane Randibaji Vishe”  (On Adultery and Whoredom) likewise, I 
also read two poems on Itihas Vanchavana Faydao (Benefits of learning Our 
History) and “Naso karvana Gerfayadao”  (Disadvantages of Taking 
Intoxicants). The first among the two poems is lost. I had not composed those 
poems according to the rules of prosody but as per the style of the dohara, 
chopai and chappa by Samaldas which I had read and also by imitating the 
poems by Dalpatram and Manmohandas. In those days, the term poem was 
not heard in Mumbai and only a few might know Kavi Dalpatram. The 
members of Buddhivardhak Sabha liked my recitations and I was encouraged 
– just like a saying ‘a heron is a king among a hundred crows’. 
 
Learning the prosody 
 
12 I noticed that the members of ‘Buddhivardhak Sabha’ were not 
aware of the correct methods of composing poems, on the contrary, I kept on 
trying various methods; but it was not good for me. I must learn the methods 
of composing the poetry immediately – Ah! I did not know any of the rules for 
composing even dohra and chopai. Amidst that tension, I came to know that 
the science of composing poems was called prosody through the Buddhi-
Prakash of October 1855. Then I started searching for treatise on it in Sanskrit 
or Prakrit but I could not find them in Mumbai. 
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13 First I planned to write to Dalpatram Kavi for some information on 
prosody but I changed my mind afterwards because I feared that he might 
ridicule me or he might not respond to me open mindedly. I also recalled the 
smart trick that Dalpatram had played when Manmohandas had presented his 
speech in 1851. I postponed writing to Dalpatram. 
 
14 In January 1856 A.D., I inquired about the books on prosody to a 
Bharagav of Surat named Tulajaram who lived at Mumbai and with whom I 
had a good acquaintance. He gave me the ‘Shrutbodh’ by Kalidas but the 
problem was that there was no one to teach it. After searching for some time, 
I found out a scholar from Nashik named Dadadev. He was very careless. I 
went to him sparing time from my college study. I learned ‘Shrutbodh’ 
completely in eighteen days. While learning it, I simultaneously prepared it in 
Gujarati. From that study I learnt composing some aksharvruttas but I could 
not know the rules of composing dohara and chopai because such meters are 
not found in Sanskrit. 
 
15 Manmohandas had published his books of poetry for girls on worldly 
wisdom. I could come to know through it that that gentleman must be having 
something on Indian prosody. So I wrote a letter to him as under. 
   
     “To, the best of the best friends, worthy of all the best poetic 
addresses, my dear Manmohandas s/o Ranchoddasaji, blessings from the 
true seeker of your affection and love, Narmadashankar s/o Lalshankar from 
Mumbai. I request your kind self to examine minutely the script (a poetry from 
the essay ‘On Anti-adultery’), attached herewith. You may correct the 
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mistakes about the measures and syllable. Please, mention the name of 
every meter on the top of every line. You may please return that script to the 
address of Elphinstone Institute as not paid. I shall be obliged a great if done 
so”. 
   
   “I am totally unacquainted with the field of poetry but I eagerly 
desire to learn it. I am sure that I will be able to learn it. Therefore, I hope you 
will take me to the voyage of knowledge of prosody, taking my hand in yours”. 
 
   “I have composed this and also some other by making some 
assumptions and also to some extent, by imitating the poems by Dalpatram 
and your kind self.” 
   
     “It is said in English that ‘Poets are born’. According to it the 
power of knowledge is required in composing the poem. In my view only the 
knowledge of the prosody is not enough in itself – likewise, only knowledge 
and imagination don’t suffice. It is necessary to well dress a poem with 
metrically designed language. The ornaments lose their charm if clothes are 
not worn” 
 
“Van lune rasoi jem; lage na kai swad” 
“kiratan raagman sunatan, chhande nastik nad” 
 
(The food becomes tasteless without a pinch of salt, if praise 
panegyric sung in rhythm is heard, the atheist leaves his belief) 
    “(Please, correct this also)” 
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  “Now my power of knowledge and power of imagination can be 
trained more but it seems hard for me as I was not acquainted with any 
method of composing poems. Much of the time is wasted due the ignorance. 
Therefore it is required to study the books on prosody in Prakrut immediately” 
  
 “Of course, knowledge can’t be obtained without a master. So 
far as meters are concerned, I have not studied earlier Kavit and any other 
meters like some Kanabis from Surat. Therefore I am much worried whether I 
could learn at all. Moreover, I know no one who can teach me this science. 
Therefore I request your kind self to accept my proposal to become a teacher 
for me as you are capable of satisfying the thirst of a disciple like me. A 
gentleman will pardon for a disturbance.” 
 
  “Please convey my due regards to dear Mohanlal and Rev. 
Ranchhoddasji.” 
 
  “As I am going to come to Surat, for my wedding in April, I hope 
to visit your kind self and learn from you at that time. But at present I request 
you to suggest me introductory books on prosody for reading. A sensible 
person need not be requested repeatedly. Please, don’t hesitate in assigning 
work to me. That’s all. dt. 16th February, 1856.” (I did not get any response to 
that letter. When I thought of writing ‘Mari Hakikat’ last year, I asked 
Manmohandas tauntingly to return me this letter if he had preserved it with 
him. After some months, he returned it to me which I have reproduced here.) 
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16 As Manmohandas did not respond to my letter, I postponed writing 
metered poems. I composed some aksharkavita and pads. 
 
17 In April 1856, I came to Surat and in the month of May, I got married 
with Pandya Tripuranand’s daughter Dahigavari17 on the 12thday of bright 
fortnight of Vaishakh 1912 Vikram Era and then I returned to Mumbai.   
               
Leaving the college 
  
18 I could not study at college attentively after returning to Mumbai 
after my marriage.  I intended to leave the college owing to various reasons 
like- an increased ardent desire to earn a big name by composing poems as 
an author in Gujarati, Sanskrit and English, with a notion that as a grown up 
person, I should not be a burden on my father. Moreover we were facing 
money crises in the house and I was worried for that. The First Normal 
                                                 
17
 I did not want to remarry after the death of my wife, but my father had given his word for a 
hand of a girl. But some of my relatives were not happy with that relation and also that matter 
was discussed every where and very often by the members of my caste. I did not like that. So 
one day out of anger, I sent message to my in-laws to return my horoscope. They replied that 
they had burnt it. Thus, I broke off that engagement. Only a few persons dare take such a step 
in my caste because the number of girls in my caste is very small. Oh! How much my father 
must have been grieved? Alas! I broke off that engagement without his permission! Really it 
was only my father who can put up with my disposition! I was much worried that my father 
would be hurt a lot. I had crushed down all his expectations which depended on my married 
life. Then the new arrangement for me started taking place at some other place – and on the 3rd 
day of bright fortnight of Karatak 1911 Vikram Era I was betrothed again – and as told above 
I got married in Vaishak 1912 Vikram Era I opposed strongly to ride on a horse during the 
procession as a marriage custom but I had to ride on one as my father insisted. I rode but only 
a black horse without a decorated saddle. Moreover, I stuck obstinately to offering the feast 
not to our whole caste but to selected families from the caste. But I failed in that also. 
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Scholarship was to be awarded to only three persons and I was not hopeful 
for that because of my agitated state of mind and also the fear that I would 
have to leave the college definitely in future, the worries for becoming 
financially independent and also the thoughts of how to get salvation after the 
death, increased too much. Moreover, due to my disturbed state of mind, my 
time was wasted. My father also frequently insisted to start some business. 
He used to advise me to adhere to a business and in spare time I might learn 
Sanskrit or something I liked. As books on prosody were not available in 
Mumbai, I had to go to Gujarat for them. Because of all these reasons I 
decided to leave college. I applied to the college on 28th June 1856 telling 
them that I had to join some private job. (It was only an excuse.) Then I left 
the college on 19th August acquiring a certificate by Mr. Harkness.  
  
   “This is to certify that Narmadashankar was 
admitted into the English School of the Elphinstone Institution in January 
1845, that he continued to attend regularly till April 1850, when he obtained a 
Clare Scholarship; that he left the college shortly afterwards and returned as a 
Paying student in June 1854; that in December following he obtained a West 
Scholarship and regularly attended the second year Class in which he made a 
creditable appearance, having obtained 50 per cent marks of the Scholarship 
Examination; that he possesses fair abilities would in my opinion have taken a 
pretty high place if he had continued to prosecute his studies. His conduct so 
far as it has come under my observation has been uniformly good.       
 
Bombay, Elp’s Ins’n }  (signed) JOHN HARKNESS,  LL. D. 
19th Aug. 1856.       }                 Principal.  
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19 When I was in the college, there was a letter from the king of 
Kachchh18 to Mr. Harkness requesting him to send a teacher for the English 
school for the salary of Rs.100/-.Mr. Harkness suggested the names of 
Murlidhar and mine. He also sent our bio-data including the details regarding 
our caste and our qualities. Moreover he recommended my name rather than 
that of Murlidhar so far as the experience as a teacher was concerned. But 
the king selected Murlidhar who was Kanbi by caste. At that time the king did 
not prefer to employ any Nagar at the Kachchh Court  
                                  
Private study and other Activities 
 
20 I worked as the chief editor of Buddhivardhakgranth from March to 
December 1856 A.D., except for two or three months in between. During the 
last part of that period, after leaving the college, I had applied for a post of a 
Gujarati Deputy Head Clerk at the Supreme Court to the Registrar of the 
Supreme Court, Mr. Cockson. But nothing came my way. 
 
21 After leaving the college, I kept on, on one hand, composing poems 
at my place and on the other hand, learning the Vruttaratnakar and 
Raghuvansham under Devshankar Shukla. I learnt the complete 
Vruttaratnakar and two cantos – i.e. the second and third one of 
Raghuvansham. 
                                                 
18I expressed my willingness to go to Kachchh because there were books on Indian prosody 
which I might study there happily. I also hoped that the king might become fond of poetry and 
my work should get pushed so that I might devote my self to poetry as a free man.  
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22 There was an advertisement for essay writing with the prize of Rs. 
100/- on the subject of the origin, history and other such matters related to 
Gosainji Maharajs in Rastgofatar of 15th August. I was willing to write one. So 
I requested my relative Vaijnath Shastri to give me some books on Maharajs  
who was the dependant to Jivanlalji Maharaj; the priest of the head temple at 
Mumbai. He said that he could not give those books from the temple but they 
would be available at Surat. Therefore I told my father that I had to go to Surat 
in search of material on it. I was less concerned about obtaining those books 
but keen about getting books on Indian prosody. Then I came to Surat in 
November. Here also I could not get many books on Vallabh sect. Therefore I 
slowed down that search.19 
    
Difficulties in [Finding out] Books on Prosody 
 
23 At Surat, I contacted my friend, Jaduram, who was the publisher of 
the ‘Gnansagar’ in 1851. I requested him to get me one book on prosody from 
anywhere. Then we visited many places. Once during that search, we visited 
one mason named Gordhan20. I recited some of my poems at his place. That 
mason was very much pleased and said that his spiritual master Laldas was 
an eminent poet. He said that he was having all his books with him and we 
would search among them. He asked me to come the next day. Then I went 
                                                 
           
19
 I had written that essay afterwards and kept it with me but God knows where it is today. 
 
20
 That mason is expert in the painting on the plaster of lime and sand and also in carving the 
stones. His handwriting is also very good. Also he had read many books on the Vedant in 
Hindi. He is working as a head mason at the construction of my new house. There is not any 
skillful mason like him in Surat nowadays. 
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to him the next day and a large wooden box was opened. There I found a 
book named ‘Chhandratnavali’ among others. He told me that though he 
would not allow me to take it to my place but I might copy it at his place. Then 
I used to go everyday in the morning to his home with a pen, inkpot and 
pages and copy the book on prosody. That mason had with him about forty 
Chitrakavya by Laldas with colourful pictures and good hand writings. He 
showed me them and also read for me – I was tempted to copy them all.  
 
I explained Gordhandas (who was known as Bhagatji) that as the 
discussion of spiritual knowledge took place between us at his place, I could 
not copy there. Therefore I would be thankful if he would allow me to take a 
few pages from the ‘Ratnavali’ and four or five of Chitrakavyas which I would 
return the next day and take some new ones. He was convinced and 
consequently, I used to take four or five Chitrakavyas everyday and give it to 
an artist to make a copy of the pictures at his workshop on my way back. I 
used to take my lunch after reaching home. I used to collect those copies from 
the artist in the evening. I used to write the verse on it at night and also copy 
Ratnavali. In this manner I copied all the Chitrakavyas which I had got copied 
by the artist and also copied the Ratnavali. I learnt the meaning of the book on 
my own with the help of my knowledge of Sanskrit. I came to know about the 
methods of measures and syllables of meters like dohara, chopai etc. through 
that book. 
 
24 I returned to Mumbai after 15th December. There I had to teach an 
officer of the regiment but he insisted that if I had acquired a certificate from 
Vinayak Vasudev, he was ready to learn from me. I went to Vinayakrav and 
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requested him to take my examination and issue me a certificate. He said, 
‘Narmadashankar, why do you ridicule me?” Then he issued me a certificate 
with official formalities  
 
  Bombay  22nd December 1856. 
 
  Certified that Narmadashankar Lalshankar is qualified to 
teach Guzarathee.   
     (Signed) VENAYEK WASUDEV 
     Oriental Trans. to Government   
 
I taught that British officer for some days. Then as he was busy with 
something that work was stopped. 
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Viram – 7 
Striving for Knowledge 
(1857 - 1859) 
     Initiation into Prosody of Gujarati 
 
1 In the month of January, I was trying to weave a theme of literate and 
illiterate men and woman in a poem meanwhile my father came across 
Dalpatram’s idea on the prosody in the ‘Buddhiprakash’ of 1855 – 56 A. D. He 
exclaimed that it was a great thing to write about methods of composing 
poetry according to the metres. I replied that it was not a demanding task. He 
said, “I’ll accept your competency only if you come up with rules of prosody.” 
Then I left writing that poem and started to write prosody. In the very 
beginning I created the metre- Kundalio with two unstressed and one stressed 
syllable.* 
 
Therefore my father was pleased and said ‘Now I am convinced.’ It 
meant I had proved that if there were two unstressed and one stressed 
syllable it was called Sagan. I assigned the sign as ‘Là Là Gù’ to it. 
 
2 In the month of February I joined Gokaldas Tejpal School as a 
teacher for a salary of Rs.28/-. At that time Tribhovandas Dwarakadas had  
---------------------------- 
[*In Gujarati it would run as follows 
 La Là Gu Samaji Sagan Ne Jagane Jan La Là  Gu.] 
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joined the school together with me for the same salary but after some months 
he resigned. After releasing the students at 5 o’clock, I used to stay at the 
school, sitting alone in such a way that no one could disturb me and from 
where I could see the sea, boats, sky among the others and compose poems 
for my ‘Pingalpravesh’. 
 
3 In March I completed my essay on the spiritual masters and women. I 
got my father copy the ‘Pingalpravesh’ in his hand writings and got it printed in 
lithography printings. It was published on 6th April. 
 
4 Mahipatram wrote about Pingalpravesh for the first time in 
‘Satyaprakash’ of 12th April as follows: 
 
“The book on prosody for which we were waiting is out now. We have 
received its copy from the author as a favour. Reading of that book has 
convinced us that it is a very useful book written by a master mind. The book 
has established its author among the group of esteemed poets. 
 
There was not even a single book about poetry in Gujarati until now. 
Narmadashankar has filled up that deficiency……….” 
 
In the Rastgofatar of 19th April, it was mentioned in the end that “There 
was a requirement of such a book and it is fulfilled. The author has not only 
illustrated the methods of writing poetry but by following those rules and 
composing poems, the author has proved that he is a competent poet.” 
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In the ‘Buddhiprakash’ of June 1857 Kavi Dalpatram commented, “No 
one has written a treatise on composing poetry in Gujarati till today. 
Narmadashankar from Mumbai has prepared and published one now”. 
 
“He must have worked hard and painstakingly in preparing that treatise 
and this is the very first book of its kind in Gujarati…” 
 
5 Before my book on prosody was published, Kavi Dalpatram had 
written about prosody in some of the issues of Buddhiprakash between 
October 1855 and October 1856 but it was up to only the metres of 16 
syllables. There was not anything about Aksharvrutt at all and of course, 
nothing about methods for doharas. 
 
6 After the publication of the Pingalpravesh, I started learning 
Chandralok, the original treatises on the rhetoric and Nrusinhchampu from 
Devshankar Shukla. I completed learning them by the end of the December. 
 
7 My salary at Gokaldas Tejpal School was increased up to Rs 35/-. 
But it was considered more respectful to work at a government school than in 
a private one, so, I applied to Mr. Smith for the post of an assistant teacher at 
Elphinstone Institution Central School on 26th January 1858 A.D. 
 
8 I got the reply on 3rd February. I resigned from Gokaldas Tejpal 
school on 7th February and joined the Central School on 8th February as an 
assistant teacher for the salary of Rs. 40/-. 
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Alankarpravesh and Raspravesh 
 
9 I started writing Alankarpravesh and learning Rasprakaran from a 
book Prataprudra under a Maharastrian scholar named Farasram. 
               
Narmakavita part 1 – 2 
 
10 I published two collections of poems composed on different subjects 
between September 1855 and March 1858. I published the first part of 
Narmakavita on 18th April 1858 and the second part on 14th May. Likewise, I 
published Alankarpravesh 21in April and Raspravesh22 in June or July. 
 
Becoming a Chief Editor 
 
11 I was the secretary of the ‘Baddhivardhak Sabha’ and chief editor of 
“Buddhivardhakgranth”. We had advertised in the Buddhivardhakgranth that 
                                                 
21
  I thought of publishing the Alankarpresh   in lithography printing like Pingalpravesh. As 
Dr. Bhau had a deep insight for ras and the rhetoric and was also my best friend, I approached him to 
inform him that I was going to dedicate that book to him. I also said that I did not intend at all, to earn 
money by devoting it to him. He advised met to publish it in the type printing and he assured me that 
he would bear all the expenses. I published it in type printing but he delayed much in paying the bill. 
Therefore I paid it out from my pocket. I thought not to remind Dr. Bhau about it but my father insisted 
that if he had promised for the payment why I should not demand for the money. I was annoyed that 
after all if one had to pay, he should have paid immediately. Why I should go to him every now and 
then and waste my time sitting as a dependant? Even then just for keeping the words of my father I 
used to go to Dr. Bhau. But at times, he was not available and if available, he used to give only a 
promise. After many a months Bhau gave Rs. 125/-. I remember he had given about Rs 25/- more than 
the amount of bill. 
22
 I say it as an assumption because I had applied for the copy right for the Raspravesh on 23rd 
July. 
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we would pay an award of Rs 0.25 per page to the contributors of the articles. 
In response to that, the agent of the Buddhivardhakrganth from Amadavad 
wrote to us on 15th May and 10th July as follows. “As Kavi Dalpatram sends 
his garabis to the ‘Stribodh’ magazine and that committee awards Rs 0.25 per 
foot to him, likewise, if you are willing to publish his garabies in your 
magazine, I may request Kavi Dalpatram for the same. You may please send 
in your reply without fail.” Moreover he wrote, “The feet of one garabi are 
almost equal in the length to one dohara in Gujarati poem by a good poet who 
sends for your magazine Buddhivardhakgranth. The award paid by the 
Stribodh magazine is a quarter of a rupee as per one foot. Therefore if your 
committee is ready to pay like them, I shall send it. You will not have to pay 
anything if you don’t like those poems and you may send them back. You may 
publish them if you find them fit to be published by the modern committees 
and as good as or even better than the works by eminent Gujarati poets like 
Vallabhabhat, Premanand and Samal. Otherwise you may return them. 
Therefore I shall be obliged if you respond immediately after consulting your 
committee”. In response to it I wrote a letter on 20th June as, “That 
advertisement was given by the editors with a view to provide encouragement 
to the young poets. They are not ready to pay as Stribodh people do. The 
value of 100 feet of a poem cannot be even a quarter of a rupee and on the 
contrary a true appreciator can offer even Rs 25/- for only a single foot. The 
editors are not willing to publish the garabis as published in Stribodh these 
days, even then they will pay a quarter rupee for one page of the poem as it is 
paid for one page of prose. If a gracious person like Kavi Dalpatram  
occasionally sends poems to us, not only the editors but the committee also 
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will accept them but with a high respect and gratefulness”. Then Lallubhai 
wrote in his letter of 28th July, “Kavi Dalpatram has sent a garabo of seventy- 
two feet for review to your committee and for publishing it in your magazine. 
You may publish it if the editors and the committee are pleased with it. He has 
not charged anything for it. If you feel like, you may publish otherwise no need 
to worry for sending any remuneration for it. If your committee pleases you 
may publish it otherwise return it to us. I have shown your reply about the foot 
to the person who had got me write like that”. That garabo on ‘The Happiness 
of The Educated Daughter’ was published in the Buddhivardhakgranth of that 
year only. And Rs. 1.25 had been awarded to Dalpatram for five pages of it 
which he had accepted readily. 
 
12 I enjoyed composing poems very much therefore I did not find it 
worth to waste my time with the students for the fruitless efforts at the school. 
I showed a poem from the Rasprevesh, “Sada dasthi te panch langi kahu 
kahu thay” (From ten thirty to five o’clock there is mind troubling incessant 
talking.) to the assistant teachers of my school. They remarked that it was true 
to great extent. 
 
As I was not interested in teaching in a school, I resigned from it on 
23rd November without seeking permission from my father.  
 
13 The certificate Mr. Smith gave me was as under: 
 
                    Elphinstone Instin. Central School 
                                                               Bombay Nevr. 23rd  1858. 
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I have much pleasure in testifying to the satisfactory manner Narmadả 
(Shankar) Lalshunker discharged his duties as assistant master in the Central 
School. 
 
His knowledge of Gujarati rendered his services particularly and it is 
with regret that I part with him-of late he had undertaken the instruction of the 
Candidate Class that branch displayed great zeal and ability. 
       
(Signed) W’m. HENRY SMITH 
        Head Master. 
E. I. Central School     
 
Total Surrender at the Feet of Saraswati 
 
14 I, returning home and looking at the pen, prayed with moist eyes, 
“Now I am at your mercy.” As I had not thought of any mean of livelihood, my 
father was very much annoyed. He said, “My dear son, why should you make 
such haste? There was no need to take such a hasty decision.” I replied, “I 
am inclined to compose poems and also I am fond of that profession. And as I 
was not happy with any other business, I must become a Hardas so that I 
might earn my livelihood and also my interest in writing and learning could be 
guarded for ever.” There was not a good Hardas to narrate Katha in Gujarati 
and my style of presentation was good. Therefore by learning more Sanskrit, I 
should compose Akhyan in Gujarati. I should adopt it as my career. After 
deciding so, I sought financial help from two or three Hindu businessman, to 
study Sanskrit and start work of Harikatha .Then out of those three, one gave 
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me Rs 250/- another Rs 50/- while the third one instead of helping me 
ridiculed me. I was displeased a lot as I did not get the required amount. Yet I 
was determined to carry out my dream project. 
 
Laghu Hitopdesh 
 
15 During that time, on the advice of a friend, I translated Laghu 
Hitopadesh in a poetry form and sent it for print. It was published in my 
absence. (I was at Pune when it was published.) 
 
The Study of Sanskrit 
 
16 I went to Pune in the beginning of the December. There I started 
learning Laghu-kaumudi from Nilkanthshastri and the play Vikramovarshiyam 
from Vishnushastri. I completed the study of the play and second level of 
Laghu-kaumudi. I learnt the shlokas of preface to the play Kavyachampu from 
Balshastridev, an expert in the grammar and poetics and who used to teach 
about fifteen students at his place. I learnt about the different shades of the 
poetics from him. ‘What is the poem?’,23 ‘What is the best poem?’ and ‘What 
is the difference between the ornament and ras?’ I asked such questions to 
him. He used to answer my questions satisfactorily along with the proof from 
the treatises. I got my knowledge of prosody, rhetoric and ras refined through 
                                                 
3 I was not sure for whatever I composed was really a poem but Balshastri’s contact convinced me that 
I was composing poetry in a correct way.  
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him. I also learnt from him big and valuable commentary24  on the 
Vruttaratnakar by a Jain.  
 
There were the subjects like Prastaradik25 of Arya Gitee in it in detail. I 
went through that also. I used to read the Lingpuran and Adhyatmaramayan 
at night. I could learn all these within four months by working for days and 
nights (It became easier for me to learn them due to my knowledge of 
Sanskrit). Among that busy schedule I also wrote two essays, “Vishayi Guru 
and Guruni Satta”26 and sent to Mumbai. 
 
17 I used to live at my uncle-in-law’s house. I was not comfortable 
there. But he was not ready to allow me to live somewhere else. So I planned 
to go to Mumbai to make some other arrangement and only then to return to 
Pune. I went to Mumbai on 20th March 1859. 
                                                 
24
 I gave that treatise to Bhaudaji, on his request. It was very old one on Pashchim Matruka. 
 
5Once I had asked Kavi Dalpatram in 1859 perhaps at Mangaldas Nathubhai’s place, whether he knew 
the Prasaradik of Arya Gitee or not. He replied in no. 
 
26
 Difficulties of the Author 
Mathurdas Lavaji had expressed his willingness to publish those essays and to give me a 
reward of Rs 75 for it. Therefore I intended to publish them in lithography printing. Meanwhile there 
was an exhibition by girls at Bhagavandas Parsotamdas’ place. Dr. Bhau and I had gone there together 
by a carriage. Dr. Bhau suggested me to print one thousand copies of each essay in type printing and 
told me that he would pay the bill. Though I had not asked him for it but as he liked the type printing 
more and believed that such copies will sell more, he asked me to do so. I did so but at the time of 
paying the bill neither of the two gave me anything (nor could I find any reader). What would have 
happened to a poor author like me in such a condition! Such incidents have taken place in my life 
several times! I paid the bill by borrowing money with interest and doled out all the copies near a 
temple. How could I preserve those many copies in a small room on rent? My father often asked me to 
remind Mathurdas and Dr. Bhau and I followed his advice for some days. But I gave up that effort 
afterwards. After about six months Bhatia offered Rs 100/- (Which was a very small amount to cover 
that bill). I accepted it because of the money crises and my father’s insistence. 
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18 I was determined to spend the rest of the life in the services of 
knowledge and study but I was worried about how to earn a regular livelihood 
from a fixed single source. I had arranged for earning my livelihood before I 
became capable of being Hardas but I could not succeed in it. I got only Rs 
300/-. When I resigned from the school I had determined not to depend upon 
my father and also the situation did not allow me to remain so. After returning 
to Mumbai from Pune, I heard of a new Swami Narayan, Harishankar from 
Chudaranpor. Earlier he was an assistant teacher under Ravsahab Bhogilal at 
a government Gujarati school. I had guessed him to be young. As I was 
young like him, we would go along well. We would have a good company. I 
thought that with my help, both the reformed and non-reformed people would 
be satisfied by Harishankar and through that I would earn my livelihood. In 
addition, I might sustain my work for composing poems, delivering lectures 
regarding the religion and learning Sanskrit. Thinking thus, I decided to see 
him. Someone misguided me that Chudaranpor was 20 miles away from 
Bhavnagar. Therefore I thought of visiting Bhavnagar. How would be the 
native states? Whether Bhavnagar would be more splendid than Mumbai? 
 
Trip to Bhavnagar 
 
 
   19 Then I arrived at Surat. From there I went to Ghogha via 
Bagavadandi accompanied by a young relative. First I went to Kundiana from 
Rander. There I ate some half cooked hotchpotch prepared by him. The 
pleasure I sought from looking at the beauty of nature at the noon,  sitting by a 
well at a far outskirt of the village, I was pricked by a  thorn  while running 
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back with dripping wet clothes after taking a bath in that well- I still remember 
all these things very vividly! Then I went to Bhagava. From there we went to 
embark on a boat walking through thick mud at 10 o’clock at night. But the 
mud was so thick that we could not board the boat. Therefore we had to stay 
on sand near the light house suffering from cold throughout the whole night. 
We kept on checking the ground near the cost till the noon. Then we started 
our journey by boat. We reached Ghogha next morning. There is an inn at 
Hatkeshwar. One Nagar woman asked whether we were on government 
duty27. I replied in no. I still remember her wry face at that time. I also felt 
laughing at that. Then we hired a vehicle immediately and rushed to 
Bhavnagar. We stayed at a person of our community there. Prannarayan was 
a teacher at an English school. I could come to know after making an inquiry 
that the popularity of Harishankar had waned much and he was in jail and 
Chudaranpor was 50 to 55 miles away from Bhavnagar. All advised me not to 
set out in severe heat. As I had gone there without informing my father he 
might be worrying. Therefore I postponed going to Chudaranpor. I stayed at 
Bhavnagar for four days. Many persons came to see me there. Some of them 
(also from my caste) were against the administrators. They told me some 
matters which I heard quietly. Then I started roaming around in the town, but 
soon I was bored- there was nothing to see. It was a small village compared 
to Mumbai. Of course, it was a capital of a big native state. The minister to the 
                                                 
27
 You would realize from this example how much a government servant was respected by 
people at district places. A merchant or a scholar was not respected but a trifle clerk was considered 
respectful. 
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king was my caste fellow. He invited me for a lunch. I was perplexed much. I 
did not like to dine with a person with whom I was not familiar. 
 
I used to avoid the feasts by my caste because of clamor and also my 
time was being wasted. The real pleasure of the feast though, lies in the 
scholarly talks on diverse subjects among selected acquaintances and too 
with pegs in hands. I regretted because if I reject the invitation, a person with 
higher designation might get hurt. I tried many tricks to evade it. But after all I 
had to go for a lunch on the advice of Prannarayan. I met Gagabhai before 
going for lunch. He did not welcome me with warmth as per my expectation. 
Because, perhaps as if he was in a higher post and I was from a lower level. 
But I noticed that he was a dynamic, intelligent and a matured person. Then 
his son Vejalbhai took me to his room. There that young man welcomed me 
properly. He offered me a cup of tea and a betel roll. He was very much 
interested in social reforms. He related before me rigorously his each and 
every attempt for running schools for girls. I felt that young gentle man was 
open minded, frank, eager for true friendship and enthusiastic reformer. After 
the meal he took me to his room again where Gagabhai told me about how he 
got the dock constructed and how he got the roads repaired and also told me 
that they have introduced some reforms in administration also. Then we 
talked about the study of Sanskrit. I advised that they should engage scholars 
to translate the Sanskrit books and publish from Bhavnagar. But he did not 
pay much attention to it. Then he showed me the books by Manoharswami 
and expressed his willingness to give one collection of poems named 
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‘Manohar Padsangrah’28 to me to publish that collection. He also clarified that 
he will pay the bill. 
 
Then Vejalbhai and Chhaganlal took me to the dock by a vehicle in the 
evening. Then he showed me Hora farm. We all passed some time sitting 
there. We took a roll of betel leaf with betel nut and a person called Shivaram 
sang some songs. Vejalbhai looked simple but as Chhaganlal looked very 
handsome and equally was he fond of good clothes, fastidious about good 
food and lover of perfumes. I could notice that he was also fond of singing 
poems. Moreover, he was a good host and possessed a pleasant style of 
talking. He looked pleased when Shivram sang some of his works. Then we 
left for the palace at twilight. All were sitting on the terrace. I saw a dark man 
sitting on the parapet of the terrace. Taking him as a valet I was going to sit 
beside him. But before that, Samdldas said to that king, “Your lordship, he is 
Narmadashankar, the poet”. Then as I was perplexed, I greeted him somehow 
and then I said to him. “Please do come to Mumbai.” Then he smiled and 
replied that he was thinking of visiting Mumbai. Then I sat on the terrace for a 
                                                 
28
  Story of Manohar Padsangrah 
Those poems were written in big characters of mixed Gujarati and Hindi and that too without 
paragraphs. I got my clerk select some poems worth to be published and published them. Then I wrote 
to them that it had coasted Rs. 300/- (nearly – I don’t remember exactly at present) for printing them. 
They might send a cheque for that so that I might pay out the bill of publishers. I would sell those 
books at a lower price and take the profit as a reward to my hard work. I requested them to respond 
immediately so that I could prepare the title page accordingly. I also sent the printed sheets with that 
letter. But I received a reply that there were many print mistakes. I wrote that it was but natural for the 
first draft – they would be corrected in the second draft. Out of such a reply by him I assumed that he 
was displeased with me. Therefore I paid the bill of Rs. 300/- to the printer from my pocket. I fixed the 
price of the book Rs. 2/- and mentioned in the title page that it was published by me. Meanwhile I got 
Rs. 300/- from him. I was not ready to take them but as my father insisted I had to accept it. Then out 
of an impulse I sent all the books to Mheravanji Bhavanagari to be sent to Bhavanagar. 
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while with others. Afterwards I left him after greeting him29. On the next day I 
left for Surat. At that time Gagabhai took me to his place and offered me one 
Halwan and a turban (articles worth of about Rs. 30/-) as a farewell gift. I 
denied yet I had to accept them.30 Then I came to Ghogha. There I met 
Jayantilal, Narabheshnkar Vakil, Jemietram Munsaf among the others. I came 
to Surat by boat. 
 
I had gone to listen to the songs by a Muslim dancer with a relative of 
my caste out side the town at night. There was a dispute between that dancer 
and the court. The court said that she herself must come to the court while 
she insisted that she would come only if she was invited. Some of the middle 
class fellows had arranged that they would go to her place to listen to her. 
Only four of five persons were the true admirer out of the whole pleasure 
party. Others were Banias who knew only how to keep their accounts well. 
Those Banias left for their home offering one or two rupees. But then we, 
about ten persons remained there. One Muslim demanded for various ragas. 
She was annoyed yet she sang. Once he requested the Kerbo dance. She 
replied that as she had not danced it since long, her steps would not be 
proper. Even then he insisted obstinately for it. Then she danced keeping her 
hair loose. It was good. Then that admirer asked her to play on the sitar. That 
                                                 
29
 Out of that meeting of five minutes only, of course, where I kept on looking at the face of 
the king for at least one minute (because I was afraid of the thought that he might doubt me if I 
continued looking at his face) I could assume that the king should be good and simple, with average 
intellect, of mild nature, but there must be some vices. 
 
30
 After reaching Mumbai I had sent some books worth Rs 25/- as a gift to Vejalbhai, 
Chhaganbhai and others. 
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prostitute knew how to play sitar, nargha, sarangi etc. As it was 4 o’clock of 
late night and she was also highly excited therefore she sat down playing on 
sitar. I was fascinated by her beauty- faint light of the two oil lamps put beside 
her, her fair face, loose hair, her fingers playing on the strings of Sitar, the 
tapping of her left foot with the rhythm, her upper body from the waist slanting 
forward and being erect back again due to the pleasure, small drops of 
perspire on her fair forehead, her half closed eye. The whole welded picture is 
screened before my eyes. To keep this incident alive in my memories I have 
written two lines in my Rutuvarnan.  
 
“Chhute nimale pagtal mari, 
     Hathe vagadi na sitar sari – 1”. 
 
(She, with loose hair and tapping with her foot did not play the sitar 
well. Translation: mine) 
 
At Vadodara – Getting Information about Kavi Dayaram. 
 
20 When I was at Mumbai, I was very much anxious to see local 
states. This, though, got fulfilled with the visit to Bhavnagar yet as Vadodara 
was nearer and also it was a capital of Gaekwad reign, I thought of visiting it 
thinking that, I should visit it at least once. If it was not worth visiting, I would 
never think of visiting of that in future. Moreover, if possible, I should visit 
Dabhoi to collect ‘pads’ by Dayaram. The sweet memories of that voyage is 
verbalised in the last 10 lines of the poem ‘Vadnu Zad’. (‘The Banyan Tree’) I 
visited Vododara and got satisfied. The follower of Dayaram whom I wanted to 
visit at Dabhoi, had come to Vadodara to read Okhaharan for public 
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presentation as it was the month of Chaitra. Therefore I cancelled the 
program of visiting Dabhoi. The discussion which we had between us is 
published in the beginning of the note on the biography of Dayaram in the 
Narmagadya. When I was at Vadodara, I felt ‘Oh! Where was I wandering and 
for what?’ I had wasted my much of time at Bhavanagar and also I was 
wasting my time at Vadodara. The time passed and nothing was achieved. 
Then I composed gitio of “Dukhharta Sukhkarta” I did not visit the court of 
Vadodara at all. I was not fond of watching the splendor at that time. I was 
interested only in my business. I had seen the king from a distance watching 
wrestling match. 
 
21 Thus, I traveled for 20 days. I replied to two letters in English from 
Surat on 19th April. One letter of them was of 22nd March from the Director of 
Public Instruction, drafted by his assistant Mr. W. H. Nuneham. It read like 
this- ‘There was a glossary at the end of the ‘Hitopadesh’ by Arnold. You 
should translate it.’ I replied that I would prepare and send it within a few 
days. As I was not free, I got my father to do it. But as the government did not 
collect that from me, I did not send it. But I came to know later that it was 
published. It was prepared by Ranchodbhai Uderam. It was prepared by 
Ranchodbhai either because I did not send it as the government did not 
collect it or Mr. Hope recommended for him. The letter of 31st March from E.I. 
Haward was as under: 
 
“I request that you will do me a favour of becoming the member of the 
Vernacular Class Book Committee for the purpose of setting once for all the 
standard of Gujarati orthography.” 
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I replied in the following words. “I express my gratitude towards you. I 
was much eager to share my thoughts about this subject for many days. I 
have always felt the need of such a committee formed by you, under your 
respectful presidency. I hope that the committee will oblige me by taking 
services from me.”  
 
Incident of Meeting Kavi Dalpatram 
 
22 After returning to Mumbai by the end of April I was planning to go to 
Pune for learning the works of the Hardas. Meanwhile I came to know that 
Kavi Dalpatram31 was coming to Mumbai. My friends started taunting me that 
as he was coming to Mumbai, I was trying to flee away to Pune. Due to that I 
postponed going to Pune. Kavi Dalpatram came with Deputy Inspector, 
Honourable Mohanlal on 27th May 1859 for the treatment of his eyes. 
 
23 Either on the very day he arrived or on the next day, he came to a 
book store of Vasudev Babaji Navarangi near the Mamadevi square at the 
twilight. I was sitting there. He asked me “Is this the shop of Vasudev Babaji, 
please?” I said, “Yes, this is the one you are looking for.” Then he went 
upstairs and met Vasudev Babaji. Then Vasudev Babaji informed him that I 
too was present there. Dalpatram did not know me. Then we hugged each 
other. He said to me “When I had gone to Bhavnagar, I got the news of your 
                                                 
31
 In 1858 Mangaldas Naththubhai had written a letter inviting Dalpatram to come to Mumbai. In reply to that 
letter he asked to arrange for about Rs. 100/- for the expenses of his travelling. Therefore the fund was collected 
where Mangaldas and other Buddhivardhak people had offered some money. I also had offered Rs. 2/- but God 
knows for what, Kavi Dalpatram had postponed coming to Mumbai at that time. Mr. Hope was to visit Mumbai in 
the monsoon of 1859. So Kavi Dalpatram might have preferred to come with his dear and elderly officers. 
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visit to Bhavnagar. I had delivered a lecture on ‘Vijaykshama’. The king was 
so much pleased that he tried to reward me very handsomely but I requested 
him to spare Rs. 10,000/- 32 for developing a library and the museum and the 
king accepted that proposal”. We talked on such matters and then got up to 
depart. At that time he said to me, “I have stayed at the Swaminarayan 
temple. You may come there to take me to Dr. Bhau.” I said “Well”. I went 
there the next day. I saw him mugging up something which he had composed 
for praising Dr. Bhau. He asked me “Is it good?” I said, “It’s very good.” Then 
we went to Dr. Bhau’s. I introduced them to each other. I came to my home. 
  
24 On 13th June Karsandas Mulaj delivered a lecture on the science of 
liquid in the Buddhivardhaksabha and in the end Kavi Dalpalpatram read 
some shlokas in Narachvrutta in the praise of the ‘Buddhivardhaksabha’. 
Listening to them I had developed a good opinion for Dalpatram’s poem. That 
was very first poem I ever listened attentively from Dalpatram himself. 
  
25 When we were sitting at the shop of Vasudev Babaji on 17th June, 
Gangadas Kishordas said to me “The real acid test is tomorrow” I said, 
“What’s the matter?”- He repeated with much smirk, “The real acid test is 
tomorrow.” Though his words indicated towards the competition between 
                                                 
32
  I developed very high notions about Dalpatram at that time like he was writing poems for many years; he had 
presented poems in the courts among the others. In addition to it when I heard the above mentioned incident I was 
left spell bound. I feared very much in my mind that I could not withstand him. But afterwards I came to know that 
the library (the Saraswati-temple) was not developed and he had received the sum of only Rs. 250/- or 300/-. 
About my visit to Bhavnagar he commented before two or three persons “He had gone – to Bhavnagar – to earn an 
annual stipend; Ah! Can one earn a stipend like this?” As I remember most probably the then editor of 
Samsherbahadur had told me that incident. I too said him “Why? Dalpatram, can’t you say that I don’t have any 
Mr. Forbes behind me who arranged for the yearly stipend from the amount spared for using for the death 
anniversary of a king.” 
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Dalpatram and me on the next day but I took it differently. I thought that the 
notice of liable case regarding publishing the books against Maharaj was to 
come. Therefore I replied, “Though Luther had said that even if I have 
enemies as many as the tiles of a palace, I am not going to deviate from my 
opinion.” But I say “I am not afraid of the Maharajs even if the enemies are as 
many as small pieces of all those tiles by breaking them into pieces.”  
 
26 On the next day i.e. 18th June, Saturday Gangdas called upon me at 
his school. He said to me, “This letter is from Vinayakrav Vasudev. It reads 
that you should go to the bungalow of Bhagavandas at Valkeshwar this 
evening with your best of the best poems.” I replied “Of course, I shall go but 
to listen, not to recite my poems.” Coming home, I decided not to present my 
poems in front of Dalpatram publicly. No worry if my poems were proved 
inferior but if those of Dalpatram were proved inferior, he would be 
embarrassed, which was not fair at all. People are pleasure-seeking and are 
not concerned with other’s feelings. Then at five o’clock I set out for that place 
without any of my poem with me. One friend offered me an intoxicant- ‘pak’ on 
my way. I ate it. Then Dalpatram and Gangadas met me on the way. I went to 
Valkeshwar with them. 
  
The pleasure party started at six o’clock. No Parasee was there but 
Baniya Sheths were present there. Bhagawandas said to me “Dalpatram will 
present something and you too will present something” I said, “It’s not 
possible – as you are eager to listen to Dalpatram equally I am eager to listen 
to him – and besides, you have listened to me so often.” Then I said to 
Dalpatram “Please let it start now.” First he presented one or two Hindustani 
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kavit33. Then he read the kavit where two names i.e. Hopsaheb and Dolatray 
came out as per the Bahyantarlipika. Then Dalpatram sang ‘Jadavasthali’34 
with his maternal nephew. When it was completed Vinayakrav said, “Now let’s 
listen to the poet from Mumbai.” I said “Not today – you have listened to me a 
lot.” As it was the time for supper for the Banias, Varjeevandas35 who was 
displeased with me a little said, “Yes, It is enough now. The time is up also.” 
Yet Vinayakrav was obstinate to listen to me and without it he was not ready 
to move. I was worried because on one hand my vow was being broken and 
on the other hand I was worried that as I had eaten the ‘pak’, I doubted that I 
might not sing well. Moreover, I had no book with me. Vinayakrav asked me to 
present whatever I could recall. Then I had to get up helplessly. Then I stood 
up to present the doharas from Raspravesh regarding the nine rasas and 
Malini which I knew by heart. First, standing beside the place where 
Dalpatram was sitting I said, “Dalpatram is an ocean and is composing poems 
since many years while I am like a small pool. And also I am a new comer and 
inexperienced – Dalpatram has spent twenty years in composing poems while 
                                                 
33
  Dalpatrambhai presented that ‘Kavit’ and ‘Hun Suto Parane Putra Nhano’ and ‘Ramsitana 
Kagalo’ everywhere and every time to show his mastery. I think he might have presented them for 
about two hundred times at Amadavad, Mumbai and Surat – of course, they were good poems! 
 
34
  Listening to it, those who expected something extraordinary from Dalpatram were 
disappointed. I pitied Dalpatram at that moment because very first important point in the presentation 
was that he must select carefully his poems according to the taste of the audience – Ah! He did not 
think seriously about it in the very first presentation at Mumbai. He presented the Jadavasthali and the 
theme of not going for intoxicants before those who were sitting with hukkahs in their hands. The 
second point is that he presented the dohara and chopai like an illiterate and inexperienced person. 
(Not that much bad, of course). So the audience was soon tired of him. 
 
35
 I had composed the poem, “Vrujajivan Tun Prerana Kar” out of the suggestion from Mangaldas. 
Therefore he was displeased a little with me. 
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I am running only fourth year. I am not having anything like that of Dalpatram 
but as Vinayakrav insists me with importunity, I am going to recite.” I had 
eaten the pak, yet I presented the new subject regarding the ras in 
Doharamalini with such a good voice and clear speech that all became 
spellbound.   While I was reciting Vinayakrav was standing beside me and 
keeping his hand on my shoulder, said in between frequently, “Well done! 
Well done! Bravo! Narmadashankar! When have you composed this one?” I 
was engrossed in my recitation yet I could notice that Dalpatram was feeling 
embarrassed. Therefore I felt sympathy towards him. Whenever Vinayakrav 
praised me, I used to press his shoe with my foot to indicate him not to do so. 
Then all dispersed and we (Dalpatram and I) ate mangoes and other fruits 
together. While taking the fruits I tried to soothe Dalpatram’s wounds with my 
smart and pleasing words. Some hints about that meeting is presented in the 
Samsherbahadur of 24th June. 
  
27 Because of that incident Dalpatram was annoyed. He hinted to it 
while talking with the editors of Samsherbahadur the next day. Dalpatram 
commented while talking about my essays on Maharajs, “Lallubhai, he is 
clever. He writes essays very well and when he would be of my age, he would 
be able to compose poems very well.” 
  
28 Dr. Bhau, calling upon me told that I should not worry (because) 
they would collect funds for Dalpatram and me both. Therefore I should 
continue with my poems. Depending on his words I cancelled my programme 
of going to Pune. I hoped that I would get the help from the fund therefore my 
study for becoming a Hardas could be persuaded afterwards peacefully but at 
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present I should continue composing poems and recite them. I was afraid of 
Dalpatram too much because as he was composing poems for last twenty 
years, he must be having too many36 poems with him while I was having 
nothing with me. Therefore I grabbed any chances to compose new poems 
and continued composing them. 
 
29 I read an essay on harmony in the Buddhivardhak Sabha on 5th 
July; likewise, I recited the poems ‘Lalita’ and ‘Sahasdesai’ on 11th June; on 
the 28th, I read the hymn in praise of God at Dr. Bhau’s place on the occasion 
of reconciliation for the revolt; Dr. Bhau delivered a lecture in the girls – school 
of Mangaldas and also read a Garabi in the end on the 7th August and on the 
21st November he read a poem on freedom in Buddhivardhak Sabha. 
 
30 Also I published the Narmakavita part IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII. My 
‘Parsee’ friend Dadi Kharasedaj Gogha offered me Rs. 100/- for the printing of 
part 5th and 6th parts. 
 
31 Many a Gujarati speaking people from Mumbai did not even know 
what the poem was. They had started knowing something about the poem, 
rhetoric, ras etc. and started taking interest in poems. Due to the visit by 
Dalpatram; his and my poems were read everywhere; discussions among the 
people; appreciation and commentary in the news paper, the interest of 
people in the poem had increased a lot while Parsees had gone mad after it. 
                                                 
36
 I came to know about the treasure of Dalpatram afterwards. He kept on reciting in most of the 
cases his old poems published earlier and most of them were Garabis. I inquired him “How many 
poems by you should be on Swaminarayan sect and other poems which you did not publish?” He had 
replied me “They should be equal to the numbers of those which are already published.”  
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Dalpatram used to recite at so many places and accepted money offered at 
many places. I had never taken even a single rupee from anyone but on the 
contrary, so often I had spent money from my pocket for the travelling. Neither 
Kavi Dalpatram nor I was at ease in those days. When Dalpatram had to 
recite some long poem, he used to mug it up well on the previous night (as he 
could not read due to the eye problem). 
 
32 It so happened that the ‘Buddhivardhak Sabha’ people thought of 
collecting a big fund for erecting a statue of Kavi Dalpatram or to start a 
scholarship in his name. When I came to know about that matter, I was 
annoyed because I thought how people were foolish. People paid that much 
respect to a poet even during his life time! That dejection was noticed by one 
of my friends. Therefore he wrote a very long article in the Samsher. He also 
wrote something against Dr. Bhau, Gangadas Kishordas and some others. 
The plans for the statue and scholarship were given up due to that article. 
Though, I did not get that article published. But Kavi Dalpatram thought that 
that article and the articles with the message that ‘The poems by Dalpatram 
are common while those of Narmadashankar are full of scholarship’ and other 
such articles were published in the news paper by Narmadashankar. In fact, I 
was innocent. Of course, when I saw that Dalpatram was honored more than 
he deserved, I was offended. Dalpatram was perplexed very much when his 
poems were considered common. He told my Parsee friend “Look, one writes 
very low about me in the news papers, not of course, Narmadashankar!” 
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33 Dr. Bhau called upon me and said, “We have cancelled the idea of 
collecting the fund” Dalpatram is our guest. Therefore let people help him only 
at present. I agreed with him. But I was angry with Dr. Bhau on that account.  
 
The Discussion of the Poems by Two Poets 
 
34 I had a small room on rental at the Dadani Vadi for my study. 
Dalpatram had stayed in the neighbourhood. Therefore we often met. The 
discussions during those meetings are as under: 
  
I inquired, “Whether to follow the rules of Hraswa and Deergha and 
using the correct form of words as used in Sanskrit or not?” He said, “No, 
otherwise no one can compose a poem in Gujarati.” 
  
“Have you studied the science of Rhetoric and ras?” He said “No – I 
have studied well the prosody only.” He had told this matter to my father also. 
  
I asked, “What is the best poem?” He said “Take it that you are 
introduced to the poem only when you complete ten years in composing the 
poems – the best poem is one that pleases not only the person who knows 
Gujarati but also one who does not know Gujarati when he listens to the 
rhythm. Then he recited a poem, “Tane roki rahi radhika rang jamyo ghano 
rasiya rajani rahij thodi” – I asked, “What is the ‘poem’ there? It is because 
that there are many ‘R’ sounds in it!” He said “Isn’t it enough?” When that 
discussion was over, I inquired my clerk Narbheram in Dalpatram’s absence, 
“Can you find out the poem in it?” – The subject in that poem was that as the 
lover was in haste, he requested the beloved to let him go but she was not 
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ready to allow. The real poem lies there but not in the use of many ‘R’ sounds 
in it. A real poem lies between two lines .The excellence from within could be 
called a real poem. Dalpatram gave a good example but he had used it 
according to his capacity.” 
  
My father read the chhappas in the Samplaxmi like ‘Ganga girija dvesh 
klesh nit teno thaye.” etc. He told me that they were very good chhappas. I 
said that the original thought must not be his. Then I came across to listen to 
a shloka of the same meaning. Therefore I inquired Dalpatram about the 
above mentioned chhappa as, “Is that theme your original one or you have 
borrowed from Sanskrit?” First he did not answer. So I said to him “There are 
the same thoughts in a Sanskrit shloka too like yours” Then he said, “Yes, I 
composed it out of that shloka.” 
  
I said “How were you inspired to compose poems, please tell me.” 
Then he said as follows. “I had studied the Samved in my childhood. – I can 
read the Dasgranths. Of course, I don’t know by heart. I had a very bad 
company in my childhood. I used to go to Muligam with my maternal uncle. 
There was one Bhumanand Swami. That swami was a potter earlier.  
  
I used to visit him very often with my maternal uncle. My father was 
worried that I should come to my senses and when I would acquire the 
knowledge from Swaminarayan sect. Meanwhile, once a head priest had 
come to Muli. He said, “This boy will come to his sense if he is taught how to 
compose poem.” Then I said “I want something for my livelihood.” At that time 
he said, “Don’t worry for that. We shall arrange for your lodging – go to 
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Amdavad and study there.” There was one Vishnu Brahmachari. He advised 
me to go to school in Kachchh to study. From there I came to Amadavad. 
There I started learning the books on language prepared by saints. I also 
started learning Saraswat but I was not interested in it. I was completely 
interested in composing poems only. I faced many hardships there. The store 
– keeper did not give even provisions in time for preparing meals. 
 
I had invited Dalpatram for meal. I offered basundi37 and poori. While 
taking the betel roll after the meal, I gifted him one Sanskrit treatise on 
rhetoric -Prataprudra. Then I said to him with warmth, “My dear Dalpatram, 
our thoughts about poem are totally different but it should not affect our love 
for each other.” So he said, “Not at all. Look how the Parsee Panch has pitted 
us holding each other’s upper lock!” I said, “We must not be concerned with 
whatever news people publish about us. And people are enjoying. Believe it 
only if you come to see with your eyes. Of course I don’t call it the poem to 
which you call a poem – our thoughts differ from each other yet I respect you 
and consider you as an equal.”  
  
35 Dalpatram was given a party at Valkeshwar and afterwards all had 
delivered lectures praising him. I had also delivered one there as, “The first 
credit of composing poem for reforms goes to Dalpatram. He is the last one to 
compose poems in the traditional style and the first one to compose a poem in 
                                                 
37
  When comments on Dalpatram’s poems were published in the news papers, he was angry with 
me without any reason. He was so much angry that (I regret to say it) though I had invited Dalpatram 
for a meal out of my true and pure love just to develop a real friendship, yet he said to one person (if 
Dalpatram denies it, I am ready to present that fellow as the proof) at the time of boarding the steamer, 
“Hell with his basundi and poori.” 
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a modern style. He relies more on reforms for the conditions of the women 
and nation. Therefore he has paid a special attention in composing the poems 
meant for the betterment of woman and it is too a great credit to him.” 
 
36 In that year I learnt the books in Hindustani like Chintamani Pingal, 
Sundarshrungar, Bhashabhushan, Rasikpriya among the others from my 
friends from Kachchh who knew that language. 
 
The debut in Reforms by Narmadashankar 
 
37 I became free from superstitions about religion – I became a 
modern reformist. 
 
38 In our community there was a tradition for many years that the 
women of bhikshuk class of our community did not wear a blouse and put on 
only an abotiyun while enjoying the feast by the caste. I broke that tradition off 
beginning from my home at the time of Hatkeshwar celebration with the help 
of my younger paternal aunt’s son Dolatram Vakil and Gulabnarayan, the son 
of my mother’s maternal aunt (April 1859); and today all women take their 
feast with their blouses on. But at that time only five women out of all women 
came forward to set an example. Some of the women walked away out of 
disgust and some Brahmins were annoyed but no one dared utter a single 
word. I planned for that reform of putting on the blouse because once I saw 
that in the opposite house the women of both the bhikshuk and gruhastha 
classes were sitting for the meal together. There, the women of gruhastha 
class had put on the blouses as per their tradition while the women of 
bhikshuk class did not as per their custom. When I saw it through a window, I 
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thought that it was completely unbearable that one class of the same 
community put on the blouse while the other did not. If the women of bhikshuk 
class could not put on the blouse due to the problems of untouchability, 
women of gruhastha class too should not put on the blouse. If the women of 
gruhastha class could put on the blouse why could not the bhikshuk women 
put on it while they sit together for their meal? – Were the bhikshuk women 
inferior to gruhastha women? To enjoy the feast without putting on the blouse 
in an open place was against the etiquette of the women of the higher caste.  
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Viram-8 
The Wave of Reform – 1860 
Mahipatram’s Emigration 
 
1 Mahipatram was preparing for going abroad in January 1860 A.D. 
Meanwhile Hiralal Umiyashankar (the brother of the agent at Amadavad) 
published an article about Mahipatram in the Samsherbahadur in the absence 
of its chief editor. It said that Mahipatram was permitted to go abroad by the 
Nagar community. Sheth Bhagavandas Parsottamdas happened to read that 
magazine. To tease his clerk named Dahyabhai, he ridiculed the Nagar 
community. Therefore Dahyabhai was too much annoyed and became angry. 
Hiralal stayed with Dahyabhai. Dahyabhai came home and quarreled with 
Hiralal as how he dare write like that in that article. He asked Hiralal to publish 
again that it was fake news and added that otherwise his engagement would 
be broken off and that he would be excommunicated. Hiralal got perplexed. I 
don’t know whether he published it or not in any of the news papers but he lit 
a lamp of ghee before Mahadev. Then a resolution was prepared by the 
Nagars of Mumbai and all the members of the community signed it. But when 
it was brought to my father he said, “My son is out of station. It will be done 
only when he returns.” At that time I was spending a leisurely time with my 
friends Nanabhai Rustamji, Aradeshar Faramji and others in Chamod village. 
When I returned, the committee came for our signatures. My father and I said, 
“We cannot put our signature on that resolution.” The same reply was given 
by Zaverilal also. Thus, we seven people broke off from the community at 
Mumbai. Then I published a hand bill of a request. (Refer p.423 of 
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Narmagadya.) After about a year we were readmitted into our caste because 
some friend of us reconciled and we were allowed to join the caste-feast.  
 
I must clarify at this juncture that people believed that I was one of 
those who had instigated Mahipatram for going abroad. Honestly speaking, I 
came to know about that only when he went to Mumbai for the last agreement 
for going abroad. Mahipatram had not sought my advice even through letters. 
 
The publication of new Books 
 
2 I published the Tatwa Shodhak Sabha on 7th July 1860 (refer p.434 
of Narmagadya.) But before that, the Narmakavita – issues 9th and 10th were 
published. In the August, I published Dayaram krut Kavyasangrah. 
  
3 In July I published four lectures (two on devotion and two on Sakar) 
after delivering them at my place. Likewise, I delivered one lecture on the 
personification – metaphor at the Buddhivardhak Sabha premises and the 
other one on Remarriage (5th October) at the town hall in that year. 
 
The Conflict with Maharaj Jadunathji 
  
4 I had a confrontation with Jadunathji as follows. When Jadunathji 
came to Mumbai in July he said to the deputy head clerk of the High court, 
Lallubhai Gopaldas “If possible, Narmadashankar should see me.” One day I 
went to Bhanyakhade to see him – we did not know each other. When I was 
entering the gate, he was about to leave. Meanwhile he came to know that 
some Vaishnavs had come to see him. Therefore he returned to the hall and 
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sat on the swing. I greeted him and stood before him and said, “I am 
Narmadashankar whom you wanted to see.”  Then I was going to sit beside 
him but then I thought that it was not proper. Therefore I sat on the floor near 
the swing. Then I asked him, “Are you going to stay for Chaturmas here?” 
Jadunathji said, “Yes.” Then we talked something but I don’t remember much 
about it. Then I said “You are in a hurry to go some where therefore I shall 
see you afterwards whenever you will call upon me.” Then we departed. 
  
In July, Jadunathji visited the Girls’ School of Mangaldas and through 
that visit he proved that he encouraged the girls’ education. No other Maharaj 
had shown such interest. Therefore all the reformists were convinced about 
Jadunath’s good intention. Lakhamidas Khimaji, during his private discourse 
asked him whether to encourage remarriage. At that time he replied that that 
was not an issue. Lakhamidas Khimaji and others asked me to praise 
Jadunathji publicly. But I thought that I would not praise him till I meet him 
personally and find out his idea and belief regarding the reform. Yet I had to 
praise him with the technique of extempore poem. 
  
            One day I had gone to see him at the temple. After talking something 
formally he said to me, “Come at late noon. We shall talk at that time.” Then 
Dhirajram and I went there in the afternoon. We saw that Maharaj was 
sleeping on the swing. I said to a Brahmin there, “Tell Maharaj that 
Narmadashankar has come.” Maharaj, twisting his body said in our presence, 
“Come later.” His words pierced me like an arrow. I was too much annoyed. 
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           Some reformists came to know afterwards that Maharaj preached 
something else to the reformists and something different to his close and 
faithful Vaishnavas. Jadunathaji was very much angry with me reading my 
essays which exposed the evil practices of Maharajs. He abused me. Then I 
teased him too with my lecture on devotion. Thus, our confrontation started. 
  
          Then I published a handbill. To see that handbill and note below that 
see page no. 424 of Narmagadya book 1.  
  
          I decided for calling a meeting for a debate through that handbill. (See 
page no. 426 – 427 of Narmagadya, first book.) 
 
         The report of that meeting is published in the Satya – Prakash of 26th 
August. And below are some more comments on it. The other reformists did 
not accompany me and I went there after the noon at three O’clock. We, 
Jadunath and I, did not intend to plunge into a debate on the issue of 
remarriage on that day but to prepare a plan for that debate. Therefore we 
talked on different points. At eight O’clock I said, “Much of time has passed so 
we should stop here – we shall sit and debate on the remarriage the next 
time” Then I read those letters rigorously which we wrote to each other before 
that debate and said loudly “Even being a religious preacher, Jadunathji tells 
lies. How can we debate with such a person with whom even talking is not 
advisable for us? I came here so that the foolish people cannot blame on us 
that we – the reformists escaped from the battlefield under such an excuse 
and also that in that way we were defeated.”  When I started reading those 
letters Jadunathji said, “You may publish them if you want but don’t read them 
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at present.” I said “There is no way out, except reading these letters”. While I 
was reading those letters, Jadunathji looked down, hanging his head down 
heavy with shame. After the meeting was over a ridiculing Brahmin stood up 
and cried loudly, “Defeat to Narkashankar.” There were about 200 Vaishnavas 
in the hall and 800 Vaishnavas were out side. Some of them had planned to 
beat me. There was not any arrangement of police protection. Meanwhile, my 
father who did not know that I was attending the meeting came there out of 
worry. I feared that the poor old man would be trampled harshly. I sent him 
away escorted by my friend Kishandas Bava. Then I said to Jadunath, “If any 
one raises his hand to strike me or even touches me, you will be responsible 
for that. Therefore ask the crowd to disperse.” Then I stood up to leave and 
searched for my shoes but they were stolen; though I was wearing shocks. I 
went downstairs without wearing the shoes. Some persons there asked me, 
“Where is ‘he’?” I replied, “Here, walking through.” Coming on the road I wore 
the shoes of a friend soon. I came home. Many people, gathering before the 
door of my house were abusing me. But a brave man; I, closing the door 
behind, went up stairs. During the meeting, some shastris dependent of 
another Maharaj, were looking at me in amazement for my style of 
presentation. One of them, Vishnushastri who was from the Northern – India 
came to my place inquiring about my address the next day. Even though he 
was a teacher of Sanskrit to Maharaj, he had become my fan. He used to 
praise my poems and he was wonder struck with my Rukamaniharan. 
 
5 However, the other reformists did not accompany me for the meeting 
out of fear. On the contrary, they found me at fault and said that I should not 
have indulged into dispute on ‘Who has created the Shastras?’ I replied “I 
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won’t utter even a single word other than what I believe. Had there been a 
debate on remarriage, I would have definitely justified the remarriage from 
Jadunathji’s opinion that “God has created the Shastras.” – You all lie in a 
corner, keeping mum.” 
  
The issue of ‘Shastras are not created by God’ was discussed in the 
news papers. Therefore there was an article in the Satya Prakash of 21st 
October, where something was said about adultery by Jadunathji. Because of 
that, Jadunathji filed a Liable Complaint for the Liable Case on 14th May 1861. 
After doing some procedures during the period, an inquiry was started on 26th 
January 1862 and forty days passed in that procedure. (See the Maharaja 
Liable case.) 
 
Inspiration for Creating Narmakosh 
  
6 The students at school found it difficult to understand the words in my 
poems. Out of that I had thought of preparing a vocabulary of only those hard 
words arranging them in an alphabetical order. But when I selected those 
words, the number went very high. Then I became enthusiastic to prepare a 
big lexicon which would include almost all the words of (Gujarati) language. 
Dr. Dhirajram encouraged that idea and I started preparing that lexicon from 
18th November 1860. 
Diplomacy of ‘Remarriage’ 
   
7 The clamour about the remarriage was high. Meanwhile one couple 
came forward to remarry. – It so happened that one Brahmin woman named 
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Deevali was going to Nashik. She had stayed at a Bania’s house at Mumbai. 
That Bania, of course, knew me. He came to me and said, “Nowadays the 
movement about the remarriage is on the rise. If you come to my place, I can 
show you one woman who is ready to marry again.” I went there. That woman 
said, “I am ready but due to that if I am put into trouble, the reformists must 
defend us.” I said “If you lead a virtuous life after the remarriage and set a 
good example before others who will not support you?” After the negotiation I 
left. I was thinking of informing my friends about that. The next day I saw them 
all– the members of Gujarati Friend Circle, that Baniya and that woman at Dr. 
Dhirajram’s house. The negotiation among those friends and that woman was 
on. – I kept on listening to them. At last it seemed confirmed that that woman 
was ready to remarry. Now one man who was ready to remarry was required. 
Meanwhile, that Baniya with the help of another Banias, found out one 
Brahmin named Ganpat. Then they lived together at Mahalaxmi for eight 
days. On the ninth day, some friends and I inquired that Brahmin fellow at 
Vasudev Babaji’ shop, “Why, friend, do you remarry for the sake of money? 
Will you desert her or set a good example before others by living happily 
together forever?” So Ganpat said “On one hand I will be honoured by the 
reformists for setting the first example but on the other hand I will be 
disgraced by some other people. Therefore if I desert her after marrying her, 
where can I find a shelter for me? I am not doing any thing for money.” 
Because of such words and as they loved each other because they had lived 
together for eight days, the reformists took the lead. Then one priest 
performed the ceremony of marriage as per the rites of marriage. They got 
remarried with a big splendour at the new house of Dr. Atmaram. In that 
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celebration the members of Paramhans Sabha and Buddhivardhak Sabha 
added to the grandeur. They offered cash and gifts to the couple. (Refer to the 
Satya Prakash of   16th December 1860) They took the responsibility to carry 
out the remarriage when the couple was ready for the same.  
        
Dark Deeds of Maharaj Jadunathji 
  
After that incident of remarriage, Jadunathji Maharaj, with a view to put 
the reformist to the disgrace poisoned the ears of Ganpat through his 
followers that the reformists had trapped him. If he went against the 
reformists, he would be readmitted into the caste. The strategy was so 
intriguing that he got prepared a deed of declaration through an English 
lawyer. It read that Ganpat had drunk hemp at that time and by deceiving and 
cajoling him the reformists got him remarried. So and so reformists had 
promised to give him some amount of money but they have not given him 
anything and so on and so forth. But God knows what happened but there 
was a person favouring the reformist in the office of that lawyer who advised 
him to sign the papers the next day after rethinking over it. Ganpat was 
confused. He feared that after signing that declaration if Maharaj did not 
support him, he would be of nowhere. He would be distressed. Therefore he 
did not sign at that time. Ganpat himself told me some of these matters that 
night and I had persuaded Ganpat well on behalf of the reformists. So he did 
not sign it at all. One day, he took some intoxicant and started abusing the 
reformists, especially me. Some sheths among the others had played a major 
role in the betterment of Ganpat. But as he went against the reformists, the 
sheths and reformists too left him. After that Ganpat and Deevali harassed 
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Balaji Pandurang and me by coming to our home everyday so much that may 
God spare us. We obliged them a lot but in return they abused us. 
Nevertheless, when they were hand to mouth, we had helped them many a 
times out of sympathy as much as we could. Ah! When that woman was very 
much ill and also when she died, I had personally extended financial help out 
of compassion. Yes it’s true that her dead body was not treated properly for 
some time because the reformist did not want to see their faces. Once I had 
to control them with the help of police as they troubled me too much. I kept 
myself away at the time of her death but I helped a lot for the funeral process 
through some people. Though, the result of the experiment of the marriage 
was not so good but the reformists were satisfied that at least those two 
persons lived together with love and harmony instead of passing a miserable 
life of being insulted at every threshold. They harmed themselves by abusing 
the reformists. Of course, the wicked Maharaj is also one of the culprits. 
Generally the first experiments are like that. People opine that the first couple 
should be the best role-model but it is not possible.  In the matters of all the 
reforms, in the most of the cases, the reforms are brought about by the middle 
class people and also, to some extent by some foolish or bold and heedless 
persons.                                 
 
8 One Maharastrian Brahman scholar-friend insisted me upon joining 
his Dharmasabha working against the caste discrimination in the same year. I 
said “If the committee prepares a resolution that some of the members 
become the preachers and deliver their public lectures from place to place 
and if there is not any difference between their words and deeds, I shall join.” 
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He said at that time, “Every thing will take place afterwards. You please first 
join the committee at present.” Then I joined it as he insisted.38 
 
9 In the same year my wife, Dahigavari was brought to my house at the 
age of thirteen and we started our married life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
38
  My enthusiasm for the reform was very high in the years of 1860-61. My strong belief of that time 
was that if anything was done stealthily, we would be responsible to people and God. Therefore 
whatever was to be done must be done publicly. In 1861 because of an incident there developed 
disunion among the leaders of the committee and it shattered down. Therefore six of them decided 
collectively to come forward for the reform bravely. I was one of them.  I informed my father about 
everything and said to him that if he did not want to join us he should inform me. He was perplexed. 
(At times I used to hurt my father showing my over enthusiasm regarding the reforms but as at the 
same time I used to say, “Father, I shall not shake your confidence, though you may get hurt at 
present.”) It so happened that five persons of those six stepped back, therefore I had to withdraw; 
otherwise, I would have come forward since long. 
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                                               Viram – 9 
             Golden Period of the Poet−1861 - 64 
             Return of Mahipatram from Abroad 
 
1 My childhood friend Parbhuram died at my house in Surat on 3rd 
March 1861, the 7th day of dark fortnight of Maha 1917 Vikram Era. The sad 
demise of my truthful and freedom loving friend pained me deeply for some 
days. 
 
2 In the beginning of the April, I was in love with two gentle women. 
 
3 Mahipatram returned from abroad to Mumbai on 13th April. I had 
gone to the port to receive him. It was decided that he should stay at the 
house of Dhirajlal Vakil. Therefore he was accommodated there. 
 
4 Since Mahipatram had gone abroad, the last president of 
Buddhivardhak Sabha , Gangdas39 Kishordas used to taunt me everyday that 
he would acknowledge my public courage only if I would continue to keep 
relation with Mahipatram and take meal with him. Otherwise we, Nagars were 
very cunning. I had retorted that my eating with him might not mean that the 
whole community is ready to eat with him and both of us would have to 
remain expelled from the caste. Nevertheless, if those Nagar friends of him, 
who had promised him to dine together with him through letters, eat with him, 
                                                 
39When Karsandas Mulji returned from abroad and the moment came for Gangdas to 
dine with Karsandas; he was perplexed too much. And he did not dine at all! ‘Every one thinks 
his shilling worth thirteen pence.’  
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I too would readily dine with him.  And if a reformist is supposed to break off 
the barriers of caste discriminations, we all, you and I must dine together. 
Moreover, I believed since long that if we were to be expelled from the caste, 
there was not any harm in eating with a person of any castes. Owing to that 
spirit for reform and the anger as Gangdas teased me everyday, I was 
instigated to publish a handbill titled as Akashvani and distributed at Dr. 
Bhau’s place where all had gathered to see Mahipatram. (See p.429 of 
Narmagadya and p. 435 of reprinted old Narmagadya for Akashvani.) 
 Once, Mr. Haward sent a message through my friend, Balaji 
Pandurang why I did not support Mahipatram. I replied back through him, “I 
am ready to support him in every way and about eating with him, I believe that 
if other four friends come forward to eat with him, I would be ready as the fifth 
one to dine with him happily.” 
 
5 In that year I taught singing the poems for an hour at the Jartosti 
Girls’ School40 for the salary of Rs. 25/- with an assistance of my student 
Ganpatram Hemaji. Moreover, I used to teach Gujarati to two merchants, Mr. 
Stoners and Mr. Hobart two days a weak for the salary of Rs. 50/-. Likewise, I 
went to teach two or three rich Parsee gentlemen.  
 
6 In the same year or the next year (I don’t remember exactly), I read 
the katha as a Hardas at the bungalow of Gokaldas Tejpal in Valkeshwar at 
night. He offered me Rs. 50/- for it. 
7 In the same year I used to learn singing for an hour everyday. 
                                                 
40
 I worked there for two years and one month including all, from 1st Dec. 1860 to 31st Dec. 
1862. 
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The Publication of first ‘Narmakosh’ 
 
8 I published ‘Kavi- Kavita’ part- 3 and ‘Narmakosh’ part -1 in that year 
and I composed some poems and kept with me at my place. 
 
9 From the beginning of the year 1862 till June, I was busy in compiling 
the English and Gujarati dictionaries with my friends Nanabhai Rustamaji and 
Aradeshar  Faramaji. I earned a considerable amount as one third part of the 
profit from the sale of those books. 
  
10 I deposed as a witness in the ‘Liable Case’ in the February. 
 
 11 Since the month of May I was suffering from melancholy on account 
of separation from dear ones and that feelings gave way to composing of 
many poems. 
 
Narmakavita 
 
12 In that year I published the Narmakavita book – 1 (A collection of 
the poems created during last seven years.) 
 
Tour 
 
13 I traveled in Maharastra and Gujarat from 10th September to 9th 
October. The description of it is given in the poem ‘Pravasa Varnana’ from the 
Narmakavita book – 2. I was enchanted by the beauty of nature during that 
tour. The small and trifle things like grass in the jungle, mud of river, the 
stones of the sea touched me deeply. Really, I was lost amid one kind of bliss. 
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During that tour of the monsoon, I had faced many physical ailments and at 
once or twice I had narrow escapes from the death, yet I remained 
unperturbed. The madness for enjoying the natural beauty was so much that 
even the weak body of mine   could withstand the stress. Even the roaming 
among the mountains and to be strayed in the bush because of loosing our 
path at night delighted me too much. During my tour to the Maharastra my 
clerk named Jinaram accompanied me, while during my tour to Guajarat my 
chief clerk Narbheram and my friend Parabhuram Mehetaji were with me. 
  
14 I published ‘Narmakosh’ part – 2 in December. 
 
15 Once I said to my friends Karsandas Madhavadas that I desired to 
preach the reforms at each and every village of Gujarat. I further said that I 
desired to establish a mission at Mumbai and I would deliver lectures publicly 
on its behalf. For that one full fledged establishment with scholars, clerks etc. 
was required. It would cost Rs. 300/- per month (including my expenses). I 
said to him, “Can you afford to give this amount for three years?” At that time 
he said, “I shall give one hundred rupees per month.” I said, “There is one 
another person who can give one hundred rupees but one more person is 
required.” Then that idea was dropped. 
 
16 A notice for the surcharge for the year 1862-63 was issued to me on 
28th January, 1863. At that time I was living at Majgam.  I was so angry that I 
thought why a public figure like me, should be doubted for his honesty when I 
have declared solemnly. I worried too much for four days. On the 3rd 
February, against the desire of my friends and assessors, I went to see the 
Income Tax Commissioner, Mr. Kartis who was very obstinate. They feared 
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that I would definitely be sent to jail on that day. I went inside the office 
directly and said to the officer, “This is the detail of the income, this is my 
reputation and this is my spirit. I am ready to pay the surcharge if demanded 
more but I have declared here what I believe to be true.” The officer was 
annoyed too much but looking at my appearance he said, “Give such lectures 
at your home.” and then he asked me to leave. However, the surcharge was 
cut down a bit afterwards. 
 
17 In the beginning of 1863 I started publishing issues of Narmakavita 
Book – 2 and in the end of the year I published a complete collection of those 
issues.       
Perplexing Incidents 
 
18 I was distressed because of financial crisis, separation from dear 
ones, and carelessness of friends among the other in that year. To add to it, 
the mania for share – market started. I was baffled to see people making 
easy-money out of it because I could notice that in this world a good person 
did not earn much from fair practice, whereas those who adopted corrupt 
means made quick, easy money. What a destiny! I used to compose works of 
shrungar rasa to entertain my self, works of shant rasa to pacify my self of 
despairs and the veer ras to fight for truth against the intriguing world. 
  
19 To overcome my melancholy I read the biographies of the English 
poets and their poems in 1862-63. 
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20 I invited my friends at my place on 16th November, the sixth day of 
the bright fortnight of Kartak, on the Monday. I got my students sing my 
poems along with musical instruments before them. 
                                    
                                     The Death of my Father, Lalshankar 
 
21 In the last part of that year, my father was bedridden at Surat and I 
had to travel between Surat and Mumbai for two or three times. I went to 
Surat for the last time in January 1864 by road. On the third day of my arrival, 
he passed away on 18 January. I was at Mumbai during my father’s sickness. 
So my friend Narabheram took good care of my father.  
 
One unsuccessful experiment 
 
22 In those days in Mumbai, along with the craze for the Share – 
Market, the craze for the stage was also in fashion. Though, they did not know 
what a stage was and how to perform it. But the only aim of the drama-troops 
was to earn money by making the audience laugh through playing any role, 
any how and in any way. Two Parsees said to me “Please, permit us to sing 
your poems in the theater.” I said “People are not matured enough to be 
pleased with the singing of my poems.” When they insisted too much, I 
replied, “Well, I shall prepare a script for each session and for that I shall 
charge Rs. 100/-, and other expenses for singers and the boys who sing on 
the stage and the rent of the theater will be born by you. However, you may 
collect all the fees from the audience.” There were two sessions of 
‘Narmagitgayak Mandali’ on 6th and 16th May. But it did not receive a proper 
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response from people. On the contrary, they suffered a loss in it. Therefore 
the Mandali was disseminated. I returned them that Rs. 200 out of sympathy. 
 
Activity of Delivering Lectures 
 
23 Then I went to Amadavad. I was told by Mr. Kartis that people there 
were very eager to listen to my lecture. Therefore I might leave for Surat after 
delivering a lecture. I said “It is better if you can arrange within one or two 
days because I am in a haste to return.” He said, “Premabhai is not present 
here” I replied, “The lecture is for the people. It does not make any difference 
whether Premabhai is present here or not.” So he said, “I shall inform 
Dalpatram.” Then I met Dalpatram. He also said, “People from here desire to 
listen to you therefore please speak to them!”  Then I delivered a public 
lecture on 27th May and met my old friends present at that time. 
  
24 Returning to Surat, I delivered a lecture at Andrews Library on 31st 
May. Then I went to Mumbai. 
 
25 In the same year, first I published ‘Narmakavita’ in different issues 
and then published them as a collection – it was my third book. 
 
Publication of Dandiyo 
 
26 I started the Dandiyo and published the Narmakosh part – 3 in 
September. 
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Scarcity and Money Crisis 
 
27 The expense through out the year for performing rites for my father, 
the sale of books came to an end as people were not interested in reading the 
books due to the Share – Mania, the house – hold expense was too much 
(The house – rent at Mumbai was Rs. 75) and to add to it, I was extravagant 
since my child hood – because of all these, I remained worried in the matters 
of finance. The debt on me increased up to Rs. Six thousand. Moreover, I 
wanted to test myself how long I could bear the scarcity. Again, I was 
annoyed because the rich friends also did not help financially – due to all 
these reasons I remained gloomy. I used to expend a lot for the sake of self 
pleasure – where the spirit of ‘to offer something to those who are needy’ and 
‘to appreciate the real artist’ was on the top. I was annoyed too much when I 
saw that the newly earned wealth was wasted upon those prostitutes and 
singers who did not know even the  ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ of singing. With a view to 
appreciate the good singers and the poor and needy might get something, I 
assembled about twenty five singers on 10th day of dark fortnight of Aso, the 
Tuesday, on 25th October. The singing party continued throughout the night. 
After the party was over I offered some money to each of them as per their 
performance. Thus, I spent Rs. 200. 
                
                                            Unexpected Help 
 
28 In the November one company named – The Friar Land 
Reclamation Company was established. My dear friend Karasandas 
Madhavadas was one of the directors in that company. He had given the 
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shares to most of his friends. At that time some of my friends advised me to 
see Karsandas so that I might get some shares. I replied that he would send if 
he desired so but I was not going to beg for it. Someone advised me that a 
closed mouth catches no flies. I said that it is God who feeds the closed 
mouth with flies and it is a friend in real sense who gives without demanding. 
Looking at such obstinacy, many persons started commenting upon my 
stupidity, while some started criticising even Karsandas. I kept on befooling 
my friends by forwarding different excuses to different friends. To some I told 
that he had already given me shares; while to some other I told that I  was 
definitely going to get them; while to some I told that Karsandas had favoured 
and obliged me a lot for many times, therefore there was no worry if he did not 
offer me the shares. One Nagar friend advised me not to miss that chance. 
He asked me to go there by swearing in his name. He requested me to go for 
his sake. He tried to convince me very much with many such points. 
Therefore I was abashed. So at last I had to say helplessly that I would go 
there to ask for the shares. But I changed my mind after coming home. 
 
It so happened that Karsandas had invited me on his birthday-party. I 
was to go to him along with one friend by his coach but I was determined not 
to utter even a single word about the share. But that friend sent a message at 
9 o’clock at night that he was not well and the coach could not be sent. 
Therefore I postponed going to see Karsandas at as late as ten o’clock at 
night. But then I thought that as I had to go to Surat for performing the rituals 
of varasi for my father, many days would be spent there. Therefore better, I 
should see him at least once. Thinking so, I hired a coach and went there. 
Some friends were sitting there. As I went there Karasandas made me sit 
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beside him and whispered   in my ear, “One share is left reserved for you too. 
Ah!” I said “No need to take that much of trouble.” I recited there many poems 
of veer rasa and the whole pleasure-party was pleased. At that time Balaji 
Pandurang who was a great fan of my veer rasa    poems, was pleased too 
much by listening my ‘Hinduoni Padati’. After four or five days I sold off above   
referred share through a friend. I earned Rs.5700/- . I repaid the outstanding 
debt completely .Then in the end of December I came to Surat. 
 
Search for Dayaram’s Poems and Hard Labour 
 
Due to the death of my aunty at Surat, the Nilodwah Karm for my father 
was postponed; which I performed after about fifteen days. So I planned to go 
to Dabhoi during that period, to search out some more details about Dayaram. 
And I set out soon. I got down at Miyangam. Gaekawad, the ruler had 
prepared a new track for Dabhoi from there. I got the permission from the 
station – master for a wagon for going by that short rout. Then we, my three 
friends, one boy of Modi community from Dabhoi as a guide and I, set out for 
Dabhoi in that wagon pushed by labourers. As the track was broken off, the 
wagon could not move ahead after six miles. Instead of staying there at the 
village Karavan, we decided to go to Dabhoi overnight. We started our journey 
walking along the track. We faced many hurdles like the deep dark night, the 
broken up track at many places, many pitches and small ditches about the 
track, descending the slops by sitting on the ground, finding out the track by 
groping about in the darkness, the fearful roaring of the wild animals and 
many others. Nevertheless, Narbheram and I enjoyed them very much. We 
walked for eight miles on foot in the cutting cold with much trouble. We were 
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severely hungry. We reached to the main gate of Dabhoi at three o’clock at 
night. Reaching there, we noticed that the gate was closed. Therefore we had 
to pass the night in the wagon lying near the gate. We got the gate opened 
early in the morning. [We went to the inn. (Parenthesis: mine)] We sat at the 
verandah of the inn near the lake and took milk and fruits. We thought of 
getting a separate house for staying there for three days. Meanwhile, we 
came to know that Chanod and Kanyali were only six miles away from there. 
We planned to go there thinking that as those villages were the holy places on 
the bank of Narmada, there should a good natural beauty. We hired a cart 
and left immediately. We reached Chanod at one o’clock. As and when we 
reached there, Brahmins of the village troubled us a lot by asking question like 
‘what our sub caste was’, ‘from where we were’, ‘who our priest was’ etc.  but 
we did not pay any heed to them and moved ahead. Then we stayed there at 
the place of a relative of my friend and co-traveler Parabhuram. We took fruits 
there and left immediately for Kanyali. We went there walking for a mile along 
the riverbank. There is a confluence on the way. We took bath there and 
roamed around. We visited shrines also. We returned to Chanod at six o’clock 
in the evening. We ate modak (sweet balls) at our boarding-place. We went 
out at night to move around in the village. We went to the temple of 
Sheshsaiya where the sen arati was being performed. We had darshan there. 
When I was returning down stairs quickly, one Brahmin was reciting stotras. 
He asked one of my co-travelers, “Is he Narmadashankar? Isn’t he?” but they 
did not reply properly due to some reason. But when he asked for three or 
four times, one of my friends said, “Yes.” Then he called upon me. When I 
saw him, I noticed that he was no other than Ranchod, the disciple of 
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Dayaram. I discussed with him after returning to our boarding-place. Then he 
said “I shall come to Dabhoi the day after tomorrow. You must stay there 
only.” I said, “I have come over here just for you. Therefore you should come 
there without fail” Then we dispersed. We moved around in the village and 
along the bank of Narmada in the darkness. We went to bed at eleven o’clock. 
We hired a cart and left Chanod for Dabhoi at five o’clock early in the 
morning.  
 
30 There are many Brahmins in Chanod. They depended for their 
livelihood upon the hosts, coming there for the pilgrimage. People there were 
gluttonous, greedy, barefaced and cunning but the women were very much 
affectionate. What to talk of adultery in Chanod and Kanyali! It’s but natural at 
a picnic point. I had heard a lot about the corruption at Kanyali which we 
noticed from our visit and by roaming in the city. At one place one Brahmin 
woman took one of my friends aside and showed her house saying, - “This is 
our kitchen, this is our bedroom, this is my daughter, this is my daughter – in – 
law. If you had stayed here, we should have taken good care of you.” Her 
style of telling this was such that it meant only that they would have 
entertained us in every way. She said further, “You should stay at my place 
during your next visit”   Though the eyes, conduct and ways of speaking of the 
women were full of love but as it had become a habit since their birth, they 
indulged in adultery for the sake of money. There was not a single Nagar in 
Chanod. 
 
31 Kanyali is a small village compared to Chanod but most of the 
population is that of Brahmin and Marathi. People there studied the Vedas  
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and shastras. Though the women there, were like those at Chanod. But as 
they were from Nagar community they were prettier and pungent. I did not like 
Chanod at all but as there was a natural beauty in Kanyali, I liked it very 
much. The pleasure I relished of natural beauty that I saw at twilight at Kanyali 
could not be really described in words- broad expanse of plains, ascending 
and descending hills, small and big trees, big and small shrines made of 
stones, the beauty of the river side quay! Ah! What solitude, peace and 
serenity! Ah! It’s really a rare luck if one gets a chance to lead his retired life 
peacefully at Kanyali! To add to it, it is a place of pilgrimage too. A very good 
natural beauty could be seen at the most of the places of pilgrimage on the 
banks of Naramada. The stairs at the quay at Kanyali were not good. They 
were so small that one might fall down if one ascends hastily. When I was 
sitting on the steps of the quay after the darshan of Somnath, a thought 
crossed my mind, ‘one senior but elegant and sentimental man, absorbed in 
the deepened effect of the intoxicant, sitting lonely, surrounded by the serious 
beauty in the solitary evening, recalls the benevolence he did in his youth and 
the pure affection he experienced in his youth. The sweet remembrance gave 
deep and soft bliss in his heart. What to talk of that bliss! Oh! After travelling a 
lot in my life when shall I sit everyday in such a condition in the latter part of 
my life at such a place? When shall I be lost in the supreme bliss forever by 
becoming tender hearted?’ 
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There was nothing like reform41 in those villages (in Chanod and 
Kanyali). The word ‘reform’ had spread at every place but not in those 
villages. While travelling from Chanod to Dabhoi I was perturb of the following 
thoughts: ‘When shall these poor people come to the right path? The 
reformists at Mumbai are just talking. I thought of writing an essay where I 
would suggest one ‘reform mission’. The people working for that mission 
should go to each and every village and preach the good thoughts there. 
Some people believed that the reform meant the correction in the manners of 
eating and wearing clothes and they hesitated and felt shy in sitting with the 
poor and ignorant people. They did not go to remote districts. They talk too 
much but of no use! 
 
32 We left Chanod in the morning and reached Dabhoi at 11 O’clock. 
We stayed there in separate small room of the inn. On one hand, the meal 
was being prepared for us and on the other hand, the search for information 
about Dayaram was started. One Mathur Kayastha named Naranmal 
Harakhmal, who resided at Dabhoi near Main Square, had come to 
Chimanlal’s home at Mumbai. He said to me there, “If you come to Dabhoi, I 
can acquire works by Dayaram for you from Ghelabhai Dulabhdas Jamindar”. 
Therefore I inquired for that Naranmal but he was out of Dabhoi. He had gone 
to a nearby village. We also searched for Ghelabhai but he also had gone to a 
village but one relative of him came to see me. He provided me some 
information about Dayaram and said “Ghelabhai will come tonight.” After 
taking our dinner, we went out for a stroll. I made an inquiry where the poet 
                                                 
41
 I had sent some books written by me worth Rs. 50/- to some people at Kanyali to read as a 
gift after I returned to Mumbai. 
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Dayaram resided. People were highly astonished. ‘What a big huss and fuss 
about a person who had already died!’ Though we found out his house about 
which I have mentioned in the biography of Dayaram.42 We inquired for 
Ghelabhai the next day morning but a member of his family said that he was 
not at home because they feared that we were the government officials. 
Therefore I went to his place. He was inside his house even then he sent the 
same message that he was not present at all at his place. Look at the terror of 
the Gaekawad rule, disorder and the condition of people there! Though we 
could acquire some information about Dayaram from the village, but as I could 
not find out any book by him, I thought of leaving Dabhoi as soon as possible. 
As Ranchod had promised to meet me, we stayed there for two more days. 
During that what I saw is as under:- 
 
Description of Dabhoi 
 
 There were four gates around Dabhoi, one for Vadodara one for 
Champaner, one for Nanded for going to the court and one was Hira gate. 
The story behind calling that gate as the Hira gate runs like this. There was a 
mason named Hira and there was one maidservant of the king with the same 
name. They loved each other. Hira had promised his beloved that he would 
make her name famous forever. He started stealing the stones from the best 
stones brought from Maravad for constructing a lake at Dabhoi. He started 
constructing a lake out of those stolen stones two miles away from Dabhoi 
where his beloved lived. That lake is known as Ten lake at present. It is very 
                                                 
42
 Refer to p 476 of Junu Narmagadya. 
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big. Though it is very old yet the construction of it is intact even today. The 
water of that lake is whitish like milk and very much fresh. When the king 
came to know about that lake, he sentenced Hira to death by enclosing him 
alive inside the pillars of the gate.  At that time he was constructing the arch of 
the gate. But it is said that some wise companions of Hira managed to make a 
small hole in the wall with some trick. They used to pour secretly ghee though 
that hole everyday, which dropped into the mouth of Hira. Therefore he could 
survive inside the walls. But when no other mason could construct the arch 
left incomplete by Hira, the king said, “Only Hira can complete it if he were 
alive”. Then he was brought out. He completed the arch. After that the king 
enclosed him into the walls again. Due to this reason that gate is named as 
Hira gate. In the adjacent fort of that gate, there is a small temple of kalika at 
present. Very big stones are used at that place and the architectural work is 
also very impressive. We had seen that hole for pouring the ghee but we think 
that the above related story is not true. There is a plate in Sanskrit on the 
stones of that gate but as it is worn out, we could not read them. The village is 
good. There is a considerable population of Brahmins and Kanabis. There are 
many Sathodara Nagars. There is an office of the state officials of Gaekwad 
State. There is a palace of Peshawa time near the lake. 
 
Efforts for finding out Manuscripts of Gujarati Poems 
 
  33 As Ranchod did not turn up at Dabhoi from Chanod as per his 
promise and as I did not get books by Dayaram, I was disappointed. 
Therefore I hired a cart the same night and came to Vadodara in the morning. 
I intended to come to Surat from there but I could not get any train. Therefore 
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I thought of going to Amadavad. I had planned to keep a collection of Gujarati 
books at my place since November. For that purpose I thought of going to 
Amdavad to obtain books from there. I reached there in the evening. I went 
straightaway to the library. I requested people there to give me the index of 
the Gujarati books they were having in their library. They replied that a very 
few Gujarati books were there. The index must be laying somewhere. They 
would find it out the next day and give it to me. I also inquired them whether 
they had any manuscript with them. They replied in negative and suggested 
that a few might be at Vernacular Society. Then I went to Mahipatram’s place 
and stayed there. In Amadavad too I could not came across to see a good 
collection of Gujarati books. I delivered a lecture there as Jagjivan the ‘deputy’ 
insisted for, at his place. He had taken much trouble for me and invited all 
sheths. Here I came to know that one book by Samal is with one of the 
descendants of Samal’s disciple. Therefore I requested Mahipatram to 
acquire that book any how and send it to me. Then I came to Surat. 
 
 The incident of Kavi Nabhulal 
  
34 After performing the rites of varasi for my father and completing the 
post rites duties, I left for the village Takaramun near Orpad where a poet 
named Nabhulal resided. He was a Sathodara Nagar. We reached there by 
night. Nabhulal worked as a talati. At present he composes poem of 
vedantmarg in Gujarati. Earlier he had created the works of shrungar rasa of 
Radha and Krishana. He is not a preacher of any school even then whenever 
he stays at villages he always remains surrounded by people. Pinjaras from 
Surat are his disciples. When I saw him before five years at Surat, his devoted 
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followers were performing arati of him. He is a sentimental poet. His nature is 
amicable and knows the worldly manners very well. His verses are of the 
original style – of course, not the best. His disciples asked me to recite my 
poems before them. I thought that as they were inclined to the Vedant, I must 
say something on it. So I read the ‘Anubhav Lahari’. Then I said that some of 
the Vedantis, by collecting the symbolic words of Vedantik philosophy and by 
knowing that subject very well, believe themselves to be Ahambrahmasmi. 
But this is not the real Ahambrahmasmi. The ultimate knowledge out of the 
exploits of the deity in an incarnation, either from within or from without and 
the unique supreme bliss out of that ultimate knowledge and one who remains 
forever amid that supreme bliss is the real Ahambrahmasmi. Next morning, 
our party gathered in the backyard of Nabhulal and took tea. There again his 
disciples started asking me question on Vedanta. I replied openly “I have not 
studied any Vedantashastra. I know of course, composing the poems. If you 
have any question regarding poetics, you may ask without any hesitation.” 
Then that topic was abandoned. Nabhulal presented his old and new poems. I 
presented mine. Then they all left and Nabhulal and I sat for reading some 
books on Vedant. I inquired Nabhulal “What is the difference between you and 
me?” He replied at that time “Nothing at all. You too are Ahambrahmasmi 
definitely. The only thing I recommend you is that you should study some 
Shastas on it” Once at Mumbai, I had said to Vishnubava Brahmachari, 
“Please, teach me some Vedant.”  At that time he also opined, “You already 
know the Vedant what one has to understand.” Then we took our lunch at the 
noon. We again had a meeting at night. To test his skill of debate, I had asked 
two or three questions to him. The style of debate by Nabhulal was not logical 
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but illustrative. Nabhulal is very kind to me. Then I came from Takarama to 
Surat on the next day. 
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Viram-10 
(1865 – 1866) 
Up to 18th September 
 
            1 I went to Mumbai in January. 
 
2 I want to travel in the Northern India for last many years. I 
desire more to travel within India than to go to England.  I think that the 
objective behind going abroad is to enjoy the beauty of nature, to know 
and understand the lifestyle of people there and to interact with the 
scholars living there [remains incomplete (parenthesis: mine)] without 
traveling in India; and also the intention behind traveling within India is 
the same.  When Dr. Bhau, Aradeshar Faramaji Mus, Kharasedaji 
Nasaravanaji Kama, Rustamaji Kharasedaji Kama and others went to 
(Northern) India, I expressed my desire to join them before the former 
two.  They were really happy to take me with them but I did not have 
enough funds for the expenses to cover my travelling. Though Doctor 
Bhau was ready to spare some money but he said that Khamasedaji 
Kama would hesitate in giving even a little more fund for the expense.” 
Aradeshar also advised me that it was not fair to trouble others for 
such a matter.  I also thought that it was not good for a resolving 
person like me to travel by depending upon the help from host and also 
I would not be able to know and understand what I expected from that 
travelling due to the hasty and brief visits. So I postponed the plan of 
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going on a tour sponsored by rich persons, thinking that I would go 
myself when I would have enough funds. 
Help from Karsandas 
 
3 Last year, once, I said to my friend Karsandas Madhavadas, “I wish 
to travel in India.  If you two or three business men spare rupees ten thousand 
collectively, I can get two big collections of my prose and poetry printed, 
containing everything I have written so far, so that I may take those two 
collections with me.”  He replied, “Yes, you can.”  Therefore I thought that as 
those rich persons were plumped recently with the considerably fair income 
from business of shares, they would not mind sparing that small amount. And 
if I did not succeed in my effort, I would stay here for two years more and 
travel in India afterwards.  Looking at the love and affection of Karasandas for 
me since 1855 and the pride he felt for me, I was dame sure that he would 
definitely help me at a critical time.  I do not remember exactly in which year 
but when Kavi Dalpatram had requested for financial help from the rich 
persons at Mumbai for constructing his house at Ahemdabad, he came to 
Karsandas and praised him through a chitrakavya. Then he demanded rupees 
five thousand. At that time Karsandas had avoided him.  Karsandas himself 
had said to me saying, “The style of Kavi Dalpatram for demanding help is 
very bad and do I have any concern with Dalpatram?  If at all, I have to give 
something, why should not I give to my Narmad?”  After some months ‘my 
friend’ sent me a cheque of Rs. 5000/- 
   
4 After informing Karsandas about the publication of my books, I 
ordered, on one hand, the printing of my prose – collection at 
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Ganpatkrushnaji’s press from March, and on the other hand, the printing of 
collection my poems at Union Press from June.  Out of them, the prose 
collection was published in the September itself the same year. While the 
collection of poems has not come out yet, though the September of this year 
(1866) is running at present.   
  
Leaving Mumbai – Arrival in Surat 
   
 5 As the sale of books came to an end due to the deep decline in 
share – market in that year, as I had to minimize domestic expenses because 
I had stopped giving private tuitions to people for two years, as I was 
disturbed in my work of writing so often due to frequent visits by friends and 
as I desired to travel, I thought of settling my wife at Surat in advance so that I 
might  travel peacefully, due to all these reasons I shifted from Mumbai to 
Surat in July 1865. Though I lived in Surat mostly yet I happened to stay in 
Mumbai for some time also.  I have a rental house there too. 
 
New Books 
 
  6 Among the books published during that year is of course, the above 
mentioned prose collection. Other books than those are Narmavyakaran part 
1 and the Collection of Poems by Dayaram-43  the second edition.  In that year 
and even till today, I have composed only a few poems. Too much of time is 
wasted in assigning the work to press and reading the proofs. 
                                                 
43
 To find out some poems by Dayaram and the photograph of him (of the first time 
which proved to be fake afterwards), I had sent two of my disciples to Vadodara and Dabhoi. 
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 7 I had gone to see Sir Alexander Grant with my friends Girdharlal 
Dayaldas and Nagindas Tulsidas on 10th September, Sunday, in the morning.  
My two friends introduced me to him.  Sir Grant treated me with due respect. 
Mr. Oxenham, the professor of literature and Mr. Beuller, the professor of 
Sanskrit were present there.  I showed him my books.  Sir Grant was very 
much pleased to see my books.  He said to me, “Read poems from the book.” 
I said “Our Prakrit poems, unlike English ones, are not read in a simple 
fashion but are generally recited and I am afraid my Gujarati recitation will not 
please you.” At that time he said “Yes, I know that but read something.”  Then 
I said to him, “What should I present, whether poems of shringarrasa or veer 
rasa?” At that point Sir Grant said, “Of course, that of shringarrasa” Then I 
sang Lavani of “Sha Hata Aapana Bhar”.   He said “What a beautiful 
recitation!” When I explained the meaning of it, all three of them were very 
much pleased.  Then the meaning of ‘Vadal Fatava Mandyu’ and ‘Utho Dhari 
Umang’ were explained by Girdharlal and Nagindas respectively.  Then I 
presented Mandakrant and Hariniplut Vrutts from ‘Chomasa’ of ‘Rutuvarnan’.  
Then I related my problem to him that I wanted to travel in India and I was 
facing the financial crisis for publishing my books.  At that time he said “You 
apply44 for that, I shall help you a lot.”  Then at the time of departure he said 
“Translate45 that ‘Lavani’ into English so that I may send it to my friend, poet –  
                                                 
44It was decided to send my books to Rev. Mahipatram for the review when I applied. I sent 
my books to him and he also ‘reviewed’. But I am sorry to note here that Sir Grant instructed 
to give only Rs. 600/- as a help against my expectation of at least Rs. 2000/- 
  
45
 After translating the Lavani into English, I got it corrected by some of my college friends and 
also by one or two British friends. But the beauty I find in my original Gujarati poem could not 
be rendered in my translated work. Therefore still I haven’t sent it. 
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laureate of England Mr. Tennyson” Thus, after passing one and a half hour 
like that, we departed after having the ‘shake hand.’ 
 
8 I purchased some land in front of my house for Rs. 600/- in January 
1866 and I started constructing a house on it.  I also started renovating my old 
house.  I had some confrontation regarding the construction of that new 
building with the Deputy Collector Mr. Summers. Therefore the news spread 
in the whole city that I had come to Surat to live and I was fighting against a 
British officer.  From the moment I opposed him, his fear as a tyrant officer 
among the people of the city started fading away.  Then also on the other 
hand the opposition against him took place among the government officers.  
Therefore at present, his hold has weakened completely.  
 
Increased Interest in Literary Pursuits 
      
9 I published Suratni Mukhtesar Hakikat in April, ‘Narma Vyakaran’ part-
2  chapter 1 in the June and ‘Narmakosh’ part 4 in September. 
 
                      Death of a Friend 
                   
                     10 On 9th August, I came to know at Surat that one of my best 
friends, Ravabahadur Ramchandra Balkrushna, died on 2nd August at 
Mumbai. I was stunned when I got the sad news about the sudden departure 
of Ramchandra whom we used to call ‘Bhai’ (Brother). Though we happened 
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to meet each other very little but whenever we met as the real best friends, we 
used to discuss a lot on the social reforms and reforms in religion as the true 
peers of this field. When we went together for a picnic, we sat in a corner, 
leaving all others behind and talked about the reforms. Whenever we met at 
his place we used to brood over the reform activities. When he came to Surat, 
he asked me if I was building a ‘Mission – House’, when I would invite him 
there; and then we went to Mumbai by railway enjoying together – I recall all 
these heavy – heartedly at present. His opinion regarding reform was radical. 
He believed in removing a vice with a single stroke, while I disagree with him. 
He believed ‘a reform – mission’ should be formed first and through that 
mission the numbers of companions may be increased. If the mission does 
not succeed only then we can attack publicly. (But looking at the present 
situation, I don’t think that the ‘mission’ will work. Therefore I also think that 
anyone who is ready will come forward and stand boldly for a struggle and to 
bear with whatever misery comes and to die with honor of a valorous hero.) 
‘Bhai’ loved me more than any other Gujarati reformists. I noticed many 
qualities like politeness, modesty, truthfulness, wisdom, love for freedom, self-
respect, love and valour in him, which I notice in a very few other persons. 
What to talk of his kindness and love for a friendship!  
 
                     11 I had some dispute with the members of my caste on 19th 
August. Though I must mention here everything about that but still that issue 
remains unsolved. Therefore I shall write regarding it in detail at some other 
point of time. 
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A Dialogue on ‘The Best Poem’ 
                               
             12 Poet Nabhulal Danatram had come to see me on 31st August. I 
asked him “What according to you is the best poem?” He replied, “One which 
generates several meanings.” Then I asked, “Suppose that if one poet has 
created an image of the meaning vividly but his composition is not so simple, 
while other’s composition is very simple but the image of the meaning is not 
so clear, who is to be considered a better poet of the two?” He said, “The poet 
with the simple composition.” He said further, “A poem without any meaning is 
like a dead body while a poem without simplicity is like a lame man.” I 
inquired, “Well, which is better whether the live but lame or beautiful but 
dead?” He replied, “Of course, live.” 
 
Be Rebellious if You Desire Reform 
            
               13 When Rev. Mansukhram, Surajram and Ranchodbhai Uderam 
had visited me at night on 3rd September at Mumbai I declared before them 
my thoughts about reform.  
  
             I told them that people themselves start thinking freely about the 
theory of cause and effect and through that they derive a principle and then 
they put that principle into their practice. This is my objective’ 
 
               I said them, “In thinking freely and putting into practice those 
thoughts freely, leaders may cross the limit. Due to that there may be found a 
kind of corruption instead of the reform in the society. But, at least, I will not 
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blame that those leaders have committed something evil and in place of 
reform they have brought about the corruption. For example, in the monsoon 
there are the [hardships of (parenthesis: mine)] darkness and storms but in 
the April the greenery on the field pleases and satisfies the eyes. 
   
 Hindus are trapped in the chains of religious and social bondages so 
much. The real reform is not to come at all until and unless some brave 
heroes in any manner break off those bondages desperately and bring about 
with one stroke some sea change courageously even through creating a kind 
of disorder. The reform in Hindus can never take place gradually – it can be 
brought only through bold actions. Never mind, even if we have to taste bitter 
fruits for some time! 
 
  At present it is time for the battle – the battle fought between the 
superstitions and reforms; and not for teaching the rules of morality. The 
policy for the battle is different – where the policy of four expedients like 
conciliations, bribe, penalty and deceit is practiced. New kingdoms are 
established through the robberies and revolts. 
 
Dark Shadows of Despair 
 
  14 I was dejected and was melancholy for days and nights due to the 
crisis of love and money in this year. But I used to pacify that misery through 
acquiring (spiritual) knowledge as far as possible.  Though, I have overcome 
the matters regarding love considerably, fever and pains of boils tormented 
me a lot in August and September.  Amidst that agony I have written a small 
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book ‘Nayika Pravesh’ for my pleasure.  In this year I have also noticed the 
insincerity of three persons of my family and many a friends – also due to that 
I am dejected too much.  
 
15 The facts about my life of 33 years is as related above.  Some other 
facts about me can be obtained from the organs and newspapers like the 
Buddhivardhak Granth, the Satya Prakash, the Satya Deepak, the 
Rastagofatar and the Samsher Bahadur among the others. 
    
16 If I write at present about my love and friendship, about wealth, 
about my thoughts for religion and reforms and also about the actions taken 
for the same and about the analysis of my natural qualities by myself, it may 
not harm me much, but it can hurt a great deal to my relatives.  It will create 
an agitation among other people of lower intellect which may bring bad 
results.  Therefore at this juncture I reserve writing those matters to write them 
at a proper time and in a proper manner- this is enough for the moment. 
Surat- 18th    }        
                                                               Narmadashankar 
September 1866} 
 
The 9th day of bright fortnight of the Bhadarava, 1922 Vikram Era, 
Tuesday. 
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                                    Chapter 3 
                Translation of Uttar Narmad Charitra or 
         Mari Hakikat: Part- II 
 
Uttar Narmad Charitra or Mari Hakikat: part- II deals with the latter part 
of Narmad’s life. In Mari Hakikat Narmad has portrayed first thirty-three years 
of his life. After 1865 Narmad had started keeping notes of major incidents of 
his life and his views on major issues. These meaningful notes reveal many 
facets of his personality allowing a peep into his psyche and different 
contemplating moods, sensitive reflection on the worldly issues among the 
others. Through such notes one can travel across the customs, life-style, 
mind sets, behaviour patterns, blind belief, different social organizations, 
religious faith and literary activities among the others of a particular period of 
time. Uttar Narmad Charitra consists of four chapters and four appendices. 
The first chapter contains notes by Narmad starting from September 1866 to 
December 1869.  
 
Narmad had written some autobiographical notes during this period and these 
episodes are translated in this chapter. As the present study focuses on the 
autobiographical aspects of Narmad’s life, I have translated those parts of 
Uttar Narmad Charitra which are purely autobiographical. Chapter one of Mari 
Hakikat part- II consists of autobiographical notes, chapter two contains 
letters by Narmad to his relatives and friends and one  
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dialogue between Narmad and Dahigavari. The letters are divided into 
twenty-nine groups according to their subject matters. As these letters are not 
the part of Narmad’s autobiography and many of them do not even add to our 
understanding of the author or his age owing to rather too mundane nature, I 
have not translated them all. I have translated a few letters as the specimen 
of Narmad’s style of letter writing. The third chapter is the biography of 
Narmad by Rajaram Ramshankar Shastri. I have excluded this part from my 
translation as the author of the biography has used Mari Hakikat as a primary 
source of information for writing this biography. The fourth chapter contains 
essays on miscellaneous subjects like history of Nagar caste, Narmad’s 
thoughts on his poems and religion among the others. This chapter is 
followed by four appendices regarding the Mithyabhimankhandan, Narmad’s 
literary services, information on Narmad’s son Jayshankar and an article on 
Narmad’s photograph. As these parts are not autobiographical and this 
information is already used by Narmad in his autobiography, they have not 
been translated. As a matter of fact, Uttar Narmad Charitra is not written by 
Narmad himself but it is a collection of miscellaneous notes, letters and 
biography and essays compiled by Natvarlal Ichchharam Desai the editor of 
part-1. I have translated only those parts of Uttar Narmad Charitra which are 
relevant to Narmad’s life. Narmad-Dahigavari Samvad, a historical dialogue 
between Narmad and his wife has been translated. In this dialogue Narmad 
emerges before us in a new and different dimension.    
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                    The Effect of Share – Speculations 
                   Some Notes of the Years 1866-67-68 
 
[For the sake of clarity, a note by N. I. Desai, the editor of Uttar 
Narmad Charitra precedes the translation of the Source Language Text. The 
Target Language Text is followed by my reflections and / or explanations in 
parenthesis, in order to make the meaning clear and place the text in its 
proper perspective. As the Source Language Text is in parts and without a 
continuity of chronology or theme, such device is inevitable to do justice to the 
author of the SLT and the readers of TLT.  Moreover, it should be noted that 
all the episodes do not have titles. Some of them begin with date or day and 
some of them are separated from the other by a vague heading of ‘situation’. 
It seems that Narmad wanted to use this material for his prose pieces and for 
revising his life story at a later stage of his life. Some of the content has 
already been used by him in various essays and also in his life story, Mari 
Hakikat. In order to be faithful to the genre and style of the author, I have 
followed his method in SLT.     
 
The content in the parenthesis, added by me shed light on the situation 
in which the incident narrated in the translated part occurred and add to our 
understanding of either the author or the milieu.]  
 
During this particular time- span when Narmadashankar had stayed for 
one year in Surat, many people were ruined due to speculations in stock 
market at Mumbai. Poems on this subject can be found in Narmakavita. 
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Narmad had passed this year in constructing his house cum workshop for 
literary activities i. e. Saraswati Mandir. 
 
Hirachand Kanaji46 
 
I had a talk with him at Mumbai. At that time he told that he did not 
know that my nature was so good. He further said that he was misguided by 
those visionless people. As he was misguided, he had written something 
against me in his Mithyabhimankhandan. [The story behind it runs as follows.] 
  
Hirachand had requested Bhogilal and others to include his poems in 
the ‘Hop-Series’ but they rejected it. Moreover, as his work was not included 
with Dalpatram in a publication, he was angry with all the educated people in 
English and wrote against them. Dalpatram was annoyed because in 1859, 
he could not present his views about his poetry as per his desire, and he had 
a wrong notion that all that was because of [I], the envious Narmad. Therefore 
he poisoned the ears of Hirachand and got him write against me in 
Mithyabhimankhandan.  
[The very first note in the chapter one of Uttar Narmad Charitra 
illuminates how the rivalries, backbiting and intrigues prevailed during that 
period. Hirachand had criticised Narmad in his Mithyabhimankhandan but 
                                                 
46
 Hirachand Kanji, a poet, was a Shrimali Brahmin from Rajkot. He was the first to prepare a 
dictionary in Gujarati prior to Narmadashankar. His dictionary is titled as Koshavali. It was 
prepared with a view to be helpful to poets for rhyming in the poems. Narmad has mentioned 
this fact in his lexicon. Hirachand has written many books in Gujarati or translated into 
Gujarati. The most important among them is the Collection of Akhani Vani. He himself 
published it. The publications published after that are only the copy of it. He has created 
many minor and major works like Pingladarshan (Hindi), Mithyabhimankhandan, Rasmanjari, 
Yogvasishtha, translation of one chapter from the Maharamayan, Bhashabhusan, Luptopma 
Prakash etc. His many poems remain unpublished due to lack of some good publishers. We 
had seen the collection of these poems at the shop of Jayeshtharam Mukundji, the book 
seller. Narmad had mentioned about it in his ‘Junu Narmagadya.’ –(N. I. Desai – Editor)  
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when he came to know about the real disposition of Narmad, he repented and 
clarified before Narmad thus.] 
 
Situation: I went to Mumbai on 23rd September 1866. I was melancholy 
at night looking at the desolate house. I, while sitting on the chair and looking 
to the moon contemplated, “Alas! Only truth has to suffer. I am dame sure 
that I am far better than those whom people call good. I am not vicious. Yes, 
on account of the situation and due to my experience that only the 
adventurous wins in this world, I intend to have an adventure but my 
prudence proved it wrong. Then I think of the ideology of spiritual-knowledge 
which is completely different from the policy of the world and get myself 
involved in the adventure. I do not regret my actions but some times I have to 
taste the fruits of such adventure which are considered to be bitter from the 
point of view of the world. But I, while brooding over the point whether the law 
of nature is right or the law of this world, at times I become remorseful. O! 
You wretched soul! You aren’t spared of any calamity this year. You are 
about to shatter down. Though you will die as a wounded soldier in the battle 
field but your dependents will be deserted- but if these poor fellows are 
doomed to suffer, will the fate be changed? It is your destiny as well as theirs. 
Keep on watching silently whatever takes place.” At that time I was haunted 
too much to compose a poem but as I suffered from severe cold, I could not 
write away. Instead, resting in a bed I remembered two poems- Koni Agal 
Kahiye Prabhu Pid [O God! Where can I Complain?] and Tak Tak Joyan 
Karavun [Staring and contemplating], in particular.  
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[This particular note shed some light on the people mentioned in 
Narmad’s autobiography. This episode shows Narmad in a contemplating 
mood, reflecting upon different contemporary situation and people who 
mattered in his life.] 
 
 24th: Whole day was spent in the worries for money. I continued to 
compose till I went to bed at 10 o’clock at night. 
 
 25th: I met Karsandas Madhavdas. He related his miseries and 
insincerity of his friends. It seems that he does not have a good opinion 
regarding Somnarayan.  
 
Karsandas Madhavdas And Bhau Daji. 
 
 26th: I had taken ill due to melancholy. I presented my poems like 
Narmad Tekari, Shikari ne Harani, Akhare Judai, Akhare Dhule Dhul, 
Dindayal Jagatpal Deva, Dayaalu Dev Tun To, Ant Lagi Rakheje Tun Laj, 
Uthatan Varne Dhan Arthe Badhe, Duniya Juthani, Kun Harivan, Zumpadi 
Sudhi Kadhe, Salam Re Dildar etc. on Karsandas Madhavdas’ request. Dr. 
Bhau met me at ten o’clock. He expressed his regrets for the fall of the great 
business men. He also talked about his condition. He said “All my friends are 
affected by the recession but I shall talk to Hansaraj Karamasi to help you, I 
shall write a letter of recommendation for you to the native rulers and if you 
desire, I can write to Gaekwad.”  I said “I don’t desire it at present” He had 
met the king of Kolhapur. He mentioned that and also about the cunning and 
intriguing courters. I advised him to become a minister in a big native kingdom 
and become famous like diplomat Nana Fadanavis in stately issues. He 
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replied that he was not aspiring to do so. He added that the kings were so 
unreliable and there were many loop holes in the British governance. Then I 
opened the point of legislative council. So he said that the resolution was 
going to be made, as per his belief because many members had voted 
against him. I said that it was good for the nation if he were there. Then he 
explained that the reason behind his decline was the fact that the Bhatias did 
not help. 
 
[The preceding notes disclose Narmad’s friendship with Karsandas 
and Bhaudaji and their friendly aid and compassion towards Narmad. They 
were true appreciator of Narmad’s poetry and his supporters and 
sympathizers.] 
 
Situation – 28th (at the noon.): No one really cares for anyone else. The 
one whom I have loved and the one who has loved me sincerely, the beloved 
for whom I have longed for and sincerely who has longed for me, the 
friendship which I have maintained faithfully with my words, deeds and 
thought – would all these not come to my aid at a critical time? Yes, if the 
tables are to be turned they will not help me. Alas! What shall my helpless 
poor dependents do if I die? Oh, who will nurse their wounds? How much 
would they be grieved for not getting my affection, for being without any 
protection and at the hands of cunning people if I die? Oh! Will have they 
been always grieved like this because of me? Am I a murderer? No, not a 
murderer but the time has proved me a murderer. Alas! It is their fate. What 
else can I say? O Nature! I am your devotee; and you, in return, played 
unfaithful to me! Let death come at any moment. I shall die satisfactorily 
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because I have not committed any offence. Yes, I have performed the task, 
which is considered an adventure out of the philosophical ideology and 
according to the law of nature. Nevertheless, I am not worried about what the 
people say. They appreciate you if your adventure fetches a good result, and 
call us a fool if we fail. I leave my dear ones amidst the middle of a desert! 
Unmindful of whether the destiny will take care of them. O my dear ones! You 
are brave and committed! You too die as the resolving person in the name of 
the truth. Do not regret out of repentance for your actions. Do not pay any 
heed to the words of the people. I have taken recourse to a little untruth but 
that was because of the situation. It was tit for tat. Thought it is mediocre 
policy but it was adopted in the interest of love.  
 
Situation– 2nd October: I travelled to Surat on 30th. I was gloomy since 
the 9th day of dark fortnight up to the 1st day of bright fortnight of Bhadarava. I 
have not betrayed my conscience or pure law of nature for last nine years. 
Those who shared my great sorrow and those who consoled me, they 
themselves have broken my heart. What else can be a greater misfortune 
than that? Bear with it, bear with it, and bear with it! Fie to this world! Alas! 
Only I am doomed to suffer. Oh! I can’t write.  
[In a dejected mood Narmad is contemplating on his immediate 
surroundings. Being a truthful, sincere and resolving    person, Narmad had to 
pass through many ordeals, which made Narmad apprehensive of merits like 
truthfulness, honesty, morality besides betrayal from his peers in the field of 
reforms. He is much worried for his dependants owing to his light financial 
condition.]  
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        Veerchand and Premchand 
 
 4th: While traveling to Nadiad by train, I came across Veerchand. He 
told me about the worse situation prevailing at Mumbai. He told me about 
Premchand’s greed for fame. Premchand’s vanity had crossed all the limits 
and that he had boasted that Jamsedji was nothing in his comparison. He 
further said that if Jamsedji had gone against him he would have raised the 
price of the share still further and if the price of cotton had gone up, he would 
have raised the price of shares. I reached Nadiad at nine that night. I met 
Girdharlal. He consoled me and assured me.  
 
[The above note reveals the contemporary situation of share-mania. 
The speculation in share-market had affected lives of many people which 
adversely affected the literary activities and the publications of works by 
Narmad. We can also come to know, in this note how the malpractices in the 
share-market were prevalent during those days.]   
   
 5th: I delivered a lecture on Hinduonipadati at a school in Nadiad. The 
audience was of around two hundred people. Desai Bhausaheb, Odhavram 
the Mamlatdar, Jemiatram the judge were among them. I went to the orchard 
of Bhau Sahib by his coach and also visited the place of Santram. I went to 
Kamnath at night, by the coach of Jemiatram.  
 
 7th: Girdharlal borrowed Rs. 500/- and gave me and I came to Surat. 
At night, Narbheram Manasukhram asked Makanram to offer me Rs. 600/- 
Thus Girdarlal and Narbheram managed for Rs 1000/- and gave me  Rs. 
600/- from it on 8th . 
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Situation– 29th October: I long for going to Mevad after reading the 
Rajasthan by Tode. Alas! I am like a bird trapped in a net. How can I go 
without repaying all the debts? Why should I live at a place where no one 
knows the meaning of the terms love and affection? Why should I live where 
no one knows the significance of bravery and industry? The Banias have 
turned into traders and the Brahmins have become intellectually corrupt, lowly 
and totally dependent upon their hosts for their livelihood. I better go and live 
at some princely state in Gujarat till my death. But I shall think over it 
afterwards, let me first see whether I would be able to introduce some reforms 
if I live in a princely court. 
 
Situation – 1st November: There was a letter from Nanabhai Rustamji 
informing that he could not manage for the money. I was remorseful.  
 
[In a contemplating mood, Narmad comments upon his critical financial 
position. One can observe from the above notes how a truthful person like 
Narmad had to suffer in this self-centered and intriguing world. It also shows 
that he was honest and aware of his limitations. And owing to that he felt 
strangled.]   
 
Comparison of Poets 
 
Fantasy: It occurred on 3rd November. 
 
 Navalram:- Describe the image that emerges in our mind’s eyes after 
reading the poems by the poet, Premanad.  
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Vijayashankar:– Think of a sky lit by white dense but slightly dim 
moon-light, the silhouette of the palm tree becoming visible with four to five 
clusters of trees in the background, beside a lake with murmuring water and 
blooming lotus. Also think of a matured and wise person sitting amidst such 
atmosphere and getting excited and charged and again experiencing 
frustration at intervals. 
 
Navalram: – Of course, including everything mentioned above and to 
add to it, he’s sitting among the plants of rose and jasmine but he is staring at 
the big trees of neem and banyan. 
 
Madhuvachharam: – Think as if there is a ground covered by green 
grass surrounded by big and dense trees with a few tall trees at the centre, 
the sky is clear but in the West it has become vermilion at the twilight. There 
is a river flowing across the ground and he is lost merrily in his thoughts 
staring at a tree at a distance.  
 
Narmad: – Think of a very big field with several arch shaped rows of 
plants, yellow in colour, scattered everywhere. There, amongst white, saffron 
and yellow coloured blossoms of flowers with deep fragrance, a middle aged 
man looking slightly faded but fresh like a washed land after a quick and brief 
shower, contemplating over some serious matter, getting agitated by a 
sudden outburst of fire in the nearby bushes but soon gets drenched in the 
tender feeling of love.       
 
Navalram:– Now describe the appearance and qualities of Premanand 
that emerge from his poems.  
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Madhuvachharam:– He must be tall, neither fat nor thin, prudent, with 
commanding air, eyes not so rowing, full of affection, faithful to only one 
beloved of wheattish complexion. 
 
Vijayashankar:- He must be tall and thin like Mahetaji but strong, 
sober, commanding, with broad eyes, (like Narabheram Pranshankar), 
serious but compassionate from within, with hair on his ears, hair on his 
chest, indicating his advanced age, a good humoured person.  
 
Navalram:– He must be tall, fleshy, steady eyed, courteous, not so 
talkative yet capable of composing in all rasas whenever he wants, steadfast 
in love, with pure conscience, ignorant of the agonies of unfaithfulness, eyes 
full with enthusiasm, yet not with the habit of taking excess intoxicants.   
  
Narmad:– His eyes are not so rowing therefore his feelings cannot be 
judged from his eyes, He would not easily let his emotions overflow therefore 
they surge strongly within, with some affection for God as a female friend, and 
may weep if failed in love, (like Maninand Pandya); at the matured age faithful 
to one but might have loved many women in his youth. He must be tall, stout, 
with wheattish complexion, not taking much of intoxicants. He has 
experienced only the pleasure of love. 
 
Now about Samal 
[Narmad continued.]  He must be fat, tall, like a rogue from 
Ahmedabad, with smart eyes, cunning looks, a moustached face, accepting 
whatever he gets, with good adjusting nature.  
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Navalram:– His half-closed eyes reflecting pleasant and playful nature, 
playful, short, clever, elegant. He must be very much experienced, capable of 
deceiving others, expert in exhibiting his importance, experienced in worldly 
affairs, suffering from much of unfaithfulness but must have taken it in a 
lighter way.  
  
Vijayashankar:– He has matured appearance, tall and broad chested, 
ties his dhoti slightly under his navel with little big protruding belly. He has hair 
on his chest, also has big moustache, white teeth, and darkish complexion, 
big, goggling and twinkling eyes,, thick voice as if scolding, cunning, intriguing 
and brisk.  
 Narmad:– He must be hypocrite, dwarfish, little more towards 
darkish complexion, with hair on his chest, addicted to intoxicants, voluptuous 
and though expert in the matters of love. He is not a flirt, not even greedy. He 
is smart, with overflowing feeling while relishing in love. He is proud and 
reads his poems stretching his short hands, not remorseful by nature. 
 
Now about Dayaram 
[Narmad continued.] 
He has sharp, expressive and twinkling eyes, his face very vocal with 
expressions, devotional, though commanding yet jovial and takes pride in 
such characteristic, slightly intriguing yet not deceiving.   
  
Navalram:– He has bright eyes in which he conceals his experiences 
with his prudence, his cunningness moulded by experiences of infidelity. He is 
religious by nature. 
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 Ke. (Guess, who?):- He is not having pure conscience, though loving 
yet intriguing, not advisable to make him part of the family. He usually is too 
much fond of self praises and is always lost in thoughts. He is a trusted friend. 
 
Vijayashankar:- He is religious, polite, spirited, brave and courageous, 
truthful, experienced in many matters, self-contented, carefree about other’s 
opinion, sympathetic, confusing due to the elation, sighing, careful for the self 
respect as no one appreciated him.  
 
Madhuvachharam:– He is compassionate but has become a little 
cunning, spirited, boastful, pleasing the people with the tricks, admirer of 
natural beauty, not able to bear slightest insult.  
 
Navalram:– Different conditions of mind can be traced out. His feelings 
are overflowing, subtle and elite in his youth. He seems to be very much 
hungry for the honour, elated with pure love, pleasure-seeker, unavaricious, 
using all the four means to earn respect, so much experienced that he can 
understand five times more, though he is faithful and pure in his love but due 
to being tormented by insincerity in love his passion has become mild. His 
bent of mind has started leaning towards the spiritual knowledge. His mind 
has become cunning yet his original nature often gets exposed. The reason 
behind such cunningness can be attributed more to unhappy experiences 
caused by his fate. Those evil fruits make the readers sympathise with him, 
He is free minded, not intriguing but polite. Even the cunningness is the 
outcome of his thoughts. He is brave too. 
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 Narmad:– He is a pure and faithful lover – not like someone who 
is faithful in his first love but afterwards becomes a flirt. He has become polite 
or careless due to afflictions. His love is completely free from any intrigue or 
deception. As he has passed through different situations and many 
experiences, he is aware of the hypocrisy of the world and therefore he has 
become indifferent. He was hungry for the respect in the initial days of his 
career and was easily annoyed when not appreciated properly. He is honest 
according to the laws of nature and ideology of [spiritual] knowledge but 
dishonest according to point of view of the world, gone meek due to many 
incidents that took place in his life. He does everything with care and plan and 
independently too. He is carefree for the public opinion, genteel and 
courageous, not ambiguous in his thoughts and has clear understanding. He 
looks elated from outside but agonised from within, solving those agonies on 
his own. He is affectionate – intoxicated in the beginning but polite and stable 
afterwards, hater of the cunningness. He is obstinate too.   
  
[This particular note shed a light on the literary activities of Narmad’s 
time. It shows how poets of his time discussed the significance of poems by 
different poets. It also stresses the fact that how these literary figures and 
creative writers were influenced by English literature, especially romanticism. 
They took pain to mould their writing accordingly and often indulge in such 
discussions on literature and its merits and demerits. We can have glimpses 
of strong imagination of Narmad and his friends.]     
 
Situation: Friends from Amaroli had called upon me on November 10th. 
I went there. I was remorseful before I went there but the sight of fields 
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changed my mood. But again I became dejected. I complain before nature 
why she brings me into contact with those people who betray me afterwards. 
The whole world depends upon trust but is there any one worthy of our trust? 
 
11th: November: Mahipatram had come to see me. We talked on the 
reforms and also about the people who are against it.  
 
13th: November: I went to Mumbai.  
 
 14th: Lakhamidas Khimaji met me at Nanabhai’s press. He said “We 
are sorry to say that you have given a set back to your honour and to the 
activities of the reformists. People [like you] will not understand my point at 
all.”  I am happy looking at the behavior of the people. They opine in one way 
today and differently tomorrow. He said further “Faramaroj and others had a 
very high opinion for you but they feel sorry at present because you don’t 
assert accordingly, as per your honour in the society. They say that you take 
wine.” But suppose, if I take wine, will it affect my honour in the society? 
Nevertheless, I take the wine occasionally when some friends insist me for it. 
I take it just to demonstrate that there is not any offence in taking it. I never 
take it for the sake of health or pleasure. As a matter of fact I don’t take wine. 
I am not addicted to it. Some people complain that my act of taking wine will 
spoil the society but they do not see it in a proper light. Is it easy to correct the 
society which is spoilt by addiction to wine? On the contrary, will people start 
taking wine even if I instigate them for the same? When people will be 
educated properly, they will automatically treat taking of wine prudently. (He 
has offered me only Rs. 250.) 
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[Taking wine was a taboo in the society of Narmad’s time and 
especially for the Brahmins. It was considered as a great offence from 
religious point also. Narmad’s taking wine shocked many people as Narmad 
was a staunch     reformist in their eyes. This note exposes Narmad’s views 
on his taking wine and the reactions from the people.] 
 
 15th: Are we- my family and I, destined to live hands to mouth? Why 
am I stuffed with emotions, courage and enthusiasm? Why am I destined to 
write? And that too in the time when people do not have any sense of 
appreciation? My agonies are not to be cured without making trips out side. I 
met Bhau. I recited before him the Premsaurya. He was very much pleased.  
 
 16th: Everything depends upon the circumstances; success does not 
come through industry or through merits. Is the dark shadow of life endless? 
Shall I get help or [spend days] in groping about for it? One of the two will 
take place definitely.  
 
 17th: Hirachand, the poet, had come to see me. While talking to me he 
said that now-a-days there was not any good poet in North India. The king of 
Kachchha had offered twelve kori to Dalpatram.  
 
Situation– 19th: Only one, who has the knowledge of Vedant at the 
back of his mind and acts as a brave soldier in the battlefield of this intriguing 
world, can enjoy all the real happiness in this world. 
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One cannot achieve what he expects even though any industry he 
does; whatever studies he does or whatever flattery he utilises. A man applies 
many tricks and intrigues but only a few succeed and even if he succeeds, he 
cannot sustain longer. It is not even true that the truthful people are happy. 
The man has some special abilities to improve one’s condition but it does not 
guarantee for it. It depends upon the circumstances, fate or the wish of God. 
The situation and circumstances control the man and the animal. The man 
does the intended industry while the animal does the guided industry. The 
man errs but not the animal. But the success is not guaranteed to anyone. 
We command the animals while the situation and circumstances command 
us. Though it is good that man has made laws but they are for themselves. 
But if we believe in the authority of God, we always question, ‘Why has He 
put the high spirit and zest in one, whom he has made so poor? For what 
reason?... to make him strive to come to higher position or to get him 
tormented?’ He does not have any sympathy and He is careless unknowingly. 
Who does succeed in this world? Only the rogues do. Yes! The truth and 
virtues– all these are pomp. They are illusory. Has one to pay for his deeds?  
 
[This is one more example of Narmad’s dire financial condition. He was 
almost hand to mouth for some time. Satyamevjayate (Only the truth wins.) is 
the teaching of the Vedas. Narmad was a truthful person but that truthful man 
had to suffer from diverse afflictions and agonies. At such a critical juncture 
he questions the teaching of the Vedas. His confidence is shaken and he is 
too much worried owing to uncertainties of future and instability of his life.]  
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         Shastri Vrajlal Kalidas and Narmad 
  
Shastri Vrajlal Kalidas came to see me at night. He had stayed at Girdharlal’s 
place. There, Chunilal Mahetaji inquired him whose poetry was good, that of 
Narmadashankar or Dalpatram?  
 
Shastri: “Poems of Dalpatram [are good] for the people living to the north of 
the [river] Narmada while Poems of Narmadashankar [are good] for the 
people living to the south of the Narmada.” 
 
Narmad: “Shastri, I know that you like only those of Dalpatram.”  
 
Shastri: “Yes, I have read only a few of yours but many by him.”  
 
Narmad: “The success of a poem does not depend upon how much the mass 
of people is pleased but it depends upon the appreciation by the class of 
scholars among the people. There are many people who like the street poets 
but only a few people like scholars reciting the Purans. Does it mean that 
those who recite Purans are not good?  
 
To appreciate a poem one must know what the best poem is. And only then 
the poems can be appreciated according to those standards. What is required 
in the best poem?”  
 
Shastri: “Rasa, figures of speech, literary approach, prosody, grammar etc.” 
 
 Narmad: “Suppose, if we assign 100 marks to the best poem, how many 
marks will you give to rasa out of that hundred?” 
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Shastri: “Fifty. And the remaining marks are distributed among them equally. 
Mahipatram opines that Narmadashankar uses the Gujarati language well 
with the Nagar – touch because he is a Nagar.”  
 
Narmad: “You must examine the reasons behind using the Nagar-Gujarati 
well and if they are false, you may call me a pedestrian. It is a great insult for 
me if you call my telling the truth as vanity”  
 
[The preceding dialogue between Narmad and Vrajlal reveal Narmad’s views 
on poetry.]  
 
On 2nd November: I came to Surat. 
 
Paragji Vallabhram came. [He said that] while establishing the rules for 
pure writing, Dalpatam differed from the opinions by other scholars and no 
one accepted his opinion. Therefore he was annoyed. Moreover, he thought 
that he was defeated in the strife at Mumbai in 1859, therefore also he was 
angry with me. Because of these two reasons he instigated Hirachand to write 
against me. Mr. Hop had asked him to prepare a book on crockery. So he 
prepared it and showed to Bhogilal. But he rejected it. Therefore he wrote 
Mithyabhimankhandan   
 
    Situation– 23rd: I am sitting in the garden of my new house – Oh! I 
am truthful like this plant of rose- I am flawless. It is full of thorns likewise I am 
also embarrassed with the thorns of despairs. But as I am enlightened with 
the [spiritual] knowledge I am not afflicted by the mental and physical 
agonies. When shall I get adorned with the crown studded with the diamonds 
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of reputation and comforts just as this rose plant is adorned with its flowers? 
But there is not any remedy in this world. Why do you worry for this? Be sane. 
Though I try to forget the miseries with the help of the [spiritual] knowledge 
but it dejects me too much. Of course, it is natural. I am stuffed with virtues 
yet why do I face the financial crisis? But [you should rethink], is it only you 
who face this crisis? Does any one else not face it? Every individual has both 
good and bad time. I agree with it but there is not any benefit of the good 
qualities and also the situation which is the outcome of it. Therefore I am 
grieved naturally. Though I do not indulge in any vanity but there is not any 
situation responding properly to that pleasure. I am grieved for that. 
 
[Narmad’s financial condition was very crucial during this period. He 
questions the principles of spiritual knowledge as above.] 
 
       Narmad’s Views on His Poetry 
 
Fantasy 22nd December:   Taking 100 Marks for Homer  
       Premanand    Narmadashankar      Dayaram      Samal 
Navalram:                  60                       60                         35              20 
Vijayashankar:           60                      65                         40              30 
Madhuvachharam:    75                       60                         50              20 
(When I was asked) 
Narmadashankar:     60                       70                         40              30 
 
The discussion was furthered at night. 
[Narmad:] Now my views about the diction of Premanand – His diction 
is very simple because the subject matter of his poem is regarding worldly 
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matters and his thoughts cannot be considered high because they are very 
common-place and as they are expressed in the [Prakrut] dialect.             
 
Now about my diction- It is not simple because it is completely new for 
the subject matter I chose and my thoughts are very high and heavy and also 
because it is rhymed.   
 
His language is the same everywhere. My language is not like that. 
There are many words from different languages. If a Persian word is more 
befitting to express my meaning than a Sanskrit word, I will definitely use it. 
The [Gujarati] is still being moulded. Still people praise my language of prose 
and they say that it is matchless. The language of my poem is not as good as 
that of my prose because of the diverse causes like measures for prosody, 
there are not sufficient words in Gujarati and it is used for the first time for the 
unexplored subject of the reform. The fault does not lie with the poet but with 
the language. People praise the poem but not the language. It’s true. But 
some people think that I don’t have capability to express my powerful 
thoughts in a vigorous language while some people believe that my language 
is not good. They can be true only if the language of my prose is not good 
because in both of them there is only my language.  
 
The beauty of my poetry lies in the expression of inner feelings with 
vivid resemblance and the description of the outer world is given in a 
sentimental language. Moreover, the descriptions are such that only the 
educated and the experienced people can understand. There is the ardent 
situation which can never be expressed well through the dialect. 
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The beauty of Premanad’s poetry is like this- The descriptions of the 
public conduct and the disposition and the pictures of the social condition are 
coloured with extravagance and they are expressed in a dialect. 
 
My poems clearly indicate the meaning while his poems are not so 
clear. 
His poem looks only merry-making while mine is merry-making, 
weeping, wise, pungent, brave and enlightened47 
 
[Narmad and his friends express their views on poems by different 
poets and they allot marks to them. Narmad has expressed his views on his 
language comparing it with that of Premanand.]   
 
Situation- 31st December: How much do I face the money crises? Oh! I 
face it even for the basic requirements. I had such thoughts                
 
From 23rd September to the end of December 
 
Fantasy -4,5,6,7,10. 
Karasandas Madhavadas-2    Situation2,3,4,7,8,9,10,11.   
Premchand-3                                                      Hansji-7 
Bhau Daji-2                                                         Hirachand Kanaji- 1,10. 
Lakhamidas Khimaji- 8 
Veerchand- 3 
Vrajalal Kalidas- 9 
     
                                                 
47
 Readers are requested to read his article Mari Kavita Vishe Mara Vichar [‘My Thoughts On 
My Poems’] for more information. – Editor. 
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[Such incomplete notes indicate the dates on which he met the 
concerned person or the incidents that occurred.] 
 
Notes on incidents of the year 1867 
 
1st January  1867:  
 
Fantasy-1.  The violent zest is lust while desire for sexual 
intercourse and the urge with proper understanding is love. 
 
 2.  Illusion is the outcome of illusion. 
  
 3. I have criticised the habit of taking intoxicant but it was for those 
who are addicted to it. There is no objection at all in taking it if taken 
occasionally and could be digested well. Till today I have not found any 
reason for making any complaint against it. On the contrary, I have always 
enjoyed it. [The pleasure] does not depend upon the article but upon its user.  
  
4. The luster and the splendor of colours of the image seen in the 
dream, under the effect of intoxicant, in deep thoughts, in the overflow [of 
feeling] or even in the melancholy is rare elsewhere.  
 
5. There are love-gods and love-demons in this world. I am a 
devotee of love-god. The devotee of love are put to the calamities- some die 
untimely while some are put to ordeals, so they are considered to be the true 
devotees of the love. Though the worshippers of the love-demons become 
happy but no one remembers him or people hate him listening his name. 
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[These notes display Narmad’s views on love, taking intoxicants, love-
gods and love-demons.]  
 
Situation:   I went to Mumbai on 16th. I wrote to Hansraj as Bhau had 
asked me for the same but he denied. I met Dr. Wilson on the same day and 
requested to recommend on Cornel Bar (for financial support.) But he said 
that he was a very narrow-minded fellow but he showed his willingness to 
write to Gaekwad in such a way that he would do something for me. He was 
sure that Gaekwad would accept it at least for me. Then I got him write like 
that. I never went to him again.  
   
I came to Surat on 24th. Dulabharam demanded back the amount he 
had offered to me. Therefore I was worried again. I have heard that 
Vijayashankar crosses limit. 
 
I wished to go to Mevad and Vadodara; the thought keeps on crossing 
my mind that I can’t go without money. There was a strife regarding the family 
matters.  Whatever the destiny has in its store for me is going to take place.  
 
I was at Mumbai between19th and 24th February. I met the Bengali 
Swami from Jamnagar on 22nd  
 
22nd March: I met Bengali Swami from Jamnagar.  
 
 1st March, 1923, 10th day of dark fortnight of Maha, Friday: Amid the 
worries of money, I hope to write one book each on reform and on the power 
of love but I can’t. I wished to write poem on the victory of Vikram over Shak.    
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 March 10th: Parmar Alambhai Badamiya, the resident of village 
Ranpor, Tehsil Dhandhuka, District Amadavad came to see me. He 
complained that he could see wealth, factories and scholars in Mumbai but 
could not see humanism anywhere. He said that my conduct was very good. 
Then I read poems; he was very much pleased and he said he would gift me 
a sword.  
 
 15th: I went to Vadodara to meet Narbheram Mahasukhram but I could 
not meet him. On 16th I went to Vasad and from there I returned to Vadodara.                                                             
From Vadodaa I went to Memadavad. There I met Kaji Shahbuddin and 
talked formally with him but I did not express even a little of my desire for a 
job at the court. I saw Zaveribhai from Anand. I stayed at the place of 
Vishwanath (Mevada Brahmin), the inspector. I met Narbheram and 
discussed for Narmakavita.  
 
From 24th March to 2nd April: I was at Mumbai.  Narmakavita was not 
bound yet.  
I started living at Surat from 1st July 1865. Then I got my new house 
constructed which was ready by September 1866. I wrote poems, prose- 
Hakikat Mevadni and Suratni Mukhtesar Hakikat. Worry for money is at its 
highest peak. Confrontation with the people of my community, desultory 
behavior of family members, and my bad health among the others added to 
my agonies.  
 
Nanabhai, the printer pressurised for the payment.  
 
19th April to 15th July: wrote one canto of Veer Sinh.   
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23rd: I met Mr. Hop and gifted him books of my prose and poetry and 
Dayaramkrut Kavyasangrah. He showed me his [personal] library. I explained 
him that as my rich friends at Mumbai have gone bankrupt, I have to bear the 
expenses for the publication of the books, [to add to it] I am under a big debt 
and the government help is very meager and insufficient. Therefore he should 
write to the native rulers to purchase my books so that I may become able to 
complete my lexicon. He said “I will write to Sir Alexander Grant to give some 
amount in advance; also I will write to the political agent, Mr. Anderson. He 
will ask all the native rulers to buy your books. I will also write to the king of 
Bhavanagar.” Gopaldas Surabhai said to me, “I accept this gift [from you] but 
you will have to accept what I shall offer you” I said “Very Good.” (He has 
forgotten to offer me that gift.)  
 
 5th September: I had gone to the pleasure – party at his place. He 
asked me to recite my poems. I replied that as I suffered from cough I could 
not recite. Then he said that he had written to Mr. Grant but there was not any 
response from him.  
 
 8th September: I entered into my 35th year of age – completed 34th.  
 
 7th November 1867: Bright fortnight of Kartak 1924 Vikram Era. 
 
Situation: Everyday I think that I can die only after repaying all the 
debts. No one will give me Rs. 5000/- even if I mortgage both the houses. It 
would be a great risk if I sell them off and even if I sell them off can I repay 
the debt of Rs. 10000/- with that amount? I must do something. Can I sit 
silently? I must give some money for the house hold expenses – my health is 
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very bad. I shall think over it after going to Mumbai. Let the matter of fighting 
openly rest to future.  
 
[The above notes reflect Narmad’s efforts for acquiring financial aids 
for the publication of his works. One can observe here how much he was 
tormented on account of the money crisis.]  
  
I went to Mumbai on 12th November. People from Mumbai ask me to 
go to Mumbai and assure that every thing will be settled well.  
 
Fantasy: My religious belief is: – I am a materialist. I don’t believe in 
the ‘Active Power’ nor do I find myself answerable to God.  Yes, I fear the 
remorse that takes place when my conscience bites. Therefore I am 
answerable to it. Though I am a materialist yet I relish the nectar of the 
spiritualism. 
 20th November: I set out for Udepur and returned to Surat on 11th 
December.  
 
Situation:  During the time, when there is not the tradition of writing 
one’s life-story; when people are not literate nor brought up with good 
manners, where the truth, pure conscience and public courage do not exist 
but the untruth, malice and cowardice prevail everywhere, in short, at any 
place where there are all sorts of darkness, the brightness is going to be 
afflicted for sure. Some people say that today’s time will discriminate between 
the fair and foul, but I tell you the truth that there is always something taking 
place stealthy in every deed of man and many things take place secretly in 
this world but they do not come to the surface.  
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 I have acted according to my bent of mind and the situations 
corresponding to it. My acts are however, different from those of the people 
around me but I am sure that they are brighter than those of them. I consider 
them brighter not because they are mine but they are so as per the principles 
of classic rules and also because I have compared them with those of other 
people. My mistakes are as follow. I considered some people as my near and 
dear ones out of sympathy and also with the hope that they would improve 
tomorrow and also I had made some inquiry about them. But they proved to 
be worst when the critical time came. I had told some secretes of my life to 
my friends but some of them disclosed them to others because of immaturity 
while some declared them with the intention to enjoy by making a joke of it. 
Really, a person like me who is truthful, gentle, living with the best life-style 
and honest is very rare in this world. I will die with this satisfaction.  
 
1. Those, whom I have given shelter and support of all kinds taking 
them as my near and dear ones, have started critising me.  
 
2.     Some people who could not accomplish their self-interest, some 
due to misunderstanding, some misguided by people, some who mistook me 
as responsible for their miseries- all they have become my enemies.  
 
3. I don’t blame any of my caste-fellows. I appreciate them. I find 
the faults with my relatives and friends. 
 
It is against my dignity if I respond to their slander or boast about the 
obligations I bestowed upon them. How can I speak evil of those whom I have 
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done so many favours and who my friends are? They may calumniate me 
putting aside their nobility. Is there any thing like truth in this world?  
     
I have to suffer on both the hands; on one hand I suffer because of the 
slander by enemies and on the other hand because I cannot disclose the truth 
to the people. But at such a critical time, the patience rewards the most. I 
have not done anything which might cause me to repent. I have not wished 
evil even to my rivals. I am contented for that. The enemies attack me but I 
don’t counter, even then they do not succeed. I remain happy for such a good 
fortune  
 
[Here Narmad contemplates on the sarcastic situation of the society of 
his time. Lack of truthfulness, honesty, morality, sense of art and literature 
pricks Narmad too much. On one hand there is the gentleness of Narmad 
while on the other hand there is wickedness of the people around him.] 
     
January 18,19, 20, 21, 22 1868: I suffered from fever. 
 
 I went to Mumbai on 19th February and returned to Surat on 23rd. 
Again I went to Mumbai on 2nd May and returned on 22nd of the same month. 
Rs. 1180 were sent to Nanabhai for Narmakvita. I brought home 150 copies 
[of it]. Mathurdas Lavaji gave me Rs. 100 for the publication of the essay on 
condition of Gujarati people. 
 
29th May: I published Narmakavita book 2, Issue 1st. 
 
August 22nd: The essay on ‘The Women Education’ was not be 
selected for the prize.  
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August 11th: I completed the Narmakosh on 8th day of dark fortnight of 
Shravan, Tuesday.  
 
On November 21st, 7th day of bright fortnight of Magasar 1925: I was 
readmitted into my caste. 
  
On 13th December: I dined with Manchu and reconciled the 
confrontation with the caste. I was excommunicated on 19th August 1866.  
 
From 1867 to 1868 A.D. 
Fantasy- 12, 14.                               Situaition- 12, 13, 14 
Parmar Alambhai-13                        Mr. Hop- 13 
Mathurdas Lavaji-15                        The caste- 13, 15 
    
1866-67-68: I was tormented by worries of repaying the debt, new debt 
increased like a mountain, delay in publishing new books due to financial 
crisis, house hold expenses, expenses for the newly constructed house 
among the others. I suffered from heavy cough, boils and fever- fever and 
cough lasted for six months.   
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        Letters by Narmad  
               Consolation and Motivation to a Friend 
              Surat 
        17th May, 1866 
     
Dear Karsandas, 
       
I desired to see you when I was at Mumbai. Meanwhile, I came to know that 
you were in trouble. I too was much worried. I intended to soothe you by 
meeting personally. But I thought that a gentleman, when in troubles, would 
be soothed by himself through living alone with the self more than by any 
person who is educated, prudent, expert in worldly affairs, experienced in 
such troubles, intelligent, wise and loving. Therefore I hesitated for meeting 
you. But I heard more about your troubles the next day. At that time Shivram, 
the singer was with me. We prayed to God – the real protector of the truthful 
people that He may protect the true follower of the truth if not the persons like 
us. 
 
I request you only not to get discouraged looking at some short lived snag but 
to urge on patiently like a brave captain amidst a storm.   
 
 I pray to God not because you have done so many favours to me but 
out of my pure love towards you. Though, it is nothing new between you and 
me.          
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        Dohara:   Dhiraj himmat rakhavi, Gava Hari na gun; 
   Shi maya chhe tehani, nathi tema chhe un. 
  
(Be patient and courageous and worship God. All these are the plays of God 
without any flaw. Translation: mine)         
     Love. 
                                       Blessings from truthful, 
                                Narmadashankar 
 
                           Thoughts on Freedom of Women 
 
Mrs. Manbai, 
 
I am totally unacquainted with you, consequently, I shall not write in 
detail but in short. The scholars are making their level best efforts through their 
speeches and writings to make woman free from the slave like condition 
imposed by the man. But the condition of woman in our country is not going to 
improve until and unless men do not provide due liberty to the woman 
concerned with them and too the woman do not take due liberty themselves. I 
am satisfied to know that your loving husband believes in such an ideology 
and you enjoy all the happiness of freedom due to such a belief. 
 
   I am to make a few suggestions not now but in future on how to continue 
your education without disturbing your family life and married life and also 
how it can provide inspiration to other women.  
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Dear Brother,* 
I am not annoyed (?) by the views expressed by your beloved. 
                                            Blessings from,  
                Narmadashankar 
 (I received the reply of 20th to the above letter on 21st of the same 
month.) 
 
   Prescribed Age for Marriage    
         Amaliran, 
            Surat 
25thAugust 1870   
Dear Haridatt, 
As I was not at Surat, I could read your letter only on the day before 
yesterday. I am happy to have a new acquaintance with you through this 
letter. You have written: Swadeshhitarthai yah swashiroapi tyajedbudhah. 
Kavitakaminikantam Narmad tam pranamyaham. (A prudent person can 
sacrifice his life for the sake of his nation. I bow down before Narmad –a 
husband of damsel –poem. Translation: mine) But I don’t think that I deserve 
this credit at all. 
        I am not having with me any decree from scriptures regarding the 
prescribed age for marriage. Though, my opinion regarding the age for 
marriage is completely different. If the tradition is going to be altered, my 
opinion is that  
------------ 
*It is a letter within letter addressed to Manbai’s husband. 
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the marriage should not take place before thirteen years for the girls while not 
before sixteen years for the boys. Please, keep on writing occasionally.  
                     
                          Yours,  
         Narmadashankar  
To, 
Shastri Haridatt Karunashankar, 
At: Panchhatadi, 
Junagadh. 
 
                 A Private Letter 
        10th September 1868 
 
My Dear Pranlal, 
 
I don’t think it reasonable to go there against the desire of Dahigavari and the 
reasons she puts forward. 
I will let you know my views about it, if you desire. 
       
        Yours, 
  Narmadashankar   
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                       A Friendly Letter 
 
 
My Dear Keshavram, 
 
I have received a letter from you after a long interval. I was too much happy to 
read it. I came to know that you were at Nanded before some time. I 
frequently get news of your family and you from my neighbours. 
 
Here, my family and I are quite well and we remember you very often. 
 
Surabhai is pursuing his college study at Mumbai at present. I shall convey 
your regards to him and Bava when I shall go there. 
 
I can let you know the news from here if you write regularly. I shall keep on 
sending the books as they are published.      
 
                   Yours, 
Narmadashankar   
 
(This letter should reach to Rev. Keshavram Dhirajram, at the court of king of 
Udepur through the respected Political Agent of Revakantha.) 
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        About the Capability of Narmad 
  Dear Laxmiram, 
 
I received your letter of 1st day of dark fortnight of Posh. My health is good 
these days. I regret for the humiliation of the Nagars [by Nagars]. 
Manishankar has commented about my private life. He has remarked that my 
poems cannot be considered at all as real poems while he has praised my 
prose works and said that it has enriched Gujarati language and made it lucid. 
I express my gratitude towards you for letting me know Manishankar’s opinion 
regarding my abilities and my life style. At the same time I request your kind-
self to let me know the thoughts of other such master minds like this. 
Likewise, I shall write to you about the beliefs of some persons about you 
after knowing from them. Not a single copy of The Grammar is available.             
 
Blessings from yours,               
Narmadashankar 
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                 Narmad Dahigavari Dialogue 
           The Condition before Leaving Mumbai and before the 
                                            Remarriage 
9th September, at Madras, at 11-05 am 
I asked Dahigavari to think over it herself. I could perceive from her 
talks that she is not comfortable at Mumbai and also she will not. I 
said, “You better ponder over the following three options: 
1. You would live independently, not in our house but in a separate 
room on rent at Surat, Mumbai or at any other place of your choice. I 
shall keep sending you Rs. 5 or 7 until my financial condition 
improves and thereafter some more amount when I become 
financially sound. 
2. To live under the shelter of someone and I shall keep sending 
Rs.5 or 7 every month. 
3. To endure the affliction from me and continue to live with me 
bearing the miseries.” 
10th [September] 
Dahigavari -  “Do you ask me to live like this forever or for some  
limited period of time?” 
     Narmad -      “Forever, not for time being.” 
           Dahigavari - “I want to live for some time in one manner and for  
some other time in another manner” 
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Narmad -  “Well, speak out.” 
Dahigavari -  “I have not firmly decided yet.” 
13th September. 1st Day of bright fortnight of Bhadarava,  
Wednesday.          . 
Narmad -       “Then, what about your decision?” 
Dahigavari -   “I plan for a period of one year for each option.” 
Narmad -        “I don’t agree with that because it is difficult to arrange        
 every thing at each time and you also cannot get  
 accustomed completely to any of the conditions.” 
Dahigavari -    “[Because] if one condition won’t suit me, I shall opt  
   for another. And if the first opted condition feels  
             suitable, then why to think about the second?” 
Narmad -         “Then which one would you like to try first?” 
Dahigavari -    “To bear with the affliction from you.” 
Narmad -         “That will prove to be too costly for you. I wish you  
    prefer another option first and switch over to that         
    later.”  
Dahigavari -    “It is not convenient to me to opt for another option at     
   present.” 
Narmad -  “Well, what, if I ask you to live independently in a  
separate house?” 
Dahigavari - “I am least concerned with the house. I can live  
anywhere with some facilities.” 
Narmad - “If so, I shall arrange for a house on rent and you will  
live there alone. Will it do?” 
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Dahigavari -  “How can I live all alone?” 
Narmad -  “I shall see that you are among good neighbors.” 
Dahigavari -  “Now, I have accepted the above option, other such  
questions do not arise.” 
Narmad -  “Right. There you are now.” 
Dahigavari -  “No. It is not like that because if one condition dose not  
suit me after having a vivid experience of it, I might opt  
for the second. If so, I might not have to regret [in  
future].” 
Narmad -  “Very good.” 
Dahigavari -   “If I desire to observe a vow of asceticism, do I have  
 any authority to behave accordingly?” 
Narmad -  “It can be said only after knowing the kind of  
asceticism you plan to practice. If you have accepted  
to endure afflictions from me, is it viable to desire for  
your authority over any matter?” 
Dahigavari -  “If I live on my own under any obligatory observance I  
 don’t think that you should have any problem with  
  that.” 
Narmad-       “You are free to let me know about the observance you  
desire for, but to put them into practice solely depends  
upon my pleasure and permission. You can tell me  
about your desire to observe so and so vow but you  
must observe it only if I am pleased and allow you for it  
otherwise not. Still you are at liberty to reject happily  
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your choice for enduring the afflictions by me. I wish  
you come to the option of enduring the afflictions in the  
last after experiencing other options. Still you rethink  
over which option to be preferred first i.e. to endure  
afflictions or to live independently. If you wish to  
live independently and then go for enduring the  
afflictions on the next year, I shall not accept you back  
as you would be a fallen woman at that time” 
Dahigavari-  “Does my living independently mean I am going to be  
unfaithful to you? And if you are convinced that I’ve  
been faithful to you, would you mind taking me back?” 
Narmad-        “Now I am not ready to give you any relaxation in that  
 matter. Tell me, what is your first choice?” 
Dahigavari-   “Come what may! But I adhere to the option which I  
have   already accepted.” 
14th [September]. 
Dahigavari - “Danger looms large on me if I think too much.  
Therefore I leave it to the Supreme Power and I shall  
follow to whatever He guides. I have heard that destiny  
is very tough but remembering His name makes it  
easy.” 
Narmad -  “Who is the Supreme – Power for you?” 
Dahigavari -  “We, however, do have faith in all Gods and  
Goddesses but for us, the Brahmins have only two – 
Lord Shiva and Mother [Parvati to be worshipped.] 
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Narmad - “Whom do you worship more ardently from the  
deepest corner of your heart?” 
Dahigavari -  “Only the Mother and Mahadev are the real  
shelter amid the adversity. Nevertheless, the  
woman should be more devotional to the mother  
but I have a special strive for the ‘Father’- Lord  
 Shiva.” 
Narmad - “What religious vows do you behold?” 
Dahigavari - “Paksha or Pradosh and Shivratri and  
Mondays during the month of Shravan.” 
Narmad - “What is your daily routine regarding  
worshipping God?” 
Dahigavari -  “I daily chant the discourses of Shivkavach-  
one for without any selfish-motive and other for  
worldly pleasure, I recite the Avashye   
Rakshanarthe for getting rid of the phobia since  
last year.” 
Narmad -  “What is the occasion which formed that   
phobia?” 
Dahigavari -   “It is my secrete. I feel abashed in telling it. I  
won’t say any more about it. I daily worship  
‘Shakti’ with the shloka of ‘Ya Mata Madhu  
Kaitabh’ and once I had recited the discourse of  
Saraswati and Bruhspati too.” 
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Narmad-  “What are your opinions regarding observing the  
‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’ during the menstrual period?  
What about keeping away?” 
Dahigavari - “I don’t see any religious prohibition. Though, I  
agree to practice it to avoid weakness according  
to the principles of ayurveda and practically also  
to prevent the unhygienic condition and  
filthiness. Of course, I should keep away, but  
not to bother if one is touched accidentally.” 
Narmad - “Do you see any punyakarma in performing puja  
of God and shraddh?” 
Dahigavari - “I am not clear about it yet. Therefore I cannot  
say anything; even then I don’t find any fault  
with performing the puja of God and shraddh.” 
Narmad - “What is your duty towards me? Tell me.” 
Dahigavari - “To act as per your wish is my duty. It is my duty  
to behave as per your command. But it is your  
duty to be considerate and sympathetic in  
certain matters.” 
Narmad - “I have not asked you about what is my duty. It  
is my business. But when it has flown out from  
your heart, let me inquire. Suppose if I falter in  
my duties, would you reflect the same?” 
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Dahigavari - “You may deviate from your responsibility but it  
is my moral duty to behave as per your  
convenience as far as possible” 
Narmad -    “What do you mean by ‘as far as possible’?” 
Dahigavari - “My only duty is to behave as per your wish, but  
in case, if I commit a mistake due to my nature,  
I would find my self helpless and I must regret  
for it.” 
Narmad - “Which do you love the most - wealth, affection  
or religion?” 
Dahigavari - “Of course, wealth is immaterial.  In the matter  
of love, ‘I am at your behest’ but in the case of  
religion, ‘whether it is suitable there is no way  
out but accept it’. Hence, both of them are  
equal. Even then there are some relaxations in  
the matter of love.” 
Narmad - “There can be a relaxation in love without  
religion. But can there be a relaxation in love  
with the policy of ‘I am at your behest and the  
religion with the policy of whether it is suitable?” 
Dahigavari -  “It’s true that the obedience in pure religion and  
in love too but in the matter of love, mind is at  
the root cause while in the matter of religion  
regulation of mind is at the root cause.” 
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Narmad - “You have to restrain your mind in religion- in  
the matter of wealth, love and pure religion too.  
The best sense of love is the fundamental  
cause of the policy of religion as ‘I am at your  
behest’ while the policy of religion as ‘whether it  
is suitable’ has the fundamental cause of the  
sense of duty out of pure love. The sense of  
love by nature and sense of religion by nature  
are completely different but there is not any  
difference between the sense of religion with the  
policy of love as ‘I am at your behest’ and the  
sense of religion as the result of ‘whether it is  
suitable’. They come about by nature or by  
some other reason.” 
Dahigavari -  “As said by Narsinh Mehta ‘Apani Har Tun,  
Putra Vasudevna, Adypi Tujane Laj Thodi. (You  
son of Vasudev, you may betray me, though  
  you don’t feel shy for that.)We can also say like  
that for the policy of love but not for the policy of  
religion.” 
Narmad - “Nevertheless, Narsinh has said so out of love  
but suppose, he has said that out of sense of  
religion that you are free to behave as per your  
wish because I am at your behest. Then, which  
is the best out of the two?” 
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Dahigavari - “I personally believe that there is some sense of  
equality in the policy of love but not in that of  
religion. The sense of the best or better  
depends upon what one believes in.” 
Narmad - “The style of Narsinh in telling this is mixed with  
the sense of love accompanied by some  
relaxation. But the policy of that sense is as  
follows: ‘whether you respond or not to my love,  
I depend totally upon you. Only you are put to  
disgrace not I.’ For him there is not any  
difference between the two: total surrender  
means the religion and the pure religion means  
total surrender.” 
Dahigavari-  “There is obstinacy too in the policy of love.” 
Narmad - “The obstinacy can be in both the situation i.e.  
even in the obedience one can say that ‘you  
must do this much for me’ while on other hand  
one can say ‘You may do this much for me or  
not, you are free to act as per your wish. What  
is better, to remain meek or to press a demand  
through afflicting one’s self?” 
Dahigavari - “I believe that where there is love there is a  
relaxation.” 
Narmad - “Then…which is the best love of these two?  
One who forsakes his friend either because he  
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cannot get his friend act as per his desire or  
looking at his drawbacks; while on the other  
hand, one who dose not forsake his friend in  
spite of being afflicted  by him. Tell me, which  
is the best love of these two?” 
Dahigavari - “The best kind of love is that in spite of knowing  
the realities one does not leave his friend. This  
is the best one.” 
Narmad - “Which is the best, better and the least one  
among the following conditions? One who does  
not bother for his self-interest but does good to  
others; one who cares for his interest and does  
good to others and the third one who serves  
only his own self.” 
Dahigavari -  “The best, better and the least one can be as  
per the requirement of the time. Though,  
thinking practically, only the best and better is  
required.” 
Narmad - “One renounces the world out of the sense of  
pure religion while other does it under the  
compulsion, who is the best?” 
Dahigavari -  “One with pure sense of religion is the best.” 
Narmad -  “There is a common policy among three things  
wealth, love and religion as ‘the best is that  
scarifies the most.’ Do you believe in this or  
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not?” 
Dahigavari - “Of course yes, I do.” 
 
[In 1870 Narmad went to Surat from Mumbai. At that time he faced strange 
situation. He was a staunch supporter of the widow remarriage. A young  
woman named Narmadagavari from a famous Nagar family became widow. 
She fell in love with Narmad and proposed him for marriage. As his second 
wife was living with him, he was put into dilemma. He was perplexed whether 
to remarry with that woman in that condition because on one hand as his wife 
was alive and it would not be fair to remarry another woman, while on the 
other hand he was having very rare chance in his hand to support and 
establish the practice of widow remarriage. But his conscience started biting 
him because of his love and fidelity towards Dahigavari. Therefore he 
discussed with her on this issue. This discussion is famous as ‘Narmad – 
Dahigavari Samvad.’   (Dialogue)] 
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Chapter-4 
 Inscribed With Love and Valour: 
Narmadashankar Dave’s Mari Hakikat 
 
How can a Gujarati, who has not heard the name of Narmadashankar, 
be called a Gujarati?   
 -M. K. Gandhi 
  
Life and literature share an immense mutual relationship in which, 
literature is not only a reading material but a mirror reflecting life lived actually, 
and which one would like to share with others. What further differentiates one 
style and model of literature from another is the shape, texture and mode of 
narration that determine the elements of form. Autobiography perhaps is one 
of the most befitting vehicles for the public exposure of the most private 
moments of one’s life. The impulse to re-live forever through the 
documentation prompts one to approach a genre of the autobiography. It 
involves the reconstruction of moments of life or part of a life in actual 
circumstances in which it was experienced; its centre of interest is the self. An 
autobiography in a simplest sense is a chronological order of past years of 
one’s life. Undoubtedly, it is a retrospective account of ups and downs of 
those years. In one way or the other, every autobiography reveals the self of 
the writer with references to the process of her/his growth through fair and 
foul, triumphant and beaten moments of life.    
The urge to write autobiography springs from a desire to search one’s 
own roots, to see the pattern of one’s life emerge from the dense undergrowth 
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of life’s vicissitudes, understand it and thus gain  new insight and deepening 
sense of identity. It is only by producing the self-story the protagonist of 
autobiography opens the doors of life lived and through that he allows the 
readers to peep into the deep secretes of his life.  
  
Whether autobiography, for India is an alien form is a debatable issue. 
But there is no denying the fact that it has been well treated in the nineteenth 
century with a good hand, head and heart in different Indian languages. In 
India, the nineteenth century, better known as ‘The Sudharak Yug’ (The age 
of Reform) was the period of colonial encounter, which opened up new 
horizons in diverse spheres. During this period individual became significant. 
The thinkers and writers were involved in an active public life, trying to bring in 
change in different strata of society.  Consequently, diverse and at times 
conflicting theories and ideologies co-existed. Therefore, an individual always 
stood a chance of being misunderstood and fearing public rebuff, s/he was 
searching for a suitable medium to make one’s position clear. At such a 
critical juncture, the genre- autobiography proved to be a handy tool that 
facilitated an opportunity to present one’s self retrospectively before public. 
Consequently, many a thinkers and writers in different languages attempted to 
write their life stories. Gujarati language also witnessed many experiments 
with genre and themes. Writers and thinkers like Dalpatram, Narmad, 
Navalram, Mahipatram Nilkanth, Hargovinddas Kantavala, Karsandas Mulji, 
Manilala Dwivedi just to mention a few, tried their hands in different forms like 
lyric, biography, novel and essay, among the others. This space of emerging 
corpus of writing was shared by autobiography and the honour of the first ever 
writer of self-story i.e. autobiography goes to Narmadashankar, popularly 
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known as Narmad. His autobiography, Mari Hakikat (where ‘Mari’ means ‘my’ 
and  ‘Hakikat’ means ‘facts’ )is the first ever autobiography in Gujarati. 
  
Narmad’s continuous quest for self-realization finds an appropriate 
articulation in his Mari Hakikat. This informative work covers almost thirty 
three years of Narmad’s life which takes us to the journey of deep corners of 
his mind and heart. It provides with the information about his ancestors, 
forefathers, gotra, pravar, birth, family, parents, upbringing, education, job at 
school, dedication to the literary activities, struggle etc. His education at 
school and college, his love and care for study wins high respect from his 
readers. He, very honestly talks about the changes in him which he 
experienced during his teen age. Without any reservation, he discusses 
strongly felt sex instinct in his youth. His indifference towards his first wife, 
confrontation with his in-laws, differences with his father-in-law among the 
others are revealed quite clearly. His jobs as a teacher, resignation from his 
job, total surrender and dedication to the service of Goddess Saraswati, the 
Goddess of learning merit our attention. His struggle for reforms, support and 
betrayal from friends towards his reform activities and his dejection on that 
account is vividly expressed in his life story. His days of financial crisis at 
Mumbai, in the later part of his life touch the heart of a sensitive reader. Love, 
valour, honesty, morality, adventure, truthfulness, resolving nature, self-
respect among the others is the part and parcel of his unique personality.  
      
An autobiography is not merely an account of the writer’s own life 
written with a retrospective point of view; it is also inevitably a representation 
of the social scenario of the writer’s time as s/he is the product of the socio-
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political-economic factors of her/his time. One cannot live in vacuum. 
Therefore s/he portrays the process of how s/he is made, moulded and even 
marred by her/ his moment and milieu. Narmad in his Mari Hakikat produces a 
very faithful picture of the contemporary society with its fruits and follies, 
success and failure, ambitions and aspirations, loop holes and lacks, 
sufferings and pleasures, customs and rituals. His life size creation of the 
socio-political-economic scenario of his time appears before our mind’s eye.  
An individual life is always lived at the backdrop of the society. Consequently, 
this backdrop, in one way or other gets reflected in the autobiography. 
Narmad has narrated his life with a sound reflection on the social, political, 
religious, cultural and economic condition of his time and place. Caste 
discriminations, barriers of sub-caste like gruhastha and bhikshuk, child-
widowhood, child marriage, ban to widow remarriage, ban to going abroad, 
custom of excommunication, belief in ghost, witches and black magic, 
superstitions, tradition of caste-feast, visiting brothels, dance by prostitutes, 
fake hermits, family ties, status and method of education, bureaucracy, 
tradition of inns, temple rites, tyrannical grip of priests, religious rites, 
voluptuous religious preachers among the others appear before us reflecting 
the bare realities of his society. The share mania, life at Mumbai, native rule of 
princely states, life style in small villages like Kanyali, Chanod, Takaramu and 
cities like Surat, Amadavad, Vadodara , literary activities, printing methods 
and publication and prices of the books, journey by road and sea merit our 
attention. In short, this volume reflects all-absorbing details of the poet’s life 
vis-a-vis the socio-political-economic condition of the age.           
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Narmad has been a pioneer in many a literary and non-literary 
activities and autobiography is not an exception. He has laid down the 
foundation stone of tradition of writing autobiography in Guajarati. Through 
Mari Hakikat, he has not only paved a new path but has proved to be an 
inspiring and guiding light house for the generations to come so far as writing 
autobiography is concerned. His contemporaries and followers like Manilal 
Dwivedi, Indulal Yagnik, K. M. Munshi, M. K. Gandhi among the others were 
motivated and guided by this work. Although, it is a collection of notes of 
Narmad’s life yet it is the very first conscious and pre-planed effort to produce 
the first autobiography of Gujarat. It becomes clear when Narmad notes 
‘There is not the tradition of writing about one’s self. So it needs to be 
introduced.’ Narmad’s attempt to remain truthful and faithful is inevitably 
beyond any doubt. He has pointed to a fact in the very beginning of his 
autobiography that he would not write anything, which according to him was 
improper, and that he would write what is hundred percent correct according 
to his knowledge. At this juncture he seems to be truthful, sincere and faithful 
but at the same time he accepts that his autobiography is incomplete and a 
first draft. Some incidents of his life have been deliberately excluded just not 
to hurt or harm the people involved. It is so because he was aware and 
conscious about what he was doing. In 1865 he had given a shelter to a 
widow named Savitagauri who raised her voice against the social evils but he 
has not mentioned about it in his Mari Hakikat.  He was brave enough to 
challenge Jadunathji Maharaj and fight against him in support of the widow 
remarriage even at the risk of his life. But he has not mentioned about giving 
support and shelter to Savitagauri. He remarried to a widow named 
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Subhadragauri alias Narmadagauri to set an example of widow remarriage 
and through that he invited endless agonies and ailments which he faced with 
high head and broad chest. But the question of not marrying Savitagari 
remains unanswered. He notes that his great grand-father, Narayan Dave 
could perform a miracle when he offered feast to his caste thrice out of the 
quantity of food prepared for one feast only. It raises a lingering question in 
the mind of the readers, whether he is the same Narmad who started a 
movement against the blind faith and superstition. When Dalpatram edited the 
Kavyadohan and Mumbai Government published it, Narmad, opposing it 
showed the non-authenticity of that work vigorously. At that moment these two 
rivals stood against each other and their strife came to the surface. He gave a 
violent opposition against that in his Dandiyo of 15th December 1864 and 
opined that if the second part would come out, Dalpatram necessarily must 
not be its editor. It became a matter of hot talk not only in Mumbai but at many 
places of Gujarat as well. This incident took place before Mari Hakikat came 
out but Narmad has not mentioned about it in his autobiography. Though at 
several places, he has mentioned about his confrontations with Dalpatram.  
But on the other hand, it must be noted here that Narmad did not hide 
anything deliberately or purposefully. Yes, he does not mention a few things 
deliberately in Mari Hakikat just to avoid any harm to anyone. Mari Hakikat is 
neither over enthusiastic nor indifferent in the expression of the situation but 
definitely it strikes a balance between the two- it gives a picture ‘as it is’. 
Though, he has kept a few matters of his life untouched and up to that level 
Mari Hakikat can be considered incomplete but he himself has confessed the 
bare truth that this work is incomplete and a first draft. At the same time, he 
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suggested to acquire other information about his life from the notes and the 
footnotes of different works in prose and poetry.         
 
 Like many intellectuals of his time Narmad also reacted sharply to his 
immediate surroundings-both within and outside. A close study of the 
autobiography reveals Narmad as a man with immense awareness and an 
urge to understand his own personality. In the first chapter of his 
autobiography, Narmad clearly indicates his objectives for writing this work. 
As he has mentioned, the autobiography was not written for the sake of 
recognition nor for the wealth or social status. He is aware and confident 
about his recognition and the status in the society. He is not writing for money 
either. He writes out of self-respect and at the same time he is humble 
enough to note that he would learn lessons from the past. He wants to 
retrieve his past so that he can find out the essence of his being in the time to 
come. When Narmad wrote Mari Hakikat, there was not any tradition of writing 
one’s life story i.e. autobiography in Gujarat. Therefore he feared that he 
would be considered to be a boastful person, gloating about the self. He also 
had a doubt that it would be an impolite act to publish one’s story by one’s self 
in one’s own time. Therefore he clarified about the sole objectives for writing 
the autobiography. Moreover, Dr. Bhaudaji, Karasandas Mulji, Rustamaji 
Gustadaji (Irani) among the others had expressed their desire to know about 
his life. Narmad himself wanted to see in retrospect, what was right or wrong, 
in terms of his past. And he strongly believed that some facts about one’s life 
could not be available after one’s death or people would develop some wrong 
notions about him.                                  
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In brief, Narmad was first to stride the path of autobiography in Gujarat 
to inspire, guide and motivate master minds like Mohanlal Ranchodlal Zaveri, 
Mahipatram Nilkanth, Zaverchand Meghani, Manilal Nabhubhai Dwivedi, 
Mahatma Gandhi, Knaiyalal Munshi among the others. Although, he is first to 
attempt a life story in Gujarati, may be owing to lack of any tried model in that 
particular genre, or may be, as he has mentioned in his life story that he was 
lazy in the matter of editing his work and polishing and refining it before 
publishing, his life story seems incomplete and raw. It is incomplete because it 
is not written in a lucid flow of writings but it is rather a compilation from notes. 
The topics are numbered and each part is assigned a particular number to 
maintain a sort of continuity. He has collected the information about his life 
from his father, relatives and members of his family, letters, account books for 
the house hold expenses and also from the memories he collected at the age 
of thirty-three. Another reason behind such approach is, Narmad did not want 
to harm or hurt any person who came into his life. Therefore he did not give 
complete information about them. He dreamt of writing his autobiography for 
the second time in times to come as Wordsworth did. So that he may make 
amendments and add information about himself and other people. 
 
 He has followed a clear cut guideline for writing this autobiography, 
which reflects his fidelity towards the truth as well as his relatives and 
kinsmen. As he has noted at the outset, he had decided to be faithful to truth 
and honesty in his narration of facts. He was very much alert while writing 
about his relatives and the persons who came into his contact. He did not 
want to harm any of them. Yet, at the same time he was bold enough to write 
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about himself without any hesitation or reservation. He was determined to tell 
facts of his life truthfully. And this becomes evident when we compare his 
style of writing in Mari Hakikat and ‘Dandio’. In Dandio’ his prose style is more 
pointed and his language is acidic, aiming strait at the subject 
 
He informs his readers that he was born on 24th August 1833 early in 
the morning at Surat. He has, very painstakingly, collected details about his 
gotra along with the meaning, history and kinds of different gotaras. He also 
discusses the pravar informing that he has three pravars. He explains the 
reasons why the title Sharma which was suffixed to their names. Then he also 
discusses how his surname Dave has changed from Dwivedi, and about how 
six branches of his caste came into existence. He gives the history of his 
caste by introducing a canto by Vallabhdas, which relates how Nagars 
migrated from Vadnagar to different places and cities in three different phases 
due to the invasions by enemies. He also defends the bhikshuk Nagar as they 
are not even an inch inferior to gruhastha Nagar. The intention behind giving 
such detailed information of gotra, pravar and history of Nagar is obviously not 
to boast but to extend the knowledge which he acquired through hard toil.  
 
The family is a microcosm within which the larger transforming 
agencies of culture are most clearly and effectively seen at work. The 
environment has precedence over its product. This autobiography opens the 
relation to the immediate surroundings of Nardmad. Family’s outstanding 
scholarship and business of scribe played significant role for moulding 
Narmad’s personality.  
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Autobiography, generally introduces the earlier recollection at the 
outset. The childhood of a person is significant precursor to life. It is true in 
case of Narmad too. The analysis of Narmad’s childhood provides a deep 
insight into the shaping of his self as it has lasting effect on his mind and 
psyche. Narmad’s reminiscent mind works considerably faultlessly in the 
terms of his childhood experience. Love and care to bring the exactness and 
accuracy in the matters of his birth place, time and the customs of his time 
comes to the surface when he informs about them with complete details in 
chapter one.  
 
His respect and love for his great grand-father and grand-father cannot 
remain concealed while he talks about them. He takes pride in fact that his 
great grand father had studied Sanskrit and the Vedas well and his grand-
father was also a well educated person. When Narmad talks about his 
ancestors and forefathers his honour and respect for them can clearly be 
seen in his words. 
 
Narmad’s parents played a very pivotal and vital role in the 
development of his personality. Narmad had a very high respect and love for 
his kindhearted and careful father. Lalshankar, his father was also educated in 
Sanskrit and the religious scriptures. He became a scribe like his father 
rejecting traditional way of earning his bread and butter. He was contented, 
self-respectful and resolving. He was a man of principles. According to 
Narmad his father was the most industrious person he had ever come across 
in his life. Lalshankar, as evident from life story of Narmad, was more a friend, 
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philosopher and guide to him than a father. Narmad could discuss any serious 
matters with him just like a friend.  
 
Narmad’s mother, had also impressed and moulded Narmad’s psyche 
immensely. Narmad had inherited many qualities from her. She was expert in 
domestic duties, quite hardworking, frugal and contented. She was meek and 
amicable but she always kept Narmad under her control.  
 
Narmad’s reverence for his ancestors, high regard for his father and 
deep love for his mother are rather too clearly reflected in the initial chapters 
of his life story. 
 
Next couple of chapters shed considerable light on Narmad’s days at 
school and his love for learning. It reveals two aspects of contemporary 
society. Besides, providing documentation of how schools were run and how 
a child had to struggle to acquire formal education, it also brings to the fore, 
how apart from formal education, the Brahmins and the people from higher 
class still aspired to learn Sanskrit and study the Vedas, scriptures and other 
sacred books. The period was in that sense, a period of transformation. The 
pre-colonial methods of imparting education were still in practice and were not 
completely replaced by the British models of imparting education. 
 
As a child, Narmad was very sober and shy who could not adjust well 
among the children of the same age.  He did not play with them but used to 
watch them playing. The schooldays in anyone’s life have got their own 
significance. He was first admitted in Nana Mehta’s school. He recalls those 
day. He remembered vividly his class-mates and various incidents of that 
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initiated him  into the formal system of education. On one hand, he had the 
school education while on the other hand, he started learning Sandhya and 
Rudri and Vedas from private teachers.  
 
Narmad was bright as a student. He was equally interested in literature 
as well as subjects like Mathematics and Geometry. He used to derive the 
same kind of pleasure from solving the equation and theorem of geometry as 
he used to derive from reading the books in English; sometimes even more. 
He used to solve different new theorem on his own. With sweet 
remembrance, he recalls his teachers who taught him different subjects and 
how some teachers admired and some feared.  
 
Narmad’s religious and submissive nature comes to the surface in his 
childhood-days. At the same time, he was very much shy too. He performed 
Parthiv Pooja and observed fast. He used to go for darshan of Kalakadevi 
where he bowed down before the Idol and slapped himself to express his 
remorse and prayed Goddess to forgive him.  
 
 Narmad, in his college-days was a dominant and leading personality. 
He motivated a group of peers for reform activities.  As a college student at 
Mumbai a couple of classmates of his college and two or three other friends 
used to do experiments of Chemistry at his place. They also collected some 
books from their houses and developed a small collection of books at his 
place. They also decided to meet for four times in a month, where they would 
meet twice in a month to write essays and read among themselves and also 
learnt themselves how to write, present and debate and for other two times 
they held public gathering and discussed the social reforms. To carry out the 
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plan, the future determined reformist- Narmad establishes a society called 
Juvan Purushoni Anyoanya Buddhivardhak Sabha, where Narmad held a post 
of the president. Narmad made his debut as a writer, thinker, reformist and 
public speaker with the presentation of his first essay Mandali Malavathi Thata 
Labho (The Advantages of Meeting Together as Societies.). He started his 
rigorous journey as a reformist with this essay which lasted up to his last 
breath. He also established at Surat, Swadeshhitechchhu Mandali and started 
one organ named Gnansagar. This period of his life, as depicted in his life 
story shows how the educated youth of that time aspired to do something 
new, how they dreamt to live a different life and how, within their limited 
means, they struggled to get education and build a career.  
 
Love and courage was the driving force of Narmad’s life. He was an 
ardent lover and at the same time he was brave enough to challenge any evil 
custom or tradition prevalent in the society. The ardent feelings of love 
expressed in his poems were vividly experienced in his real life. His feelings 
were so strong that sometimes he was considered a flirt. Yet he was very 
open-minded and honest in narrating his life story. He was equally truthful in 
his words and deeds. He has not concealed his strong feelings in his works 
consciously or unconsciously. There is not much reservation in the notes of 
Mari Hakikat regarding his extra marital relations. He, very frankly accepted 
that he was in love with a gentle and wise woman. He always calls all his 
beloved as ‘gentle’ and ‘wise’. 
 
His honesty as a life story writer is revealed, particularly in the episode 
where he narrates about first flush of his youth. He mentions that he started 
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‘smelling the woman’, and he used to listen secretary the talks of women in 
his neighbour. He also started reading the romantic stories by Shamal. He 
openly narrates how he desired company of women. It is also interesting to 
know how he was curious to know about his child-wife Gulabvahu who lived at 
Surat and therefore how he managed from Mumbai to know about his wife 
through a friend from Surat through letters. 
 
This particular part of Narmad’s life story also reveals the fact that in 
those days child marriage was a very common phenomena. A boy of eleven 
or twelve was married to a girl of eight or nine years. Narmad himself got 
married to a girl of only seven – Gulab when he was only eleven years old. He 
got married for second time with Dahigavari in 1860 at the age of twenty 
seven. During the period of twenty to twenty-seven of age, Narmad was left all 
alone. Therefore there were many chances to slip. Narmad a free minded, 
romantic and ardent lover of beauty had many extra-marital relationships. 
 
 Narmad’s hatred towards his father-in-law and his romantic nature is 
revealed in the middle chapters of Mari Hakikat.  Narmad did not go well with 
his father-in-law because he did not welcome Narmad’s reform activities. On 
the contrary, he forced Narmad to go to Surat to start his married life with 
Gulabvahu only within fifteen days of the death of Narmad’s mother. Narmad, 
with prejudice in his mind for his father-in-law and pride in his heart for his 
reform activities went to Surat to start his married life with many colourful 
aspirations in his heart but could not love his wife whole heartedly. 
  
Narmad’s frankness, open-mindedness and all the more, his moral 
courage becomes quite visible when he accepts quite transparently that he 
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used to drink hemp, take pak and move among women. At another occasion 
he acknowledges his habit of taking wine. He commented that the pleasure of 
the feast though, was in the scholarly talks on diverse subjects among 
selected acquaintances and too with pegs in hands.  
 
   We come across a dutiful, expert and a committed teacher when he 
worked at Rander school. He had an interesting schedule there. His senior 
students used to engage the other classes. He taught the senior students 
after letting off the other classes. Thus, he taught eighty students single 
handedly. At the time of a surprise visit by Mr. Graham, we come across a 
truthful, typical Indian teacher when he replied him bravely.  
 
The later part of his life story reflects how the seeds of healthy 
competition between Narmad and Dalpatram were sowed in Surat itself 
around 1853-54 when Dalpatram had been at Surat. Dalpatram presented his 
poems near fort and at library but Narmad did not care to listen to him. He 
looked at him from a distance with little wonder but did not wish even to have 
an acquaintance with him at all and when recitation  was over, he returned to 
his place straightaway and did not stay back to see Dalpatram. Narmad 
developed a prejudiced opinion regarding Dalpatram when he saw that 
Dalpatram, by singing the chabakha of Bhojabhat, stole away the attention of 
people towards him. Consequently, a rising poet Manmohandas could not be 
offered honour formally when he recited his poems. This strife between them 
continued even at Mumbai where Narmad had an upper hand. When 
Dalpatram came to Mumbai, Narmad had already earned his name and fame 
not only in Mumbai but also in Gujarat. This particular part of Narmad’s life 
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story proves to be an important document for literary activity of that time. As a 
leading literary figure of his time, Narmad was in contact with many of the 
literary figures and they get mentioned in his life story. Moreover, this 
particular phase of his life shows how he strived to learn the rules of prosody 
and how eager he was to earn name and fame as creative writer. On one 
hand, there was a strong desire in his heart to earn fame through his 
knowledge, scholarship and a higher post on the other, he intended to learn 
law and become a lawyer or to become a Mamlatdar to give self airs, to 
become a linguist like Sir William Johns by learning languages like Sanskrit 
Persian, English, Urdu, Hindi, Marathi etc.  
 
The eagerness and interest of Narmad for learning rules of prosody 
can be noticed from his unbeaten and continuous endeavours to find out 
books on prosody. Narmad acknowledges that his very first endeavours to 
compose two poems were not in tune with prosody but he copied as per the 
style of dohara, chopai and chhappa by Samaldas. His writing letter to 
Manmoandas, request to his friend Jaduram to get one copy of book on 
prosody demonstrate nothing but the intensity to learn prosody. His visits to 
many places for that purpose and acquiring a manuscript of Chhandaratnavli 
from Ranchhod, written by his spiritual master Laldas show Narmad’s 
steadfastness of aim and patience. He was always willing to take up new 
challenges. For instance, challenging words of Narmad’s father instigated him 
to write a book on prosody which led to the publication of Pingalpravesh – the 
very first book on prosody in Gujarati on 6th April 1857.  
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He also wrote Alankarpravesh –a book on rhetoric. The publication of 
Narmakavita part – I and II –a collection of his poems earned him a great 
fame as a poet. The subject of his poetry is completely new and breaking 
away from the traditional belief that to instruct was the sole intention of poetry. 
He also utilised a new kind of language for a new kind of subject of love, 
valour and nature, which earned him a title of father of modern poetry.  
 
His impulsive nature is evidently felt in his decision for devoting his life 
to the service of mother Saraswati –the Goddess of learning, which was a 
biggest turning point in his life from various points of view. He enjoyed 
composing poems very much therefore he did not find it worth to waste his 
time with the students for the fruitless efforts at the school. He was fed up with 
the wearisome and torturing business at the school, which resulted into his 
resignation from his job as a teacher on 23rd November 1858. However, owing 
to this step, he struggled for earning a steady income for rest of his life. 
However, diligent he was a person and a creative writer, he lacked in practical 
approach to life. Many an incidents depicted in his life story show how he 
missed some good opportunities on account of his hasty and impulsive 
nature. It is also observed that he estimated his skills as a poet and a writer 
high and presumed that the society will and should reward and respect his 
talent. He rather too readily trusted his friends’ lip services and induldged into 
publication, only to realize at a later stage that people are not so honest in 
keeping their promises in financial matters. False pride for his own community 
and family is also evident in the opening chapters. Nevertheless, in spite of all 
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these flaws of character, there is no denying the fact that he was a prolific and 
innovative writer.             
  
His publishing the Laghuhitopadesh and efforts to acquire information 
about Dayaram merits our appreciation. The publication of Narmakosh and 
Kathakosh add new colours to his multifaceted personality. He was first to 
write grammar in Gujarati. His Rajyarang, Suratani Mukhtesar Hakikat, Hakika 
Mevadani made him the first historian of Gujarat. The Narmakavita part I and 
II put him on a high pedestal as poet. His Dandio- an organ pouring out lava 
against social evils of the contemporary society earned him a title of a brave 
journalist. His plays esteemed him if not a first dramatist but a successful play 
writer. He got constructed his Saraswathi Mandir – a workshop for literary 
activities for the public use. He was the first Gujarati to establish such a 
workshop. He was first to talk of academic council. His efforts for searching 
out the manuscripts of Gujarati poem are praiseworthy, especially, even when 
he found it difficult to meet the two ends, he continued to adhere to his vow of 
serving the Goddess of learning. 
 
Narmad was equally ardent and radical reformist. He made his debut 
as a reformist after he joined the college. The ‘Buddhivardhak Hindu Sabha’ 
was established on 31st March 1850 out of the ‘Juvan Purushoni Anyoanya 
Buddhivardhak Sabha’ where he became a hero soon. In that meeting of the 
society Narmad delivered his first lecture on ‘Mandali Malavathi Thata Labho’ 
(The Advantages of Meeting together as Society) before the audience of more 
then hundred listeners. On that historical moment, the Gujarati prose was 
born which earned Narmad the title of ‘Father of Gujarati Prose’.  
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He fought against the hypocrisy and malpractices in religion. He 
opposed the inhumane customs and traditions of the Hindu society like child-
marriage, ban to widow remarriage, forced widowhood, idolatry, ban against 
going abroad, different kinds of superstitions and what not! He fought against 
the hypocrite relatives and envious rivals, fake and deceptive religious 
masters and rogues of the society. He opposed the tyrant officers and 
bureaucracy of British rule. In fact, he wanted to bring about the reform in 
every possible way into all walks of socio – political – economic and religious 
life of his time. It was a great challenge to utter even a single word against the 
customs and traditions prevalent and established organizations in his age. But 
the samskaras from within emerge out at the very out set of his youth and 
Narmad becomes a determined reformist. His efforts to make the women of 
his community put on blouses during the caste-feast, declare his 
determination and dauntless spirit.  
 
 He was a brave radical reformist who never stepped back fearing the 
result or reaction from his society or community. For example, Mahipatram 
was preparing for going abroad. There was a religious ban to going abroad 
during that age. The Nagar community at Mumbai prepared an agreement 
and all the members of caste put their signature on it. But Narmad and his 
father rejected to do so at the risk of being excommunicated for a year. 
  
The most significant incident in Narmad’s life that held an ordeal for 
Narmad and equally proved Narmad a man of bravery and moral courage is 
his debate with Jadunathaji, a head priest of Vaishnav sect at Mumbai. He 
was a great hypocrite. Narmad exposed the sins and black deeds and 
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debauchery by Vaishnav preachers. Consequently, furious Jadunathji 
Maharaj challenged Narmad to meet publicly for the debate on widow 
remarriage. Narmad accepted to debate at a place where frank, open minded 
and educated gentlemen can come as jury. But tricky Maharaj changed the 
time and place very smartly. But Narmad, unperturbed by such treachery   
accepted the challenge single handedly and went to the prescribed place and 
time, where two hundred followers of Jadunathji Maharaj were present inside 
the hall and eight hundred outside it. Many followers of Maharaj had planned 
to beat Narmad. He bravely asked Maharaj to control the crowd for which he 
was responsible and walked away. Maharaj was defeated. Narmad was 
annoyed with his friends and the activists of reform immensely when they 
betrayed him at a critical time out of fear for Maharaj Jadunathji.  
 
 One can take Uttar Narmad Charitra or Mari Hakikat Part-II, which 
deals with the later part of Narmad’s life, as a supplementary material or 
document to his life story. Narmad of Mari Hakikat Part-II is considerably 
different from the image we come across in part-I. In place of a brave, radical, 
rebellious and reformist Narmad, a contemplating, remorseful and sober 
Narmad emerges from Mari Hakikat – II. He seems melancholy and 
remorseful due to the injustice and betrayal that took place in his life. He, 
being a truthful person had to suffer from many ordeals.  
 
 In the later part of his life Narmad faced bravely the financial crisis. 
Narmad had dedicated his life to ‘pen’. On account of the decline of the share-
market and recession, Narmad did not get enough help or fund from the sale 
of his books. For some of the period of his life Narmad had to pass through 
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severe financial scarcity. He had to cut his days by taking some milk and 
parched rice only. He complained before nature that if he believed in the 
authority of God, why He had put the high spirit and zest in him, why He had 
made him so poor without any obvious reasons.  
 
 The portion, in which Narmad and his friends discuss the image of 
Dayaram after reading his poems, throws light on Narmad’s faculty of 
imagination. 
 
 Narmad – Dahigaveri dialogue reveals completely new and different 
facet of his personality. Narmad who fought throughout his life for the woman 
empowerment, women education, women freedom, widow–remarriage, and 
also against the child – marriage and enforced widowhood among the others, 
appears here as an intolerant and dominant husband who forced Dahigavari 
to bear the afflictions by him. According to the notes by the editor, this 
dialogue took place before Narmad got married with Narmadagavari where 
Narmad discusses with Dahigavari about his remarriage.  
 
The letters written by Narmad to different friends and relatives reveal 
his different qualities and drawbacks. The subjects of his letters vary from 
personal to public issues, like photograph of Dayaram, lexicon, Gujarati 
poems, consolations to a friend, scolding a rival, freedom of woman, age limit 
for the marriage, private letters, his abilities, old Gujarati language, expression 
of gratitude, prayer to Goddess among the others. One can assume from his 
letters that Narmad was a public figure and people sought his advice on 
various issues. The letters also show that Narmad was a born fighter and 
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would never give up in any matter. He would not rest until he reaches to his 
aim or until all the available resources and alternatives exhaust. His efforts to 
retrieve old Gujarati manuscripts and works by Dayaram support this 
argument.    
 
Narmad notes in a foot note of his ‘Gangi Strione Chhut Apava Vishe’ 
that he was in love with a sensible, wise, supporter of the reform and 
educated girl of a Bania. In an another foot-note of his long poem 
Vaidhavyacharitra, he wrote that between the period of the death of his first 
loving wife and moment when his second wife started the married life with him 
he was tormented between the two ends. On one hand, there was a strong 
desire for the sexual intercourse and on the other hand, there was a 
determination for not indulging in debauchery, which agonized him too much. 
Under such a condition he often remembered his beloved. Looking to all the 
references, one wonders that “beloved” can never be Gulabvahu whom he did 
not love very much nor can she be Dahigavari. She must be some ‘gentle’ 
and ‘sensible’ woman. The above mentioned two facts of his life are not 
mentioned in Mari Hakikat at all. Even then we cannot call Narmad as 
unfaithful or insincere author of an autobiography because he has requested 
the readers to read the foot-notes in different prose and poetical works by him 
for the additional information like this. Though, very frankly he notes that in 
the beginning of the April he was in love with two ‘gentle’ women. That was 
just after getting married with Dahigavari.  
 
He had given a shelter to a widow Savitagavari in his house in 1865, 
while in 1869 he got married with another widow named Subhadragauri or 
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Narmadagauri as a gesture to support and propagate the window remarriage. 
It was a revolutionary act in those days which brought about a great upheaval. 
But to the wonder of all, Narmadagauri gave birth to their son just within six or 
seven months of their marriage. One can doubt Narmad’s marriage with 
Narmadagauri as an act to support the widow remarriage. If he wanted to 
support the widow remarriage at all, why he did not remarry the widow 
Savitaguari whom he had given a shelter in his house itself. Such questions 
remain unanswered as his life story and its supplement remain silent about 
them. 
    
It is also observed that since Narmad did not revise his life story before 
publishing it, it remains jerky with many gaps. Narmad, at times, is carried 
away by something and goes on elaborating the episode. The history of his 
community is one such instance. On the other hand, there are instances of 
many incidents which are significant from social or political point of view and 
bear great significance in themselves like his confrontation with Mr. Summers 
but such episodes are referred very slightly. 
 
Structure of Narmad’s life story, Mari Hakikat part-I has been divided 
into ten parts. Each part is called veeram meaning chapter. These veerams 
(chapters) are titled indicating subject or major incident of the concerned 
chapter. Even the subtitles are also given within the veerams (chapters). 
Every main title is accompanied by the period except chapter one and two. 
First five chapters have only single titles. But the subsequent chapters have 
sub-titles as well indicating the theme of the chapter or the paragraphs. 
Chapter 10 does not bear the title indicating the theme but it refers to the 
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period of the incidents. Most of the titles are subjective while some are 
objective and a few are neutral, for example the titles like ‘Inspiration for 
Creating Poems’, ‘Childhood and Education’, ‘Ancesters and Parents’ among 
the others. The sub-titles like ‘Narmakita part I and II’, ‘The Black Deeds of 
Jadunath Maharaj’, ‘Mahipatram Returns from Abroad’ among the others bear 
the stamp of neutrality while some titles like ‘Became a Chief Editor’, 
‘Difficulties of the Author’, ‘Debate Between Two Poets on What is Poetry’, 
‘Pioneering in the Reforms by Narmad’, ‘Be Rebellious if Reform is Desired’ 
are completely objective, though the subject matter of the chapters or the 
paragraphs has got deep concern with Narmad’s life. The paragraphs in the 
chapters are given a serial number as per the subtopics of the paragraph. But 
the paragraphs of second chapter have not been numbered, breaking away 
from the style he has followed. The chapters or veerams are of uneven length. 
 
Most of the episodes of Mari Hakikat are written in a way of rumination. 
And has no chronological continuity either. There is not a continuous flow and 
lucid style. In a way, it is a compilation of notes. It is likely that Narmad, after 
deciding to write his life story had started the practice of maintaining a diary or 
a scrap book since 1854, so that later, on he could use that material for 
writing his story. In fact, he had a plan to re-write it systematically in future at 
a proper time. The language of Mari Hakikat is not fluent and at times it 
becomes jerky. The sentences are too lengthy and complex which sometimes 
blur the charm of the text. Yet one cannot overview his art of description. His 
pen-painting becomes a welded picture. The best example of his art is a pen-
picture of the dancer at Bhavnagar whom he visited at one night.     He is a 
good story teller. His art of story-telling is reflected quite well in the story of the 
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Hira gate at Dabhoi. His style is also jerky and not in the accordance with the 
classical standards which support above view. Nevertheless, it cannot be 
discarded merely on that ground as the details depicted in it compliments 
many ideas and episodes of Mari Hakikat and as he has written in a 
contemplative mood, without being aware of his readers, it proves to be a 
valuable document to understand Narmad as an individual and the milieu and 
moment in which he lived, flourished and died. 
 
Translation: Issues and Approaches 
 
Basically, translation is transference of meaning from the source 
language to the target language. And a translator, in the first place, should 
possess inwardness with both the languages – the source language and the 
target language. While doing so s/he is required to strike a balance between 
maintaining close fidelity to the original and utter freedom from it as translation 
is neither ‘transliteration’ nor ‘transcreation’. Moreover, the problems inherent 
to the process of translation becomes more acute in the case of literary 
translation as the translator is required to transfer the ‘literary text’ from one 
language to another. In the process a new category of ‘re-coding’ takes place 
after ‘de-coding’ the SL Text. Both linguistics and cultural factors shape the 
act of ‘de-coding’ and ‘en-coding’. While translating Mari Hakikat into English, 
I encountered numerous problems and have tried to grapple with them by 
adopting various strategies and techniques – some very popular and 
prevalent, and others scarcely used or altered. 
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First and foremost issue is that of long and complex sentences of the 
Source Language Text. Narmad at times, employs very complex language 
expressing more than one idea in the same sentence. The single sentence is 
of the length of a paragraph consisting eight or nine lines. It is a typical style 
of Narmad. At such a critical juncture I was torn into two extremes; on one 
hand, there was a question of fidelity to Narmad’s style while on the other 
hand, the duty as a translator towards present day reader and how to 
maintain their interest through lucid language. At that time, I have broken such 
long sentences into three or four different sentences retaining the original 
meaning and message, and without disturbing the chronology of thought of 
SLT. Some times the structure of the sentence became a problem for me 
because the Gujarati language at that time was not so developed and 
elevated. Narmad’s Gujarati was Nagar-Gujarati dominated by Sanskrit words 
and style. Owing to this, at times, the SL becomes opaque. To solve such 
problems of the SL, I took resource to different dictionaries, Encyclopedia, the 
Bhagavadgomandal, dictionaries of myths, books on linguistics and scholarly 
friends. Some words or phrases, specially used by Narmad like ‘veeram’ for 
chapter, ‘aekada leva vala’ for persons assigned to take signatures, ‘rupio peti 
par kapi apata’ for very neat and clean in house hold accounts for expenses, 
troubled me a lot. Some Gujaratified English words like ‘taip’ for type-writing, 
‘jadaj’ for judge, ‘asesaro’ for assessors, ‘tijorar’ for treasurer made me 
panicky as no dictionaries or thesauruses could help you out in such cases. It 
was by reading the text for several times and trying to place the incident into 
proper context, I could perceive the meaning. But it throws light on the 
process of evolving of a language and also a model for prose writing. Another 
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crucial problem was in the case of use of culture-specific words, which defies 
any rendering into English so perfectly. Such words have been glossed and 
an explanatory note is provided at the end.  Proverbs and sayings add to the 
charm of the text. I have tried my level best to replace them with similar kind 
of equivalents in English. Some sentences, being written in old Gujarati style 
lacks in standard sentence structure while in some cases the suggested 
meaning could not be understood clearly. In such unavoidable circumstances 
I have taken some legitimate freedom while rendering the SLT into TLT. I 
have also added parenthesis on my part to make the translated text clearer 
and meaningful. The explanatory foot-notes by Narmad have always stood by 
me in conveying the message properly. Narmad himself has clarified the 
incidents or thoughts whenever he felt the necessity through foot-notes almost 
in every chapter. These foot-notes help the readers in understanding the 
incidents or thoughts considerably. Exclamation marks and exclamatory 
sentences is another typical characteristic of Narmad’s style. For instance the 
frequent use of words like ‘arere’, ‘oh’ meaning ‘alas’ or ‘oh’ dot Narmad’s 
prose. And in order to retain the flavor of SLT, I have not altered those 
sentences to suit the taste of modern day readers. Especially, because I 
believe that since it is a forerunner in its genre, the scholars and researchers, 
approaching the first ever life story of Gujarati should have a ‘feel’ of SLT. 
  
I have also kept away from re-arranging the ideas of the SLT, by strictly 
the structure of the SLT. Translating Uttar Narmad Charitra, in particular, 
posed a great challenge as it is just a compilation of Narmad’s rumination on 
various issues, grouped under different titles. It is difficult, at times, for the 
readers of SLT to make out any meaning of certain entries therein. In this 
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particular point, I have retained the editor’s note and also provided my 
explanation to the translated text. Here, I have taken liberty to alter the 
structure and have created my own model following a particular pattern. The 
rational behind adopting such an unconventional practice is to place the SLT 
in proper perspective and to point out the significance of the subsequent 
episode. In an absence of any available model of this type, I have developed 
my own style, and which I think, does some justice to the SLT. The omissions 
from Mari Hakikat part II are deliberate as only Narmad could explain why he 
had jotted down a few details. He must have some specific purpose in his 
mind but without any explanatory notes, it was not possible for me to 
ascertain any meaning of those entries nor do they have any direct 
connection with Narmad’s life or his life story narrated in first part. 
 
However, in spite of all these mind boggling exercises, I have enjoyed 
translating Narmad’s life story and this task has given me insight into his life 
and time. I can conclude with a satisfactory note that with this translation , I 
have made a literary stalwart of nineteenth century alive in the modern time 
and his life and his life story is made available to them who cannot read 
Gujarati. I have, doing so, in my own little capacity, served my mother tongue 
well. 
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                                                         Glossary 
 
Abotiyun:                 A silken cloth generally worn at the time of preparing or  
 enjoying a feast 
Aapatyadhikar:        A chapter in Siddhantkaumudi.    
Aathaas :                 A part of Veda consisting of eight chapters. 
Abhaxyabhaxya :    A discrimination between fit and unfit to eat. 
Abhisek :                 To sprinkle water or milk on an idol   
                                accompanied by chanting of Mantras. 
Agharni :                 The ceremony performed in the seventh month of  the first  
                                pregnancy. 
Ahambrahmasmi :  Self adoration aimed at elevation of self thinking  
                               the self is a part of Brahma  
Akhandaryavart:     A complete region from the Eastern ocean to   
                               Western and between Himalayas and Vindhyachal 
Akhyan :                 A tale;  an account  
Atma:                     The soul; self. 
Angarakho :            A long coat  
Angnihotra :            The duty of an angnihotra; the keeping alive of                   
                                the sacrificial fire and offering of oblations to it. 
Arajio :  Prayers  
Arti:  The ceremony of waving a small lamp before an  
                                 idol.  
Aso :  The last month of the Hindu calendar of Vikram Era  
 corresponding to October.  
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Audich/ya :             Name of a particulr class of Brahmins. 
Akshar Kavita:        A poem with Akshar meters, in which the number of  
                               letters in afoot is the principal consideration.   
Akshsarvrutt:          A style in Gujarati prosody; in which the number of  
                               letters in afoot is the principal consideration.   
Ayurveda :                The science or knowledge of medicine.  
Basundi :                 A kind of custard; a liquid sweet made of milk, sugar and  
 dry fruits. 
Bet:                         A small poem of two lines with rhyming  
                                at the end of each line in Persian.  
Bhadarava :            The eleventh month of Hindu calendar of Vikram Era  
 corresponding to September.  
Bhagataji:               A devotee. Shows respect. 
Bhagavat :              Name of one of the eighteen purans. 
Bhajan :                  A hymn, worship, adoration. 
Bhakti :                   Worship, adoration, devotion. 
Bhargav:                Name of the class of Brahmins. 
Brahma :                The divine cause or essence of the universe, the  
                               supreme being regarded as impersonal, the soul  
                              of the universe from which all created things            
                              emanate and to which they return. God. 
Bruhaspati :           The name of the preceptor of Gods                     
                               And Goddesses. 
Chabakha :             A type of an instructive poem    
Chabutaro :           A police station or main square. 
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Chaitra :                 The name of the sixth month of Hindu calendar of Vikram  
                              Era corresponding to March. 
Chandipath :         The book containing propitiatory verses of praises  
                               and prayers offered to the Goddess Durga.  
Chaturmas :          To stay in the same place during the four month of  
                               monsoon 
Chaudas :              The fourteenth lunar day. 
Chhappa:               A piece of poetry having six lines, consisting of  
                              152 prosodial measures. 
Chitrakavya :        A verse or a poem written in the form of a picture  
                             or figure.  
Chopai :                A verse consisting four lines; name of the meter  
                              each line containing 15 prosodial measures and 4  
                              tal, a stanza. 
Darshan :              Visiting an idol or sacred Shrine; worshipping in  
                              the presence of an image. 
Deergh :               Long of a vowel in Grammar. 
Dhani :                 Parched grain. 
Dhoti :                  A white garment worn round the waist by man 
Dohara :               A couplet or distich in Hindustanee etc., name of  
                             metre consisting  48 prosodial measures and 12  
                             tals. 
Fourmeans:       The policy of four expedients like conciliation, bribe,  
                           penalty and deceit 
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Garabi/s:              A song sung by males or females while moving 
                             in a circle.  
Garabo:                   A song sung by males or females while moving   
                                in a circle  
Ghee:                      Clarified butter. 
Goldhana :              Molasses and coriander seeds distributed on  
                                occasion of joy.  
Gosaniji Maharajo:  The religious perceptor or head of the Vaishnav  
                                 temple. 
Gotra :                       A family; a lineage; a race. 
Gruhastha :               A class of Nagar community. 
Guni :                         A devil – dealer who knows the black magic. 
Hardas :                    One who recites Katha or epic-stories  
                                  accompanied by music and chanting.  
Harikatha :                A religious narrative. 
Hraswa :                   Short of a vowel in grammar. 
Hukkas :                   A smoking apparatus. 
Jain :                         A follower of the Jain faith. 
Janmastami :            The ceremonial observance of the eighth day the  
                                 dark half of the month of Sharavan on which  
                                 Krishna was born. 
Janoi :                      A sacred thread worn by Brahmins. 
Jartosti:                    Of Parsee community.   
 Jayeshtha:               The eighth month of Hindu calendar.  
Jayeshthashanti :      A religious rite. 
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Jeth :                       The eighth month of Hindu calendar of Vikram Era  
 corresponding to June.  
Kalibhairava :          Name of Goddess who help in propitiating spirits. 
Kalidas:                    A celebrated poet/ author of many Sanskrit works. 
Kalika/devi :            Name of Durga, an epithet of Durga in her terrific  
                                form. 
Kalp :                      One day of Brahma, a period of 4,320,000,000     
                               years, the period between creation and  
                               destructions of the world. 
Kal/iyug :                 The fourth age of the world. It commenced on 13 February    
 3102 B. C. when Lord Krishna left the Earth planet for His  
 divine abode according to Hindu belief. Its period is of  
                                 432000 years. 
Kanabi:                   A Gujarati caste basically concerned with  
                               agriculture.  
Kapotvadhyagna :  A yagna where a pigeon is sacrificed.  
Kartak :                   The first month of Hindu calendar of Vikram Era  
                               corresponding to November. 
Karmakand :          The section of Vedas which treats of rites and  
                              observances. 
Katha :                   Narration of a religions story. 
Kavach :                 A discourse. 
 Kavi :                     A poet  or the title with the same meaning. 
Kavit:                      A verse consisting of 8 feet (lines) each of which  
                               has 16 and 15 syllable alternately. 
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Kavita:                   A poem.  
Kayastha:              A person from the Kayastha caste. 
Kerabo :                A kind of dance in which a male performer is  
                              disguised as a female or a female as a male   
Khakhars :               Name of a tree. Bated Frondosa. 
Kori :                       A small silver coin 
Kshatriya :              The kshatriya caste, relating or peculiar to the  
                                military tribe. 
Kundaliyo :             Name of a metre containing 144 prosodial   
                               measures. 
Lavani :                   A ballad, a love song 
Magh :                     The fourth month of Hindu calendar.  
Mahadev :               Lord Shiva; the third member of Hindu triad. 
Maharaj :                 A religious preceptor of the Vaishnavas. 
Mamlatdar:             A taluka revenue collector. 
Mandals :                Religious rites. 
Mantra:                   A sacred chant  
Marathi:                   A Maharastrian. 
Mlechchh :              The generic term for a barbarian or a foreigner in  
                                India. 
Modak:                    Sweet balls, a type of sweet made of wheat flour,  
 Molasses and ghee. 
Modi:                       A written character with a particular style. 
Nargha:                   A pair of drums used for keeping time in music.  
Nashakkar:              Based at Nashik city / from Nashik. 
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Nilodwah Karm:        A rite performed for the salvation of the soul of  
                                 the dead person where cows are donated   
Pad :                         A variety of metrical composition used in hymns  
                                 and anthems.  
Padyavarta :             A poetical story. 
Pak :                        An intoxicating item made with ghee, sugar,  
                                 milk, wheat flour etc. 
Paksha :                   Observing fast for some days. 
Pan:                          A roll of betel leaf with areca- nut, lime etc. 
Parthivpuja :             A rite performed on the idol of Shiva made of  
                                 clay used for single day worship. 
Parvati :                   Consort of lord Shiva. 
Piyal :                       Painting of forehead of woman with beautiful  
                                 colours. 
Pooja/Poojapath :   Worship, homage, adoration, devotion. 
Poori :                       A bun; a cake, a fried small chapatti.  
Posh :                       Name of the third month of Hindu calendar of Vikram Era  
 corresponding to February. 
Pothi/es :                  A religious book/s. 
Pradaxana :             Circumambulation of an object or idol from left to  
                                 right. 
Prakrut:                     A language derived from Sanskrit. 
 Pravar :                    A race, family, linage, an ancestor. 
Pretbhojan :              A feast offered as a part of ceremony to be  
                                 performed in favour of the dead. 
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Punyakarma :          A meritorious act 
Purans :                   A sacred poetical work containing accounts of  
                                 persons and events of old time. 
Rag :                        Musical Harmony, melody ,a musical mode. 
Raghuvansh:              An Epic by Kalidas.  
Ramaji :                     An incarnation of Vishnu. 
Ras :                          A poetic sentiment, a rhetoric effect. There are  
                                  nine kinds of Ras 
Ravsaha/eb :            A title equivalent to Sir. 
Ri/ugveda :               One of the four Vedas. 
 Rudri :                      A hymn sacred to Shiva 
 Rugvedi :                 A student of Rigveda 
Saaraswat :              A religious book. 
Sabhas :                   Society, meeting 
Sakar :                      Having a form.  
Samskar :                 An impression of the mind;  embellishment;  
                                 purification. An essential and purification rite or  
                                 ceremony.  
 Sandhya/puja :       Religious performance, prayers and meditation  
                                performed at sunrise, midday and sunset. 
Sangi :                     A square board or raised ground  coloured and  
                                decorated with  different pictures. 
Sarangi :                  A type of stringed musical instrument. 
Saraswat :                Name of a particular class of Brahmans. 
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Saraswati :               Goddess of speech, music and language.  
                                 Minerva 
 Sekta :                      A kind of tree pods used for food. 
Senarati :                  An arati performed at night. 
Shakti :                     A Goddess 
Shantras/a :             The sentiment of quietism  
Shastri :                  One learned in Sanskrit or versed in religious  
                               texts who had studied any art, science or system  
                               of religion or philosophy. 
Sheshsaiya :           An epithet of Vishu, lying down on the serpent  
                                king. 
Sheths :                  A respectful term for a merchant or gentleman, a  
                               title equivalent to mister or ‘Esquire’ 
Shivratri :               The 14th night of the dark half of Magha observed  
                               in honor of Shiva by religious fast. 
Shloka :                  A stanza; a verse generally praising God. 
Shraddh :               A sacrifice performed at certain times, generally intended 
for  
                                salvation of dead. 
Shravan :               Tenth month of Hindu calendar of Vikram Era  
 corresponding to September. 
Shri/ungar Ras :    A poetic sentiment for beauty. 
Shrotkarma:          The rites and ceremonies prescribed by the  
                              Vedas.       
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Shudras :                An individual of the lowest of the four great  
                               classes of the Aryans. 
Siddhi :                   Accomplishment, supernatural power or faculty. 
Stotras :                 A hymn, praise 
Suba/s :                  The governor or revenue commissioner of a province.  
Swadeshi :              Native, born, produced or made in one’s own  
                                native country. 
Talati:                     A village officer whose duty was formerly to weigh  
                                and divide the products of the village between  
                                the cultivator and the government 
Talim :                    Learning of Urdu 
Termun :                 Rites performed on the thirteenth day after death  
                                by surviving relatives 
 
Upanishads :          Brahmans, the chief aim of which is to ascertain  
                               the secrete meaning of Vedas. 
Upvitsamskar :     Offering the sacred thread. 
 
Vaishakh :             The seventh month of Hindu calendar of Vikram Era  
 corresponding to May.  
Vaishnav  :             A member of the sect which regards Vishnu as  
                               the supreme Diety. 
Vaishnavites:          Name of the title adopted by Vaishnavite  
                                preceptor. 
Vallabhmarg:          A school of Vaishnavite. 
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Varsi:                   The first anniversary of the dead, the shraddh  
                               Ceremony performed at the end of the first year  
                               after the death of a person. 
Veda/s :                 One of the sacred writings of the Hindus. The  
                              Vedas are regarded as a direct revelation from the  
                               Deity and are supposed to have been arranged          
                               by Vyasa. There are four Vedas viz. Rigveda,  
                               Yajurveda, Samveda and Atharvaveda.  
Vedant/marg:       A name of a particular system of the Hindu  
                             philosophy. 
Vedavti:                The follower of the Vedant philosophy.    
Vediya :                A Brahmin that has studied the Vedas. 
Vikram Era :         The era of Vikram who was a celebrated king of  
                              Ujjain. 
Vrat :                      A vow, a religious observance. 
Vrutti:                     Level, fence. 
Yagna :                  A sacrifice.  An oblation, an observance or act for  
                               propitiating a deity. 
 Yoganand:            The supreme bliss. 
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Annxure 
Life at a Glance 
 
1833-  (August 24) Birth 
1837-  (April 25) the ancestral houses at Amaliran in Surat got burnt  
in the big fire. 
1838-  Got admitted to Nana Maheta’s school at Mumbai; Durga  
Mahetaji’s school at Surat and for some time Pranshankar 
Mahetaji’s school. 
1841-  Was offered Janoi. 
1843-  Learnt one aatho of Vedas from Guru Balaji. 
1844-  (April 29) Got married to Gulab the daughter of Shastri Surajram 
1845-  (January 6) Admitted into the English school Elphinstone  
  Institute, Mumbai. 
1849-  (December) Got prize in the competitive examination 
1850-  (November 23) Death of his mother 
1851-  (May 1) Appointed as a teacher at Rander 
(July 4) Read the essay Mandli Malavathi Thata Labho before 
Svadesh Hitechchhun Mandali at Surat. Started the journal the 
‘Gnansagar’. 
1853-  (March) Transferred to Nanpara School. 
1853-  (October 5) Death of his first wife, Gulab 
1854-  (January 2) Left the job, went to Mumbai 
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1854-  (Jun 12) Re-joined the college and the Buddhivardhak Sabha 
1855- (up to September) Wrote about hundred lines in English and  
showed to Prof. Reid but he laughed at it. 
September 21 – Composed the first poem. His disturbed mood 
got pacified. Read essay on Vybhichar Ne Randibaji Na Karva 
Vishe. 
1856-  (January) Study of Axarmel metre through Shrutbodh  
(Feb 16) wrote a letter to Manmohandas for guidance for the 
Matramel metre  (March to December) As chief editor of 
Buddhivardhak Granth  (May) Got married to Dahigauri, 
Tripuravand Shastri’s daughter  (August 19) left the college 
education, studied Vruttaratnakar  and Raghuvansh 
1857-  (February) Became a teacher at Goguldas Tejpal School.  
(March) Composed the Pingalpravesh and dedicated to his 
loving  father. 
1858-  Study of the Sanskrit works on prosody like Chandralok and  
Nrusinhchanpu etc. 
1858-  (February) Joined the central school as a teacher  
  (Nov 23) resigned from the central school and vowed to lived at                 
mercy of mother pen. 
1859-  (Now ’58 to ’59) Studied the Sanskrit grammar and Indian 
 poetics at Pune. (March 20) Resolved to pass the remaining 
 whole life dedicated to the study and learning by remaining, 
 financially independent, returned to Mumbai from Pune (June 
 18). First meeting with Dalpatram at Valkeshwar, Sent the 
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 women of his family wearing the blouse for the feast offered by 
 his caste and became a ‘civilized reformist.’ 
1860-  Mahipatram, went abroad, Discussion on widow remarriage with  
Maharaj Jadunathji and the consequent controversy. 
Established Tatvashodhak Sabha. Got remarried the widow 
Divali with Ganpat, Dahigauri came to her in-law’s house. 
1861-  Dining with foreign returned Mahipartam. Maharaj liable case.  
1863-  (Feb 3) Visit and hot discussion on the surcharge with the  
  Income  tax commissioner Mr. Curtis. 
1864-  (September) Started the journal Dandio. 
1864-  (January 18) Death of his father at the age of fifty four. Gave 
 away  The idols of puja to the neighbors. 
1865-  (July) Resided at Surat, gave shelter to a widow Savitagauri of 
  his  own caste in a neighboring house. 
1865-  (September) Publication of Narmagadya 
1866-  (August 19) He was excommunicated. (Now. 21) Admitted into 
  the  caste. Publication of Mari Hakikat, Nayikavishaypravesh. 
  Uttam Nayika dedicated to Dahigauri. 
1867-  Publication of Narmakavita -a collection of poems composed in  
11 years. 
1867-  (November 7) Worries and clamour for the debt of Rs. 10,000. 
1869-  Marriage with another widow from his caste Narmadgauri  
alias Subhadragavari. 
1870-  Birth of his son Jayshankar 
1870-  Publication of Ramayannosar, Mahabharatnosar and Iliadnosar 
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1873-  Publication of the Narmbosh. 
1874-  Prepared the Narmgadya 
1875-  Publication of the government edition of Narmagadya. 
  (March) Resided it Mumbai again 
  -Lectures on Nivrutti Pravrutti Dharm 
  -Discussion-Dayanand Saraswati the founder of the Arysamaj. 
  -Decision for worshiping the supreme god as ‘Shivshakti’ 
  -Decitation of Dhyanmantra 
1876-  Kekhusharo Kabaraji staged the drama Shri Ramjankidarshan 
1877-  (April 16) The establishment of ‘Vedsaraswati’ at his Saraswati  
Mandir in Surat 
  -Worship for Saraswati at the Narmatekari, observed the  
  Shivaratri vrat, recited the Chandipath and Shivstotra.  
1878-  Aryanitidarshak Mandali stage his play, the Draupadidarshan 
1879-  Resolved for observing the discrimination of vegetarian and non- 
vegetarian food and became pure vegetarian. 
  -Observed rituals at the solar-eclipse. 
1880-  Offered Janoi to Jayshankar and he himself became theist. 
1881-  Creation of Shri Sarshakuntala and it was staged.  
1882-  Publication of the translation of the ‘Shrimad Bhagvadgita’  
appointed as secretary at the Gokuldas Tejpal Dharmadakhata. 
1883-  Composed his play ‘Shri Balkrushnavijay’ (Publication 1886) 
1885-  (July 19) Resigned from the job of Dharmadakhata. 
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1886-  (February 2 Shivaratri) Last advise to his family members on  
performing their duty. 
1886-  February 26 – Died. 
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